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    Radio spectrum access is important for terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observations and 
terrestrial radio astronomy observations.  The services offered by terrestrial wireless networks, commercial 
earth observations and terrestrial radio astronomy observations have evolved due to technological advances. 
They are expected to meet increasing users’ demands which will require more spectrum. The increasing 
demand for high throughput by users necessitates allocating additional spectrum to terrestrial wireless 
networks. Terrestrial radio astronomy observations s require additional bandwidth to observe more spectral 
windows. Commercial earth observation requires more spectrum for enhanced transmission of earth 
observation data. The evolution of terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observations and terrestrial 
radio astronomy observations leads to the emergence of new interference scenarios. For instance, terrestrial 
wireless networks pose interference risks to mobile ground stations; while inter-satellite links can interfere 
with terrestrial radio astronomy observations. Terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observations 
and terrestrial radio astronomy observations also require mechanisms that will enhance the performance of 
their users. 
     This thesis proposes a framework that prevents interference between terrestrial wireless networks, 
commercial earth observations and terrestrial radio astronomy observations when they co-exist; and enhance 
the performance of their users. The framework uses the cognitive radio; because it is capable of multi-context 
operation.  
     In the thesis, two interference avoidance mechanisms are presented. The first mechanism prevents 
interference between terrestrial radio astronomy observations and inter-satellite links. The second mechanism 
prevent interference between terrestrial wireless networks  and the commercial earth observation ground 
segment. The first interference reductionmechanism determines the inter-satellite link transmission duration. 
Analysis shows that interference-free inter-satellite links transmission is achievable during terrestrial radio 
astronomy observation switching for up to 50.7 seconds.  The second mechanism enables the mobile ground 
station, with a trained neural network, to predict the terrestrial wireless network channel idle state. The 
prediction of the TWN channel idle state prevents interference between the terrestrial wireless network and 
the mobile ground station. Simulation shows that incorporating prediction in the mobile ground station 
enhances uplink throughput by 40.6% and reduces latency by 18.6%.   
    In addition, the thesis also presents mechanisms to enhance the performance of the users in terrestrial 
wireless network, commercial earth observations and terrestrial radio astronomy observations.  The thesis 
presents mechanisms that enhance user performance in homogeneous and heterogeneous terrestrial wireless 
networks.  Mechanisms that enhance the performance of LTE-Advanced  users with learning diversity are 
also presented.  Furthermore, a future commercial earth observation network model that increases the 
accessible earth climatic data is presented. The performance of terrestrial radio astronomy observation  users 
xi 
 
is enhanced by presenting mechanisms that improve angular resolution, power efficiency and reduce 
infrastructure costs.  
     The thesis develops a dual mode mechanism that uses learning and enhances user performance in 
homogeneous and heterogeneous terrestrial wireless networks.  It also proposes the incorporation of learning-
diversity selection and learning-classification pause to enhance performance of users (with learning diversity). 
The mechanisms proposed to enhance user performance in terrestrial wireless network reduce the overhead 
associated with learning-algorithm development in intelligent terrestrial wireless network users.   
       Terrestrial radio astronomy observation user performance is enhanced in a scenario comprising 
multimode earth stations, ground based telescopes and high performance computing infrastructure. The 
multimode earth stations and ground based telescopes co-exist with cognitive terrestrial wireless networks.  
Interactions between terrestrial wireless networks and the high performance computing infrastructure enables 
the terrestrial wireless network to make opportunistic use of the underutilised high performance computing 
infrastructure. The terrestrial wireless network uses the underutilised high performance computing 
infrastructure to train its learning algorithms thereby enhancing terrestrial radio astronomy observation power 
efficiency and terrestrial wireless network autonomy. The use of multimode earth stations alongside ground 
based telescopes enhance angular resolution and reduce terrestrial radio astronomy observation infrastructure 
cost.   
    In addition, user performance in commercial earth observation networks is enhanced in the proposed 
cognitive earth observation network.  The cognitive earth observation network incorporates fractionated small 
satellites and mobile ground stations in the space and ground segment, respectively. The space segment uses 
a bio-inspired mechanism for fractionated satellite module sharing thereby making the cognitive earth 
observation network robust to module failures.  The cognitive earth observation network also enables users to 
access more earth climatic data at higher throughput and low latency.  
    Furthermore, the thesis formulates performance models for mechanisms that improve user performance in 
terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observations and terrestrial radio astronomy observations.  The 
performance benefits of these mechanisms are investigated via numerical simulation. The performance of the 
dual mode mechanism proposed for terrestrial wireless network users without learning diversity is compared 
with the existing channel state and the idle time. Analysis shows that the dual mode mechanism enhances 
throughput by 31% and 36% in the homogeneous and heterogeneous mode, respectively. Numerical 
simulations also show that using multimode earth station enhances terrestrial radio astronomy observation 
angular resolution by 59.2%. In addition, high performance computing infrastructure-cognitive terrestrial 
wireless network sharing enhances high performance computing infrastructure power efficiency by 8.31%.  
Furthermore, the use of cognitive radio for fractionated satellite-module soft sharing increases the commercial 
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𝑡𝑎 LA training duration for the  LA 𝑞 in the CR that incorporates learning diversity. 
𝜗 Transmit duration of CR that incorporates learning diversity with existing mechanism. 
𝜗′ Transmit duration of CR that incorporates learning diversity with proposed LDS. 
𝑃𝑏′
1  Data transmit power on 𝑐𝑏′ for CR with learning diversity but without LDS.  
𝑃𝑏′
2  Data transmit power on 𝑐𝑏′ for CR with learning diversity with LDS.  
𝑇ℎ1 Throughput of CR with learning diversity but without LDS.  
𝑇ℎ2 Throughput of CR with learning diversity with LDS.  
𝐷1 Amount of data transmitted when CR does not use LDS.  
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𝐷2 Amount of data transmitted when CR uses LDS.  
𝑟 Set of  cognition engines (CEs) in CR that use LCP.  
𝑁𝐿𝐴
𝑢  Number of LAs in 𝑟𝑢 ;  𝑟𝑢𝜖 𝑟. 
𝜃𝑢
𝑣 Number of connections between  𝑟𝑢 and 𝑟𝑣 ;  𝑟𝑣𝜖 𝑟  
𝜓1   Number of CEs connected to  𝑟1 
𝜌1 Number of layers between 𝑟1 and CR’s resources 
𝛺 CR- Price of Maintaining Consciousness in CR that uses existing mechanism. 
ᴌ Reduction in CR transmit power.  
𝑁𝑝
𝑢 Number of CR’s paused CEs in  𝑟𝑢.  
𝑁𝑇 Total number of CR’s CE layers  
μ Pause-transfer efficiency.  
𝑃 Initial CR data transmit power.  
𝑃′ Data transmit power of CR that incorporates learning diversity and uses LCP. 
𝛺′′ CR- PMC of CR that engages in spectrum sharing and uses existing mechanism i.e. without LCP. 
   𝑃′′ Transmit power of CR with learning diversity that engages in spectrum sharing and incorporates LCP. 
𝑃
𝑏′
𝐴1 Data transmit power of CR that does not engage in spectrum sharing and does not incorporate LCP.  
𝑃
𝑏′
𝐴2 Data transmit power of CR that does not engage in spectrum sharing and uses LCP  
𝑃
𝑏′
𝐴3 Data transmit power of CR that does engages in spectrum sharing and uses LCP  
𝑇ℎ𝐴1 Throughput of CR that does not engage in spectrum sharing and does not use LCP  
𝑇ℎ𝐴2 Data transmit throughput of CR that does not engage in spectrum sharing and uses LCP  
𝑇ℎ𝐴3 Data transmit throughput of CR that engages in spectrum sharing and uses LCP  
𝐹 Set of Radio Frequencies for ISL transmission and GBT observation.  
𝑆 Set of ISLs used by LEO satellites.  
Ф Set of GBTs.  
𝑠1
𝑓
 ISL 𝑙1 using 𝑓.  
ф𝑎
𝑓
 GBT used for terrestrial radio astronomy observation (TRAO) over sky region 𝑎 using 𝑓.  
𝑋 Entity 𝑋, 𝑋 could be either 𝑆 or ф 
𝐼𝑋
𝑓
 Spectrum usage indicator of 𝑋  
ф1
𝑓1  GBT ф1using frequency 𝑓1 for TRAOs, 𝑓1𝜖𝑓. 
𝐼(ϓ) Indicator signifying that GBT can or cannot meet ϓ 
𝐼(𝐿) TWN indicator indicating absence or presence of 𝐿 in GBT vicinity  
𝜏 Set of duty cycle of high performance computing infrastructure (HPC) at instant 𝑡.  
𝜏𝑡ℎ𝑟 Threshold HPC duty cycle.  
ð1 Angular resolution when only converted GBTs are used for TRAOs in absence of TWNs. 
ð2 Angular resolution when GBTs and MESs are used for TRAOs in absence of TWNs. 
ð3 Angular resolution when MESs and GBTs are used for TRAOs; there is TWN interference.   
ð4 Angular resolution when MESs and GBTs are used in presence of TWNs with interference protection.  
𝑆𝑐 Probability of having sufficient HPC resources  
𝑆𝑎 Probability of functional computing module in HPC.  
𝑆𝑝 Probability of using HPC to train cognitive TWN algorithms.  
𝛼 Set of fractionated satellites (fracsats) used in the commercial earth observation network. 
𝓀 Set of fractionated satellite module 
𝜃𝓀 Orbital inclination  
𝑆
ℎ𝓀1
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀1  𝛼𝓇’s first module.  
𝐼 (𝑆
ℎ𝓀1
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀1) Functional status of 𝑆
ℎ𝓀1
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀1 . 
𝐼𝑡
𝑏′  Channel usage indicator for  𝑐𝑏′ at instant, 𝑡. 𝑐𝑏′  𝜖  𝐶 
𝑥 Index used to refer to either input 𝑖𝑝, hidden  𝑖ℎ or output layers ℎ𝑜 of the MGS’s ML-FNN.  
𝑁𝑥 Number of layer neurons in 𝑥. 
𝑓𝑥(. ) Transfer function in 𝑥 
𝑤𝑥 Weights of 𝑥. 
𝑇ℎ𝑛𝑏 MGS uplink throughput when channels are not bonded.  
𝑇ℎ𝑏 MGS uplink throughput when channels are bonded.  
𝐵𝑐𝑏′  Bandwidth of 𝐶𝑠 in Hz.  
𝐷𝛼𝓇  Data captured by 𝛼𝓇’s WSM ; 𝛼𝓇𝜖 𝛼   
𝐿𝛼𝓇  Total ECV accessed from ECV in space segment.  
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   Spectrum access is important for terrestrial-wireless networks, commercial-earth observations and terrestrial 
radio-astronomy observations. The services offered by terrestrial-wireless networks, commercial-earth 
observations and terrestrial radio-astronomy observations require more spectrum, because of technological 
advances and new user expectations. Increasing terrestrial wireless network mobile users require high 
bandwidth access for proliferating high throughput applications, such as online video. Similarly, the 
proliferation of low-cost small satellites due to electronic miniaturization fuels the growth of commercial earth 
observation. Commercial earth observation  aims to provide users with high throughput access to earth climatic 
data. They require additional bandwidth to realise their goal of high throughput. In addition, terrestrial radio 
astronomy observations are also being increasingly considered by more nations. The increasing spectrum 
demand of terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observation and terrestrial radio astronomy 
observations increases the pressure on spectrum allocation.   
    This thesis proposes a framework that reduces interference between terrestrial wireless networks, 
commercial earth observation and terrestrial radio astronomy observations when they co-exist; and improve 
the performance of their users.  
1.2 Radio-Spectrum Access and Utilisation 
 
   The radio spectrum is a finite resource required to achieve high throughput data transmission by terrestrial 
wireless networks, commercial earth observations and terrestrial radio astronomy observations. Terrestrial 
wireless networks and commercial earth observation require additional spectrum to provide users with 
increased throughput.  In terrestrial radio astronomy observations, additional spectrum is required to enable 
ground based telescopes receive radio signals from new spectral windows . The increasing spectrum demand 
of  terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observation and terrestrial radio astronomy observations 
puts more pressure on radio-spectrum allocation. The spectrum-access objectives of the terrestrial wireless 
networks, commercial earth observations and terrestrial radio astronomy observations should be satisfied with 
reduced interference. A new spectrum-allocation framework that jointly satisfies the spectrum access demands 
for terrestrial wireless networks and other technologies like commercial earth observations and terrestrial radio 
astronomy observations is required [1-3].   
   The design of a new spectrum-allocation framework for terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth 
observations and terrestrial radio astronomy observations is also necessitated by new user expectations.  
Terrestrial wireless networks  have a high adoption rate; and they require additional spectrum to support more 
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users at improved quality of service [2,4]. Earth observations now aim to derive insights from ubiquitous 
earth-climatic variable data. This leads to the emergence of commercial earth observation. 
   The goal of ubiquitously accessing earth climatic variable data poses a challenge of spectrum conflict 
between commercial earth observations and terrestrial wireless networks. Terrestrial wireless networks  
comprise base stations and mobile subscribers; while commercial earth observation consist of mobile ground 
stations as terrestrial entities. Collocated mobile subscribers and mobile ground stations pose interference risks 
to each other, when they seek to maximize uplink throughput. Hence, new spectrum-allocation models that 
consider the spectrum-access objectives of commercial earth observation and terrestrial wireless networks are 
required.  
    The maturation of low cost small satellite technology has led to their use in earth observation [5] and 
communications [6-11]. Small satellite constellations can provide global coverage and forward data between 
satellites via inter-satellite links. Intersatellite links enable data to be forwarded between locations via the 
space segment. However, the use of intersatellite links poses interference risks to terrestrial radio astronomy 
observations [12]. Terrestrial radio astronomy observations study the universe and analyse astronomy-source  
radio signals received by ground based telescopes. The radio signals emitted by astronomy sources traverse 
space; and they are corrupted by intersatellite link signals prior to reception at ground based telescopes. The 
interference challenge arises between terrestrial radio astronomy observations and satellites as seen in [12] 
and terrestrial radio astronomy observations and terrestrial wireless networks as seen in [13].  
    The increasing interest in terrestrial radio astronomy observations has been noted in [14-15]; and it gives 
rise to two challenges. The first challenge is enhancing the angular resolution when terrestrial radio astronomy 
observations are conducted using converted ground based telescopes.  The second is improving high-
performance computing infrastructure utilisation.   
      This thesis uses the cognitive-radio paradigm to address these challenges. The cognitive radio paradigm 
is used; because it supports robust mechanisms and dynamic spectrum access. Dynamic spectrum access can 
enable terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observation and terrestrial radio astronomy observation 
to make use of each other’s unused spectrum, with reduced interference. In addition, dynamic spectrum access 
enhance spectrum utilisation. Furthermore, the cognitive radio is reconfigurable. The cognitive radio  is also 
suitable for enhancing user quality of service  in  terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observations 
and terrestrial radio astronomy observations.   
1.3  Spectrum Utilisation and the Cognitive-Radio Paradigm 
 
   This section discusses the spectrum utilisation observed from measurement campaigns. It identifies the role 
of the cognitive radio paradigm; and it discusses the spectrum-usage measurement results. The discussion on 
the incorporation of cognitive radio paradigm to enhance spectrum utilisation focuses more on terrestrial 
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wireless networks instead of commercial earth observations and terrestrial radio astronomy observation. The 
focus is on terrestrial wireless network because they make more use of the radio spectrum [2].  
    Measurements [16] show that terrestrial wireless networks have low spectrum usage at different locations. 
This implies that terrestrial wireless networks do not use their allocated spectrum all the time. Martian et al. 
[17] examined the mean spectral occupancy for the (25-3400) MHz band.  The mean spectrum utilisation is 
evaluated to be 21% and 14% in urban and rural areas, respectively. The underutilisation in [16-17] arises 
because fixed spectrum allocation does not incorporate spectrum sharing, as does dynamic spectrum access . 
The dynamic spectrum access mechanisms should improve spectrum utilisation and reduce interference 
between the existing subscribers [18-20]. In this thesis, dynamic spectrum access mechanisms should reduce 
interference between terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observations and terrestrial radio 
astronomy observations when they co-exist.   
   The cognitive radio paradigm incorporates dynamic spectrum access;  and it considers two types of users:  
primary users  and secondary users.  Primary users have a higher spectrum-access priority than secondary 
users. The cognitive priority protocol governs primary user- secondary user spectrum sharing; and it stipulates 
that secondary users should not interfere with primary users.  Secondary users sense the radio spectrum and 
can detect the presence of primary users. They transmit data in vacant spectrum holes i.e. channels. The role 
of the cognitive priority protocol in governing spectrum access is shown in Figure 1-1.  
 
Figure 1-1: Spectrum handoff in cognitive networks. 
 
   Figure 1-1 shows the spectrum-handoff initiation and execution between primary users and secondary users  
with two spectrum holes. Initially, the primary user is connected to one spectrum hole. However, a secondary 
user performing spectrum-sensing desires spectrum access. The secondary user detects and uses the vacant 
spectrum hole for transmission.  A new primary user enters; while the secondary user occupies the spectrum 
hole.  The secondary user detects primary user entry, exits the occupied spectrum hole and initiates spectrum 
sensing to find another vacant spectrum hole. Secondary users  can be designed by using cognitive radio 
technology. The cognitive radio is capable of awareness acquisition, inferential reasoning, decision-making 
and execution [19-20]. These functions constitute the cognitive radio cycle, as shown in Figure 1-2. In Figure 
1-2, the cognitive radio senses the environment, reasons using sensed data, makes reconfiguration decision 
and execute the decision.  
SU Secondary User 




Figure 1-2: Cognitive radio cycle.  
 
   The cognitive radio uses intelligent mechanisms to determine transmission parameters that enhance user 
quality of service [18, 21] and uphold the cognitive priority protocol [18].  Intelligent mechanisms with 
learning ability have been used for spectrum-sensing [22] and channel prediction [23] in cognitive radios. 
Xing et al. [23] examine techniques, such as hidden Markov model, support vector machines and artificial 
neural networks .  Artificial neural networks are preferred to hidden Markov models; because the artificial 
neural network is easily scalable [24-25].    
   Support vector machines are more suitable than artificial neural networks for classification [25-26] given 
large training samples, multiple inputs and outputs [26-28]. Artificial neural networks have been widely 
considered for cognitive radio spectrum prediction [29-30]. However, artificial neural networks have a poor 
generalisation capability. Hence, training data re-acquisition is required. This thesis uses the artificial neural 
network for cognitive  radio learning because of its low cost top down modelling approach.   
1.4  Problem Statement 
 
   This thesis addresses the problem of interference between terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth 
observation and terrestrial radio astronomy observations and enhancing the quality of service experienced by 
their users. The services offered by terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observation and terrestrial 
radio astronomy observations are evolving due to technological advances and new user expectations. 
Terrestrial wireless networks and commercial earth observation  require additional bandwidth to provide users 
with high throughput and low latency data access. Terrestrial radio astronomy observation also require access 
to new spectral windows to observe astronomy sources. The allocation of more spectrum to terrestrial wireless 
networks, commercial earth observation and terrestrial radio astronomy observations poses interference 
challenges when they co-exist. In addition, the additional bandwidth allocation should enhance the user 
performance in terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observation and terrestrial radio astronomy 




1.5   Research Questions and Objectives 
 
   This section presents the research questions and the objectives.  
1.5.1 Research Questions 
 
    The research questions addressed in this thesis are:   
1) What improvement in terrestrial wireless network subscriber’s quality of service can be obtained by 
using enhanced bio-inspired algorithms compared with the existing artificial neural network based 
mechanisms?  
2) How does the incorporation of robust bio-inspired algorithms in cognitive radios  improve their quality 
of service when they have multi-homing capabilities as secondary users in heterogeneous wireless 
networks?    
3) To what degree does the incorporation of cognitive radios and bio-inspired mechanisms enhance the 
quality of service of future commercial earth observation network models when CEOxisting with 
terrestrial wireless networks?  
4) To what degree does cognitive radio incorporation enhance terrestrial radio astronomy observation  
angular resolution and improve high performance computing infrastructure utilisation when 
CEOxisting with terrestrial wireless networks?  
1.5.2 Research Objectives 
    The objectives of this thesis are to:   
1) Review the existing literature; and it discusses how advances in technology provide a basis for the 
research. The review also recognises the existing techniques used for comparison purposes to 
determine the performance improvement of the proposed algorithms.  
2) Model and develop new mechanisms with improved spectrum utilisation and interference reduction  
are developed for users in  terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observation and terrestrial 
radio astronomy observations.   
3) Formulate mathematical models that are used to investigate the performance metrics of terrestrial 
wireless networks, commercial earth observation and terrestrial radio astronomy observations.   
4) Evaluate the performance of developed algorithms via numerical simulation. The performance of the 
algorithms proposed for proposed are compared with the techniques used in the existing algorithms.  
1.6   Scope and Assumptions  
 
    The research described in this thesis considers spectrum allocation for terrestrial wireless networks, 
commercial earth observation and terrestrial radio astronomy observations. It does not consider the analytical 
results of meteorological and astronomical data; but it focuses on their spectrum-access objectives. Some of 
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the proposed mechanisms require access to their data. Efforts have been made to obtain data, which were 
unavailable in some cases. The thesis focuses on the design of intelligent mechanisms for the commercial 
earth observation network service; and it assumes a functional-link budget. 
1.7   Research Contributions 
 
         This thesis makes the following contributions:  
1) Enhancing spectrum utilisation and user quality of service in terrestrial wireless networks: This 
thesis proposes a dual mode mechanism that improves spectrum utilisation. The proposed 
mechanism reduces training overhead and enhances user quality of service in homogeneous and 
heterogeneous terrestrial wireless networks. Simulation results show that the proposed mechanism 
outperforms the existing mechanism.  
2) Enhancing the performance and efficiency of the LTE-Advanced terrestrial wireless network  users 
with learning diversity:  The thesis proposes learning-diversity selection and learning-classification 
pause to enhance the performance of the LTE-Advanced  user with learning diversity. Simulations 
show that learning-diversity selection and learning classification performance improve the 
cognitive radio quality of service, when compared with the existing scheme.  
3) Interference reduction and enhancing user performance in terrestrial radio astronomy observations: 
This thesis proposes mechanisms that prevents terrestrial radio astronomy observation-
intersatellite link interference, improve angular resolution, high performance computing 
infrastructure utilisation and reduce terrestrial radio astronomy infrastructure costs. The 
improvement of angular resolution and infrastructure cost reduction is achieved by using 
reconfigurable multimode earth stations.  The high performance computing infrastructure 
utilisation is improved by using the underutilised high performance computing infrastructure to 
train the learning algorithms of a cognitive terrestrial wireless network. Performance models for 
the algorithms are formulated. Numerical simulations are also used to investigate models’ 
performance. 
4) Interference reduction and enhancing user performance in commercial earth observation: The 
thesis presents mechanisms that reduces interference between commercial earth observation and  
terrestrial wireless network interference; and enhances commercial earth observation user 
performance. These mechanisms are integrated in the proposed cognitive earth observation 
network model. the proposed cognitive earth observation network model comprises fractionated 
small satellites equipped a bio-inspired mechanism that increases the earth climatic variable data 
accessible to users. The ground segment hosts the mobile ground station. The mobile ground station 
hosts the spectrum prediction mechanism that improves spectrum utilisation and uplink throughput. 
The mathematical formulation of the cognitive earth observation network ’s, throughput, latency 
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and amount of accessible space segment data are presented. Simulation shows that the cognitive 
earth observation network outperforms the existing model.  
1.8   Thesis Outline 
 
The outline for the rest of the thesis is as follows: 
 
Chapter 2:  This chapter discusses the challenges in terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth 
observations and radio astronomy observations that necessitate a joint consideration for spectrum access. The 
chapter also presents a unified architecture. 
Chapter 3: This chapter presents a dual mode mechanism that enhances cognitive radio (user in terrestrial 
wireless network) quality of service in terrestrial wireless networks. The proposed mechanism operates in 
homogeneous and heterogeneous modes. In the homogenous mode, the cognitive radio obtains an enhanced 
quality of service in a single radio access technology environment. The cognitive radio obtains an enhanced 
quality of service in the heterogeneous wireless network when the proposed mechanism is in the 
heterogeneous mode. Simulation results show that the proposed mechanism outperforms the existing 
algorithm. Results on the proposed mechanisms’ homogeneous mode have been presented at the IEEE 
Conference on Advanced Networks and Telecommunication systems.  Results on the proposed mechanism’s 
heterogeneous mode has been submitted to IET Communications and is under review.  
Chapter 4:  The chapter focuses on enhancing cognitive radio quality of service in LTE-Advanced. The 
cognitive radio incorporates learning algorithm classification pause and learning diversity selection. In 
learning classificvation pause, the cognitive radio pauses learning algorithm classification when there are 
insufficient resources to support data transmission and learning-algorithm classification. Learning diversity 
selection enhances cognitive radio quality of service by reducing cognitive radio resources used in training 
learning algorithms. It ranks and selectively trains cognitive radio  learning algorithms. The cognitive radio  
first trains the learning algorithm that enables it to achieve the best quality of service. Performance models are 
formulated for both algorithms and simulation results show that learning classification pause and learning 
diversity selection outperform the existing scheme. The results on learning classification pause were presented 
at the IEEE Conference on Personal Indoor and Mobile Radio Communication. The result on learning diversity 
selection were presented at the South African Telecommunications and Network Applications Conference.   
Chapter 5: This chapter uses the cognitive radio to optimise the terrestrial radio astronomy observations  
conducted by a terrestrial radio astronomy organisation. The optimisation is realised by protecting terrestrial 
radio astronomy observations  from intersatellite link interference, improving high performance computing 
infrastructure power efficiency and enhancing angular resolution. Numerical simulation is performed to 
investigate the spectrum usage and intersatellite link transmit opportunity after achieving interference 
protection. In addition, simulation results show that incorporating the cognitive radio into terrestrial radio 
astronomy observation enhances high performance computing infrastructure utilisation and angular 
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resolution. Furthermore, the use of the cognitive radio also reduces terrestrial radio astronomy observation 
costs. The results have been presented at the European Conference on Networks and Communications  and at 
the South African Telecommunications and Network Applications Conference.. The presented results have 
been accepted for publication in the Journal of Advances in Astronomy.  
Chapter 6: The discussion here protects the commercial earth observation ground segment from LTE-
Advanced interference. The interference reduction is achieved by spectrum prediction. The incorporation of 
spectrum prediction also enhances spectrum utilisation and improves commercial earth observation uplink 
throughput. In addition, the user performance is also enhanced by designing a robust space segment. The space 
segment uses low cost fractionated small satellites that incorporate ant polydomy motivated mechanisms. 
Numerical simulation results show that the cognitive earth observation network model outperforms the 
throughput, latency and amount of accessible data of the existing model. The presented results have been 
submitted for review to the journal of Wireless Personal Communications.  
























Chapter 2  
 Background and Literature Review 
 
    The radio spectrum is an important resource for users in  terrestrial wireless networks (TWNs), commercial 
earth observation (CEO) and  terrestrial radio astronomy observation (TRAO). TWNs and CEOs users require 
access to the radio spectrum for the purposes of enhanced data transmission. TRAO require spectrum access 
to observe astronomical source (AS) signals. The discussion in this chapter reviews existing research on the 
spectrum access objectives of TWNs, CEO and TRAO. Different portions of the radio spectrum are allocated 
to TWNs, CEOs and TRAOs. The allocated spectrum is used to meet different user objectives. The discussion 
in this chapter focuses on the spectrum access concerns of TWNs, CEO and TRAO.  
       The rest of this chapter is divided into seven sections. The first section discusses spectrum demand, 
utilisation and allocation. The second focuses on the cognitive radio (CR). The third explains the concept of 
spectrum handoff. The fourth explains the importance of spectrum access to TWNs, CEO and TRAO. The 
fifth reviews existing mechanisms. The sixth describes the role of a unified architecture. The seventh is the 
conclusion.   
2.1 Spectrum Demand, Allocation and Utilisation   
 
      The radio spectrum is a finite resource that is demanded by different technologies for improving user 
performance [1-2]. The spectrum demand of TWNs, CEO and TRAO are met by assigning them to different 
portions of the radio spectrum. The requirement of ensuring low interference  spectrum allocation to different 
technologies requires the design of spectrum allocation mechanisms. This is because of technological 
advances in TWNs, CEO and TRAOs that necessitate having access to additional spectrum. However, the 
design of a new spectrum allocation framework requires knowledge of current spectrum utilisation. This is 
important to understand the necessary features to be incorporated in the new spectrum allocation framework. 
Spectrum usage measurements have been conducted in this regard.  
      Spectrum usage measurements show that the current approach of fixed spectrum allocation (FSA) limits 
spectrum utilisation [16-17]. The analysis in [16] shows that unused bands exist at different occasions at indoor 
and balcony locations. An analysis that extends [16] and considers spectrum usage of earth observations, 
TRAOs and TWNs is presented in [17]. Martian et al. [17] examine the mean occupancy of the (25-3400) 
MHz spectrum used for TWNs, earth observations and TRAOs. Analysis shows that the mean spectrum 
occupancy is 21% and 14 % in urban and rural areas,respectively.  
      The state of spectrum allocation between TWNs, TRAOs and CEO with FSA is as shown in Figure 2-1. 
TWNs, TRAOs and CEO are continuously evolving – with the emergence of previously unconsidered 
scenarios and new user requirements. The spectrum demand of TWNs, TRAOs and CEO is dynamic and not 
static. Hence, additional spectrum is continuously being allocated and reserved for TWNs, TRAOs and CEOs.  
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The reservation of spectrum for either TWNs, RAOs or CEO is unsustainable. This is because; as the spectrum 
demand of TWNs, TRAOs and CEO increases, less spectrum is available for other applications desiring 
spectrum access.  
 
Figure 2-1: Status of application spectrum access with fixed spectrum access 
 
    Currently, the spectrum allocation mechanism being used is FSA. In FSA, a technology such as TRAO 
retains ownership of unutilised spectrum. This leads to spectrum underutilisation. It also creates a false notion 
of spectrum scarcity for users in other technologies (say TWNs) that require spectrum access. The challenge 
of false spectrum scarcity mitigates against the evolution of TWNs, CEO and TRAOs. Hence, the consensus 
is that the FSA causes spectrum underutilisation [23, 28-30]. Therefore, a new mechanism that overcomes the 
drawback of underutilisation in spectrum allocation is required. A mechanism that has been identified to be 
suitable in this regard is the dynamic spectrum allocation mechanism (DSA). In DSA, entities are spectrally 
agile and can execute spectrum handoff to use unutilised channels. DSA mechanisms enable interference 
reduction between TWNs, TRAOs and CEO. The interference reduction is realised by equipping users in 
TWNs, TRAOs and CEOs with spectrum handoff execution capability. The capability to execute spectrum 
handoff enables the concerned users to switch between different portions of the spectrum. Being 
environmentally aware, the CR can be used to realise spectrum handoff and DSA in TWNs, CEO or TRAOs.   
    Therefore, new techniques and technologies are needed to design a new spectrum allocation framework that 
enhances spectrum utilisation. The DSA is recognised to enhance the spectrum utilisation and requires the 
design of new technologies. However, the transition from the FSA to the DSA requires the incorporation of 
new technologies. An important technology in this regard is the cognitive radio (CR).     
2.2 Technology for Improving Spectrum Utilisation - Cognitive Radio 
  
     The CR is a technology that can be used to realise DSA in TWNs, CEOs and TRAOs. It has been largely 
considered for improving spectrum utilisation and QoS in TWNs.  In the TWN, the CR is an intelligent entity 
that is expected to improve spectrum utilisation and enhance user performance. The CR is capable of acquiring 
environmental awareness, making inferences using sensed results and reconfigure its transmission parameters 
accordingly [18-20]. The CR comprises two components, these are the hardware and software components 





can reconfigure its parameters such as the modulation, coding scheme and antenna orientation in real time. 
The SDR’s operational parameters are dynamically adjusted using the sensing outcomes [20]. The SDR 
enables the CR to perceive its wireless environment and sense the state of the radio spectrum. Different sensing 
mechanisms such as energy detection, cyclostationarity detection and matched filtering [20] have been 
proposed for the CR. 
     The CR’s software component are the algorithms that makes inference using the sensed results. These 
algorithms constitute the cognition engine [19]. The CR’s cognition engine comprises mechanisms that enable 
the CR to make inferences and make decisions using sensed results.  The reconfiguration decisions are made 
by the CR’s learning algorithms and executed by the SDR hardware. Mackenzie et al. [19] present mechanisms 
that can be used in the CR’s cognition engine. Examples of cognition engine mechanisms are genetic 
algorithms, artificial neural networks and case based decision makers [19].  
      Functionally, the CR can act as a PU or as an SU. As a PU, the CR uses the cognition engine to determine 
the suitable operational parameters in different scenarios. The CR PU uses the cognition engine to determine 
the parameters that enhance its QoS. The CR PU is not concerned with upholding the CPP because PUs have 
a higher spectrum access priority than SUs.  In its role as an SU, the CR aims to improve spectrum utilisation, 
upholds the CPP and enhances its QoS. As an SU, the CR can change its channel and considers the wireless 
channel as an operational parameter. The ability of the CR to change its operating channel is called spectrum 
mobility. Spectrum mobility is executed by the spectrum handoff procedure in CR networks comprising PUs 
and SUs.   
 
2.3 Cognitive Radio and Spectrum Handoff  
 
    The spectrum handoff capability is an important functionality for SUs. Spectrum handoff is the ability to 
discontinue transmission on a previously occupied channel and resume the transmission on another channel. 
The spectrum handoff event is triggered in the CR when continued transmission on a previously occupied 
channel becomes infeasible. Different network events can trigger the spectrum handoff depending on whether 
the CR is functioning either as a PU or SU. The PU changes its operational channel due to the occurrence of 
frequency selective fading on a previously occupied channel. In addition, user mobility can also trigger the 
execution of a handoff between TWN cells. The cellular handoff involves spectrum handoff when there is a 
change in the operating channel. The entrance of another PU cannot trigger spectrum handoff in a currently 
transmitting PU. The entrance of a PU triggers the exit of a transmitting SU. In the event that all channels are 
occupied by PUs, an incoming PU is not accepted. This is because there are no network resources.  
    SU spectrum handoff is triggered by all the events leading to PU spectrum handoff in addition to PU 
entrance. In the event of a PU entry, the SU exits its occupied spectrum. The exiting SU initiates spectrum 
sensing to look for another channel when PU entrance is detected. The SU executes spectrum handoff with 
the aim of upholding the CPP and enhancing QoS. The CR concept has been largely considered for TWNs 
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because they currently have the largest spectrum usage [2]. Hence, the prevailing definition of spectrum 
handoff governs relations between PUs and SUs in TWNs only. 
     However, the future definition of spectrum handoff should transcend relations between PUs and SUs in 
TWNs. This is because of the increasing spectrum demand of emerging earth observations and TRAOs [1-2].  
The increasing spectrum demand of TWNs, TRAOs and CEO necessitate a change in the definition of 
spectrum mobility. Spectrum mobility can be redefined as the execution of spectrum handoff between PUs 
and SUs in TWNs, TRAOs and CEO.   
     Spectrum handoff can be executed either reactively or proactively. In reactive spectrum handoff, the CR 
initialises spectrum sensing after continued data transmission or reception on a channel becomes infeasible. 
The CR using proactive spectrum handoff determines channels suitable at future epochs prior to exiting the 
currently occupied channel. 
     The realisation of proactive spectrum handoff requires learning mechanisms to enable the CR determine 
channels suitable for future use. An important technique that enables CRs to realise proactive spectrum 
handoff is spectrum prediction. Spectrum prediction enables CRs to determine transmit parameters on 
channels other than that being currently used for data transmission or reception. Examples of such parameters 
are channel state, channel idle duration, suitable transmit power and modulation.  
     Reactive and proactive spectrum handoff can be used in spectrum sharing models such as the underlay and 
interweave spectrum sharing model. In the underlay model, users can simultaneously transmit on the same 
channel provided that the cognitive priority protocol (CPP) is not contravened. The CPP is upheld by limiting 
user transmit power. A CR using reactive spectrum handoff and the underlay model determines the allowable 
transmit power after sensing an idle channel. The sensing is done after the continued use of the existing 
channel becomes infeasible. However, a CR using a proactive spectrum handoff determines the allowable 
transmit power via prediction. The prediction is done before the continued use of the existing channel becomes 
infeasible.  
   The interweave spectrum sharing model enables users to transmit on the same channel but not 
simultaneously. The users desiring to share spectrum transmit for an allowable time prior to the arrival of 
other users. A CR using reactive spectrum handoff observes the channel traffic patterns and determines 
allowable transmit time. The use of a proactive spectrum handoff enables the CR to determine the allowable 
transmit time for concerned channels apriori.  
    In the underlay spectrum sharing model, the transmit power limitation reduces the achievable signal to 
interference plus noise ratio (SINR). This limits the achievable user throughput in wide area coverage TWNs. 
The interweave spectrum sharing does not severely limit user transmit power and SINR. Hence, the interweave 
spectrum sharing model can enhance user throughput in wide area TWNs. This thesis focuses on proactive 





2.4 Importance of Spectrum Allocation and Access to TWNs, TRAOs and Earth Observations 
   
     This section presents the entities in TWNs, TRAOs and earth observations that require radio spectrum 
access. It also discusses how technological advances lead to the evolution of these entities and the new user 
expectations. The spectrum access objectives and user expectations are also discussed.  
    Previously, spectrum handoff governed relations between PUs and SUs in TWNs because CRs has been 
largely considered for TWNs. In this context, spectrum mobility was limited to executing spectrum handoff 
between PUs and SUs in TWNs.  However, the increasing spectrum demand of TRAOs and earth observations 
alongside TWNs necessitates a re-definition of spectrum mobility. Spectrum mobility is redefined as the 
execution of spectrum handoff between PUs and SUs in TWNs, CEO and TRAOs; and within PUs and SUs 
in either TWNs, CEO or TRAOs.  
    This section is divided into three parts. The first part discusses spectrum access for TWN entities. The 
second focuses on spectrum access for entities in TRAOs. The third explains spectrum access for entities in 
CEO.  
        2.4.1 Spectrum Access for TWN Entities  
 
     TWNs aim to provide their subscribers with communication services. TWNs can be classified as either 
infrastructure based or non-infrastructure based depending on the availability of a central coordination entity. 
TWNs can be classified on the basis of their coverage capacity. In terms of coverage, TWNs can be classified 
as local area networks, metropolitan area networks and wide area networks. Infrastructure and non-
infrastructure based TWNs desire to access radio spectrum and enable their users to transmit data.  
Infrastructure based TWNs have a base station entity that manages communications between users while non-
infrastructure based TWNs do have a base station entity.  
     In addition, infrastructure based networks can also have local, metropolitan and wide coverage. Examples 
of infrastructure based TWNs with local, metropolitan and wide coverage are IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.16 and 
UMTS, respectively. The central entities in IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.16 and UMTS are the access point, IEEE 
802.16 base station and the Node B, respectively. Non-infrastructure based TWNs such as IEEE 802.15 and 
IEEE 802.16 adhoc mode do not have a wide area coverage.  
   This thesis focuses on spectrum access with the goal of improving user performance in TWNs. The 
considered TWNs are infrastructure based wide area coverage TWNs using licensed spectrum. This is because 
of the significant role of TWNs such as UMTS, LTE and LTE-A in mobile communications. TWNs such as 
UMTS, LTE and LTE-A comprise users i.e. subscribers and central entities such as the base station. The users 
in these TWNs  transmit data to other users via the base station on the uplink. The base station sends user data 
and control signals to users on the downlink.  
    In infrastructure based wide area coverage TWNs, spectrum access is important for transmitting control 
signals and user data.  Mobile TWN subscribers require spectrum access for high throughput applications such 
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as online video, high throughput downloads and uploads. In addition, mobile TWNs should also have an 
improved spectrum utilisation. The spectrum utilisation can be improved by using more of the allocated 
spectrum for data transmission instead of signalling overhead.  
      TWNs subscribers make use of mobile terminals to transfer data to other users via the base station on the 
uplink. The mobile terminals used by the TWN subscribers can function either as PUs or SUs.  PUs mobile 
terminals are end user devices that are previously served by TWNs prior to introducting SU mobile terminals. 
The SU mobile terminal incorporates CR capability and is introduced to enhance spectrum utilisation.  
     In TWNs, SUs are CRs that can have different capabilities. The CR can be either single mode or dual mode; 
based on the spectrum sensing and data transmission capability [20; 31-32].  CRs are expected to be capable 
of transmitting in heterogeneous wireless networks (HWNs). In this regard, CRs can be classified as having 
either multimode or multihomed capability. The spectrum access goals of the CRs (as SUs) with different 
capabilities is discussed as follows: 
1) Single Mode CRs with proactive spectrum handoff: This type of CR can engage either in data 
transmission or spectrum prediction (leading to spectrum handoff). The spectrum handoff for the single 
mode CR involves switching between channels in a given radio access technology (RAT). The 
proactive spectrum handoff is executed using a well-trained learning mechanism. The learning 
mechanism has been trained using transmission patterns for prospective channels in future epochs.  
2) Dual Mode CRs with proactive spectrum handoff: The dual mode CR can concurrently execute data 
transmission and spectrum prediction (leading to spectrum handoff). It executes spectrum handoff for 
channels in a given RAT. The proactive spectrum handoff requires a learning mechanism that has been 
trained using previous data transmission patterns.   
3) Multimode Single Mode CRs: The CR can connect to multiple RATs but it only maintains connection 
to only one RAT at a time. This CR is expected to be capable of switching between the channels of 
different RATs. However, it cannot concurrently execute data transmission and spectrum prediction 
for channels in a given RAT.  
4) Multihomed Single Mode CRs: The CR can concurrently connect to multiple RATs.  It is capable of 
switching between the channels of different RATs. It can concurrently execute data transmission and 
spectrum prediction for channels in a given RAT.  
5) Multimode Dual Mode CRs: The CR can connect to multiple RATs but it only maintains connection 
to only one RAT at a time. It is capable of switching between the channels of different RATs. In 
addition, it concurrently executes data transmission and spectrum prediction for channels.   
6) Multihomed Dual Mode CRs: The CR can concurrently connect to multiple RATs. This CR is expected 
to be capable of switching between the channels of different RATs. In addition, it concurrently 
executes data transmission and spectrum prediction for multiple RAT channels.  
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     These end-user devices are increasingly being adopted by TWN subscribers in form of smartphones with 
increasing technological capabilities. In addition, technological advances enable the design of more 
sophisticated end user devices. The proliferation of smart end user devices and increasing demand for high 
throughput applications necessitate allocating more spectrum to TWNs. However, the allocation of more 
spectrum increases spectral overlap between TWNs and TRAOs and earth observations. TRAOs and earth 
observations also have an increasing spectrum demand.  
 
2.4.2 Entities Requiring Spectrum Access in TRAOs  
      
      Astronomy aims to study the underlying mechanisms of the universe by analysing signals radiated by 
objects in the universe. The studied objects are also called astronomy sources (ASs) and radiate the signals 
analysed by radio astronomers. Astronomy sources radiate different types of signals such as X-rays, gamma, 
optical radiation and radio waves. The signals radiated by ASs are received by ground based telescopes 
(GBTs) and analysed by the HPC. Telescopes can be located in ground or in space while the HPC is located 
on the ground. The increasing proliferation of TWNs and small satellites does not pose interference threats to 
X-ray, gamma and optical astronomy. However the increasing proliferation of TWNs and intersatellite links 
(ISLs) in small satellites pose interference threats to TRAOs.  
     TRAOs are conducted in observatories comprising GBTs and HPC. The GBTs receive signals from the 
observed ASs. The received signals are sent to the HPC for signal processing. The GBTs are exposed to the 
radio environment and are susceptible to interference from ISLs and TWNs. The HPC is not exposed to radio 
interference being perfectly shielded from interference via radio frequency interference shield.    
      The observation frequency of GBTs are also called spectral windows (SWs). Radio astronomers seek to 
study AS radiation at different SWs. The increased interest in TRAOs has also led to the construction of 
astronomy observatories. An example of a recently completed observatory is the Atacama Large Millimetre 
array (ALMA) inaugurated in 2013. 
    Relations between GBTs and the HPC are shown in Figure 2-2. As shown in Figure 2-2, the GBTs receive 
radio signals from ASs, the received radio signals are transmitted to the HPC. The GBT-HPC signal 
transmission is realised via optic fibre links (OFLs). The GBT-HPC link is bidirectional. It enables GBTs to 





Figure 2-2: Interaction of components in terrestrial radio astronomy observations.  
 
     The interference between intersatellite links and terrestrial radio astronomy observations have been 
observed in [12; 33]. The observations in [12; 33] have not considered the role of ISLs in future small satellite 
networks. The increasing interference susceptibility between TWNs and TRAOs arise due to increasing 
population density. The increasing population density and the use wireless internet  reduces the availability of 
potential TRQZs [34-38].   
 
2.4.3 Role of Spectrum Access in Earth Observations  
 
       Commercial earth observations are conducted using networks that comprise space and ground segment. 
The space and ground segment hosts earth observation satellites and ground stations, respectively. CEOs 
execute their functions in the parameter observation, data downlink and data uplink stages.  
1) Parameter-Observation Stage (POS): Earth observation sensors aboard the satellites and ground 
stations are used to acquire ECV data. These sensors observe ECV data in different portions of the 
radio spectrum. The spectrum-access demand of the POS is not considered; because this thesis does 
not analyse meteorological data.  
2) The Data-Downlink stage (DDS): Satellites send their ECV data to the ground stations on the 
downlink. The X-band spectrum has been recognised to be suitable for the downlink transmission. 
This is because of the smaller antenna size accompanying the choice of this band. Hence, the satellite 
has a smaller weight. The choice of the X-band does not pose interference to the uplink and downlink 
in TWNs.  
3) The Data-Uplink Stage (DUS): Ground stations capture data that are forwarded to satellites for 
availability at other locations. They should have access to high bandwidth channels, in order to obtain 
high uplink throughput. Ground stations can also be collocated with TWNs, in such a case they must 
not interfere with TWNs.  
     The desire to understand climatic patterns and use this knowledge to improve enterprise is the motivation 
for commercial earth observations. Earth observations is conducted via networks that comprise space and 
ground segments. The space and ground segment hosts earth observation satellites and ground stations, 
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respectively. The earth observation satellites and ground station require radio spectrum access for monitoring 
and transferring ECVs to different locations.  
     Technological advances in the design of smart end-user devices for mobile TWNs have also influenced 
earth observation satellite design [39]. The smartphone’s increased computing capacity has led to its 
incorporation in CEOs that use small satellites [39].  In addition, the SDR can be incorporated in small 
satellites [40-41] and mobile ground stations [41].  Small satellites have different subsystems. These are the 
power, attitude determination and control, on-board computing, payload and communication subsystems. The 
functions of these subsystems are:  
1) Power Subsystem (PS): The PS provides electrical power to other subsystems. Its components include 
solar cells, electrical-distribution boards and rechargeable batteries. The PS keeps the small satellite 
alive in orbit.  
2) Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem (ADCS): The ADCS comprises reaction wheels, 
magnetorquers and gyroscopes that maintain the small satellite’s orbital position. It ensures that small 
satellites can perform station-keeping functions.  
3) Earth-Observation Payload Subsystem (EOPS): The EOPS’s components are used by small 
satellites to acquire earth-climatic variable (ECV) data. The EOPS composition depends on the small 
satellite development goals. EOPS components could be hyper-spectral imagers and cloud icing 
sensors. The EOPS requires spectrum access to observe the ECV.  
4) Communication Subsystem (CSS): The satellite’s communications is executed by the CSS. The CSS 
comprises the ISL, as well as the uplink and downlink modules. The ISL’s downlink and uplink 
modules enable the inter-satellite, satellite to ground station and the ground stations to satellite 
communications, respectively. The uplink from the MGS to the CSS should have high throughput. The 
CSS requires radio spectrum access for ECV uplink, downlink and intersatellite communications via 
the ISLs. The increasing proliferation of TWNs pose interference to ground stations. In addition, ISLs 
pose interference risks to GBTs in the observatory exclusion zone.  
5) On-board Computing Subsystem (OCSS): The OCSS is the brain; and it enables the small satellite 
to execute its algorithms. It receives and determines the small satellite’s transmission parameters. The 
OCSS performs its functionalities by using inputs from other small satellites, CSS and the EOPS.  
       Small satellites used in CEOs can be either fractionated or non-fractionated [42-43]. In fractionated small 
satellites, the subsystems are located in different wirelessly linked units. In non-fractionated small satellites, 
the subsystems are located in a single unit and are not wirelessly linked. Being distributed, fractionated small 
satellites are more robust than non-fractionated small satellites. This is because the failure of a module does 
not lead to the loss of functionality in fractionated small satellites.  
      The architecture of a non- fractionated and fractionated small satellite are shown in Figures 2-3 and 2-4, 





standard. The CubeSat is a small satellite that weighs approximately 1 kg. In Figure 2-3, the OCSS co-
ordinates CubeSat operations; and it is connected to the other subsystems. The CubeSat subsystems are 
powered by the PS. The OCSS also checks the available PS power; and it determines whether there is sufficient 
power to drive CubeSat tasks. In Figure 2-3, all the subsystems are in a single CubeSat; and they are not 
connected wirelessly.  
        Figure 2-4 shows a fractionated CubeSat system. The fractionated CubeSat has the same subsystems as 
the non-fractionated CubeSat. In Figure 2-4, the subsystems are wirelessly linked. Each subsystem can have 
its own power sources; or it can wirelessly derive its power from the PS. The OCSS has a bidirectional link 
with the PS that helps the OCSS to derive power from the PS. The subsystems of the fractionated CubeSat are 
distinct CubeSats that are wirelessly linked. The structure shown in Figure 2-4 comprises five wirelessly 
linked CubeSats in a formation-flying configuration.   






                            Figure 2-3: Non-fractionated CubeSat. 
 
                           Figure 2-4: Fractionated CubeSat. 
     Both fractionated and non-fractionated CubeSats require spectrum access for data transmission [44-45]. 
Spectrum access is required for uplink, downlink and intersatellite communications. The relations between 
earth observation satellites and a mobile ground station is shown in Figure 2-5. 
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    2.5 Existing Spectrum Allocation and Performance Improvement Mechanisms 
 
         The previous sections have focused on the roles of the cognitive radio, spectrum handoff and the FSA. In 
addition, previous discussion describes relations between spectrum handoff and DSA’s expectations. 
However, previous discussion has not reviewed existing interference reduction  and performance improvement 
mechanisms in TWNs, CEO and TRAOs. The discussion is divided into three parts. The first, second and 
third parts discuss interference reduction and performance enhancement mechanisms proposed for TWNs, 
TRAOs and CEO, respectively.  
 
      2.5.1 TWNs – Interference Reduction and QoS Improvement Mechanisms 
     
       The CR was initially envisioned to enhance the QoS of TWN users [18]. It is also envisioned that the CR 
will use learning techniques to adapt to the surrounding wireless environment. In addition, the CR can be used 
to execute spectrum handoff. The CR uses intelligent mechanisms such as ANNs and HMMs for proactive 
spectrum handoff via spectrum prediction [23]. Spectrum prediction is the prior determination via  trained 
intelligent mechanisms of the CR’s transmission parameters on a TWN channel. The a priori determination 
of the CR’s transmission parameters enables the CR to predict channel suitability. CR spectrum prediction is 
realised using mechanisms such as ANNs, HMMs and SVMs [19, 22-23].  
      This thesis considers the ANN as the learning mechanism of choice for CRs that are SUs in TWNs. The 
ANN is considered because of its efficient top down modelling approach [24].  It can be designed using 
different architectures such as multi-layer feedforward neural network (ML-FNNs), self-organising map 
neural network (SOM-NNs) and echo state network (ESNs). ANNs can be used to realise different learning 
objectives suitable for enhancing CR QoS and spectrum utilisation in TWNs. ANNs can be used for predicting 
user behaviour [24]. The prediction of user behaviour in [24] has been recognised to be capable of enhancing 
user QoS in TWNs [46]. ANNs can also be used for wireless channel identification [47] and channel prediction 
[48]. CRs use different ANNs architectures, such as ML-FNNs [22-23, 25-30, 48-49]. They can also use SOM-
NNs [50-51] and ESNs [24, 47, 52]. CRs can also use algorithms that combine ANNs with other techniques, 
such as SVMs [51] and fuzzy logic [53].   
     The prediction of user’s behaviour can enable the CR to determine transmission parameters for different 
user behaviour.  Darmon et al. [24] propose using an ESN – for predicting user behaviour. The ESN is 
considered because of its low computational cost. It has also been considered for wireless channel 
identification [47].  The ANN is a learning mechanism that can be used for spectrum prediction and executing 
proactive spectrum handoff.  A scenario showing the execution of proactive spectrum handoff by SUs in single 
RAT TWNs is shown in Figure 2-6.  In Figure 2-6, it is assumed that the SU uses a well-trained ANN as the 
proactive handoff mechanism. The ANN enables the CR to predict its allowable channel connection duration. 
It is also assumed that the CR selects the channel with the longest interference free connection duration.  
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      Figure 2-6 shows two scenarios that demonstrate the role of proactive spectrum handoff between PUs and 
an SU in the TWN. The scenarios comprise a TWN base station (BS),  PUs and an SU. In the scenario on the 
left, PU 1 and PU 2 use channels 𝑐1 and 𝑐3, respectively. PU 1 and PU 2 are at the epoch of completing data 
transmission. PU 3 is an incoming PU that triggers SU proactive spectrum handoff. PU 1 and PU 2 are at the 
epoch of completing their data transmission. However, PU 3 does not wait for them. This is because PU 3 has 
an higher spectrum access priority than the SU on 𝑐2. The SU predicts the allowable communication duration 
on 𝑐1 and 𝑐3  as 𝑡1 and 𝑡3, respectively.  𝑐1 and 𝑐3  have equal bandwidth and  𝑡3 > 𝑡1. Prior to executing the 
spectrum handoff, the SU is located on 𝑐2.  The SU detects incoming PU 3. However, before exiting 𝑐2 the 
SU has predicted its allowable connection duration on  𝑐1 and 𝑐3. Being aware of the predicted allowable 
connection duration on 𝑐3. The SU executes a spectrum handoff and continues its data transmission on 𝑐3 with 
a longer connection duration. The scenario on the right presents the network after the SU has executed 
proactive spectrum handoff.  The SU has executed the spectrum prediction procedure and selected channel  𝑐3 









Figure 2-6: Role of spectrum handoff in terrestrial wireless networks.  
 
      The execution of proactive spectrum handoff by SUs in HWNs is shown in Figure  2-7. Figure 2-7 shows 
the role of proactive spectrum handoff in HWNs. The HWN comprises two RATs with base stations BS 1 and 
BS 2. BS 1 supports PU 1 and SU transmission on channels 𝑐1 and 𝑐2, respectively. BS 2 supports the 
transmission of PU 2 and PU 3 on channels 𝑐3 and 𝑐4 , respectively. The overlapping of the coverage of BS 1 
and BS 2 results in the HWN. The incoming PU selects BS 1 thereby leading to the exit of the SU from 𝑐2.  
The exiting SU predicts its connection duration on channels 𝑐1 , 𝑐3 and 𝑐4 . In Figure 2-7, it is assumed that 
PU 1, PU 2 and PU 3 are at the epoch of completing their data transmission. The exiting SU predicts the 
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Figure 2-7: Spectrum handoff in heterogeneous wireless networks.  
      CR spectrum utilisation and QoS improvement can also be enhanced by reducing TWN overhead.  In [47], 
the use of the ESN enables the CR to infer the network state with minimal control channel information. The 
use of the ESN in [47] reduces the overhead, enhances spectrum utilisation and CR QoS. CR ANN spectrum 
prediction also enables the CR to exploit transmission opportunities [48-49].  Statistical models have been 
developed to model the channel state, the idle duration and the throughput [48]. These models can be used to 
simulate, develop and investigate predictive ANN models. Shahid et al. [48] developed the channel state and 
idle time predictor scheme (CSIT). CSIT is an ANN predictive mechanism that enables SUs make 
opportunistic use of idle spectrum in LTE-A.  A summary of CR ANNs architectures suitable for executing 
tasks that enable CR spectrum prediction is shown in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1: Overview of artificial neural networks Architectures useful for cognitive radio learning  
Architecture Strength(s) Challenge(s) 
ML-FNN[22-23, 
25-30] 
The ML-FNN can predict future channel occupancy from 
datasets for GSM, 3G and the TV white space. The 
prediction of future channel occupancy enables the 
realisation of proactive spectrum handoff.  In addition, the 
ML-FNN is scalable and well-studied.  
Spectrum prediction is challenging in environments where 
different parameters are available at different time. 
ESN [47,52] The ESN is used in applications requiring channel 
classification with minimal use of control overhead by the 
CR. This reduces the signalling overhead.  The ESN is 
conceptually simple compared to HMMs. It has low 
computational costs since only the output weights are 
trained. 
Dynamic wireless environments incur high signalling to 
realise rich reservoir for future prediction. 
SOM-NN [50-51] CR QoS Enhancement: The SOM-NN is used for predicting 
the bit rate. It is suitable for advanced CR learning in 
dynamic wireless environment.   
Choice of learning mechanisms suitable for different scenarios 




Hybrid scheme is created to ensure that CRs select ANNs 
for predefined scenarios. Enables CR to, classify, predict 
and make decisions without limitations of rule base.   
Learning mechanism cannot reconfigure to accommodate 
outliers in new scenarios.  
SOM-NN + SVM 
[51]  
Hybrid mechanism enhances CR classification capability. 
The joint use of SOM-NNs and SVMs enables the formation 
of fine decision regions.  
Training mechanism needs to ensure that SVM regions remain 
distinct without increasing confusion probability.  
Neuro-Fuzzy (ML-
FNN+ Fuzzy Logic) 
[53] 
Pre-processed user preferences are formulated to meet CR 
objective and train ML-FNN. Fuzzy logic handles 
uncertainty in training data. 
Scalability of fuzzy logic rule base becomes challenging when 
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      The discussion in this section focuses on the suitability of ANNs as CR-learning algorithms in TWNs and 
HWNs. ANNs have been considered for sensing [22], spectrum prediction [23,28-30,48-49,53] and 
classification [47, 51]. They are also suitable for RAT selection [50, 54-55], user-behaviour prediction [24, 
56] and antenna design [57-58].  ANNs are computationally flexible; and they can be used for general purposes 
as function approximators. This makes them useful to handle spectrum-prediction tasks requiring different 
parameters.  
     The CR is also expected to be capable of executing spectrum handoff in HWNs. In an HWN, the CR is 
expected to select the best channel in a suitable candidate RAT. The determination of a suitable channel aims  
to enhance QoS and uphold the CPP. This invokes a spectrum handoff procedure. The execution of spectrum 
handoff by CRs in HWNs should enhance spectrum utilisation and CR QoS.  The expected role of proactive 
spectrum handoff for SU is discussed in [49]. In [49], CR spectrum prediction enables opportunistic use of 
TV spectrum.  An intelligent RAT selection mechanism that uses learning mechanisms is presented in [54]. 
The mechanism presented in [54] is suitable for CR PUs and not SUs. This is because Rakovic et al. [54] have 
not considered spectrum usage parameters. The discussion in [54] implicitly invokes a spectrum handoff 
because TWN RATs use different portions of the radio spectrum 
      ANNs can also be used for spectrum prediction in HWNs. CR spectrum prediction can be used to address 
challenges in HWNs. A challenge for CRs in HWNs is that of RAT selection [59]. RAT selection algorithms 
can be either cognitive or non-cognitive [54]. Cognitive RAT selection algorithms are more dynamic than 
non-cognitive RAT selection algorithms. CRs incorporating cognitive RAT selection algorithms can use 
ANNs for RAT selection.  In HWNs, CR SUs should select the RAT and channel that enhances CR QoS, 
while upholding the CPP.  The scheme in [50] is a cognitive RAT-selection mechanism that uses the trained  
SOM-NN.  Non-cognitive RAT selection algorithms use pre-defined inputs and policies that are not adjustable 
when sub-optimal or wrong decisions result [54].   
     Rakovic et al. [54] use the Hopfield neural network and consider ten parameters. However, they have not 
considered parameters related to CR SU spectrum access. Hence, the mechanism is not suitable for SUs. RAT 
selection in HWNs requires that CRs should select the RAT that best satisfies user QoS and improves spectrum 
utilisation. RAT selection algorithms consider different criteria to enable CRs select the best RAT. A CR 
SOM-NN predictor model is presented in [50]. The CR selects between the IEEE 802.11b and the 802.11g 
modes based on the predicted bit rate. The SOM-NN is considered; because it supports unsupervised training. 
Unsupervised training is suitable for autonomous CR learning. The training enables the CR to select the best 
radio configuration. Tsakgaris et al. [50] considered that the IEEE 802.11 b and IEEE 802.11g modes use the 
2.4 GHz spectrum. The selection between the IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g RATs assumes ideal spectrum 
access for CRs.  Ideal CR spectrum access is obtainable when CRs are PUs, or when there is zero PU activity. 
The training in [50] is unsuitable for CR SUs seeking to predict allowable connection duration on RAT 
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channels. Tsakgaris et al. [50] also presented the SOM-NN training results. The SOM-NN has an average 
training duration of 6 seconds; and it uses 0.4 MB.   
     Abbas et al. [60] propose a RAT-selection mechanism for an HWN comprising IEEE 802.11 and 3G RATs.  
The proposed RAT-selection mechanism considers seven parameters; and it is designed by using a rule base. 
The presented mechanism advances [54] by using inputs that are known to mobile users.  The rule-based RAT 
selection algorithm is unsuitable for SUs because it does not explicitly consider the role of  spectrum 
prediction. Moreover, the rule base has scalability challenges. 
      In [50,54,59- 60], it is implicitly assumed that the CR has access to the RAT selection parameters. Hence, 
RAT selection proceeds on the basis of the availability of a repository, where RAT selection parameters are 
held. Chen et al. [61] proposed a cross-layer algorithm that explicitly considers the role of a  repository for 
CR RAT selection. The selection decision is made by using information from multiple layers that describe the 
user’s requirements. The cross-layer determination of the best RAT for a given application is done by using  
information available in the cognitive repository. The cognitive repository’s contents are analysed to select 
the best RAT.  It is assumed that the cognitive repository has all the required parameters. The mobile terminal 
using  the mechanism in [61] monitors and obtains information on the network status. It filters the required 
information from the obtained information. It can be inferred that the mobile terminal obtains network status 
information from another network entity.  
   The transfer of information from another network entity to the mobile terminal is susceptible to wireless 
channel impairments. However, RAT-selection parameters are assumed to be available to the subscriber in 
[61]. RAT selection becomes challenging when required RAT selection information is not available.  
    Haldar et al. [62] propose  a RAT selection mechanism for an heterogeneous cognitive wireless network.   
The mechanism scans the radio environment, analyses the signal strength of RATs and uses the results for 
analysis to acquire handoff awareness. In [62], user applications are assigned channels via a application 
classification procedure. The application classification procedure increases the latency for delay-intolerant 
applications when CRs use multiple applications. This is because the approach couples application 
classification, network selection and channel assignment. Therefore, it is important to design algorithms that 
overcome this drawback.  
    Rao et al. [55] present the always best-connected and served RAT selection paradigm. They recognise that 
ANNs are suitable for cognitive RAT selection. This is because ANNs can be used to make decisions, when 
the situation is unknown to selection, then heuristics arise. Similar to the perspective in [61],  the importance 
of  a repository is identified to be important for designing RAT-selection algorithms [55].  
    Though the discussion has focused on using learning mechanisms for RAT selection, they can be used for 
other tasks. The tasks are those that meet the objectives of low interference spectrum access and improve user 
QoS. The applications of learning mechanisms in CRs in TWN is shown in Table 2-2.  
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Table 2-2: Application of learning mechanisms in cognitive radios. 
 Mechanism  Spectrum  Training Parameter  Objective  
Bai et al. 
[22]  
Back Propagation neural 
network  
80-120 MHz   Power time series samples of 
Agilent N9020A.  
Interference Reduction: The ML-FNN is 
used to predict the energy detection decision 
threshold. PU-SU interference is reduced by 
improving the correct sensing probability in 








Data sets of PU arrivals, using time 
slot information and allowable 
connection duration.  
Interference reduction and enhancing QoS: 
Predicting the future channel state and idle 
duration for LTE-A channels. The proposed 
mechanism is called channel state and idle 
time (CSIT). CSIT improves CR LTE-A 
QoS.   
Tsakgaris 
et al. [50] 
SOM-NNs for candidate 
radio configuration 
selection and bit rate 
prediction.  
Unlicensed – 2.4 GHz ; 
RATs – IEEE 802.11b, 
IEEE 802.11g 
Received signal strength indicator, 
input and output errors, received and 
sent packets, achievable bit rate.   
QoS Improvement: The mechanism uses the 
SOM-NN to improve CR QoS by selecting 
the RAT via a proactive spectrum handoff. 
The RAT with the highest predicted bit rate 
is selected.  
Shaswar et 
al.[51] 
SOM-SVM for RAT 
Standard classification.  
Unlicensed ; Licensed  
WCDMA,IEEE 802.11a 
Power time series data Enhancing spectrum utilisation by reducing 
signalling overhead: RAT classification. 
The mechanism is cognitive and the SOM-
NN can accept new inputs for the 





Unlicensed  Application bit rate, application 
delay, type of the application, 
available capacity from serving 
network, serving network delay, 
available target network capacity, 
target network delay, handover 
trigger, mobile speed, SINR  
Enhancing QoS: RAT Selection between 
IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.16. The 
Hopfield neural network uses dynamic 
input-output relations and aims to improve 
the user QoS.  
Abbas et al. 
[60] 
Trained Rule Base for 
RAT selection 
Unlicensed, Licensed 
3G , IEEE 802.11 
Availability of 3G and IEEE 802.11 
networks, signal strength, Data size, 
battery life, speed, location and type 
of application.  
Enhancing user QoS: Select RAT with 
minimum energy consumption and best user 
QoS. The algorithm is cognitive due to the 
learning components. The rule base does not 
flexibly accept new selection parameters.  
Chen et al. 
[61] 




IEEE 802.11 and UMTS 
Throughput, Jitter, Rate, Session 
Completion, Average Delay and end 
to end loss rate.  
Enhancing User QoS: Select RAT with best 
QoS. The algorithm is non-cognitive, does 
not involve learning; and can accommodate 
flexible number of parameters.  
Lashkar et 
al. [53] 
Fuzzy Neural Approach  Licensed Spectrum and 
designed to be suitable 
for any RAT.  
Spectrum Efficiency, SU Mobility 
and distance between primary user 
and secondary user.  
Enhancing spectrum utilisation and user 
QoS: Spectrum mobility using fuzzy neural 
approach. Neural network is trained using 
fuzzified inputs. It is cognitive and uses 
learning.  
 
    Table 2-2 shows that ANNs have been widely considered for preventing interference between PUs and SUs 
in TWNs. ANNs have also been found suitable for executing proactive spectrum handoff via spectrum 
prediction.  
 
2.5.2 Interference Reduction and Performance Improvement Mechanisms in Earth Observations 
 
     The increasing spectrum demand of TWNs have led to the occurrence of scenarios where TWNs are 
allocated earth observations spectrum. In these scenarios, the TWNs interfere with the meteorological ground 
radar. Incidences of such interference have been observed in [63-64]. Small satellite proliferation [5-11] has 
also led to the evolution of CEOnetworks. Previously, the FSA has been used for spectrum allocation between 
CEOs with the aim of reducing TWN-CEO interference. However due to the increasing spectrum demand, 
TWN subscribers are now using spectrum initially meant for earth observation ground stations [63]. This has 
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led to the design of mechanisms that reduce interference between TWNs and earth observations ground station. 
Mechanisms that address interference in similar scenarios in satellite applications can be found in [65-68].  
     Tercero et al. [66] examined a scenario where IEEE 802.11 TWN users and ground meteorological radar 
share the 5.60-5.65 GHz band. In [66], the ground meteorological radar and the IEEE 802.11 are the PU and 
the SU, respectively.  The proposed mechanism enables dynamic spectrum access.  Investigations also show 
that the proposed mechanism enhances the SU transmission probability compared to the existing dynamic 
frequency selection. In the proposed mechanism, IEEE 802.11 subscribers use radar rotation information to 
opportunistically use the idle spectrum in the 5.60-5.65 GHz band. This consideration is not suitable for wide 
area networks TWNs with a larger coverage than the IEEE 802.11. The coverage radius of TWNs exceeds the 
radius of the ground meteorological radar.  
       Deng et al. [67] propose a space digital filter that enables radar performance to be unaffected by 
interfering TWNs. The scenario considered in [67] comprises MIMO radar and TWN subscribers. Subscribers 
interfere with the main and the side lobes of the MIMO radar system. The filter reduces  the interference effect 
of TWNs on the radar’s main and side lobes.  It becomes active after the completion of matched filtering on 
the signals received at the MIMO radar. The interference reduction space-digital filter is located in the MIMO 
radar. The filter enables the elimination of TWN interference from the main and side lobes. However, the 
filter focuses on interference cancellation and not enhancing spectrum utilisation.   
     The mechanism in [67] focuses on interference cancellation and ensures that the ground segment has an 
high SINR. The enhancement of the SINR does not imply that ground stations have accessed additional 
bandwidth. The ground segment throughput can be further improved by accessing additional bandwidth at 
enhanced SINR. 
     The mechanisms in [66-67] have not considered CR spectrum sharing to prevent TWN-CEO interference. 
This is because the CR was initially proposed for improving user QoS, spectrum utilisation and avoiding 
interference in TWNs [18]. However, the potential of the CR to enhance spectrum utilisation in satellite 
applications has also received attention in research. A notable initiative in this regard is the cognitive radio for 
satellite initiative (CoRaSat) presented in [65].   
     Liolis et al. [65] present the CoRaSat initiative, an FP7 project that incorporates the CR in satellite 
communications. The CoRaSat initiative is considered important because it identifies the CR’s potential to 
enhance spectrum utilisation in satellite applications. Earth observations are an important category of satellite 
application. CoRaSat  reduces interference-free spectrum allocation strategies for satellite communications in 
the non-geostationary and geostationary orbit. It outlines the challenges and benefits associated with using 
different CR spectrum sharing models in satellite applications. Though, CoRaSat has not explicitly presented 
strategies for earth observations; it identifies the potential of CRs to improve satellite applications.  
    The interference between radar and TWNs also occurs in the licensed S-band. Heuel et al. in [68] examine 
the interference between S-band air traffic control radar and the LTE TWN. The resulting interference 
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degrades LTE throughput and can damage the S-band radar. A CEOxistence framework, using DSA cognitive 
radar, has been identified as being useful. The co-existence framework enables the LTE to co-exist with S-
band radar. Therefore, a CR-based spectrum-sharing framework is required. The framework protects S-band 
meteorological radar from the interfering LTE-A TWN. 
     The discussion in [40] extends [68] by considering the suitability of the SDR in reducing interference. In 
[40], the SDR is considered suitable for protecting small satellite applications from interference. The SDR can 
also be incorporated in the ground station. The SDR aboard the ground station is expected to be capable of 
predicting spectrum demand. This prediction requires that the ground stations should be equipped with 
intelligent mechanisms. In addition, the discussion here assumes that the ground station does not interact with 
TWNs. Hence, the increasing spectrum demand of TWNs and the resulting interference observed in [63-64] 
has not been considered.  
      In [41], Maheshwarrappa et al. present an SDR architecture to support multi-satellite communications. 
The discussion in [41] extends [40] by considering the incorporation of SDR transceivers in mobile ground 
stations. The communications requirement in this case involves data transmission between multiple satellites 
and ground stations. The communications is realised via SDR transceivers that can be used on mobile ground 
stations and satellites. The presented transceiver can transmit on the (70 – 6000) MHz spectrum. The S-band 
lies within the considered spectrum. Hence, it is important to consider the interference that arise between 
mobile ground stations and TWNs in the S-band spectrum.   
     A co-existence scenario that results in interference between TWNs and earth observation satellites is shown 
in Figure 2-8. The scenario in Figure 2-8 comprises the LTE TWN and the earth observation network. In 
Figure 2-8, there is an overlap between the coverage areas of earth observation satellites and the LTE eNode 
B (eNB). The LTE comprises the eNB and LTE subscribers i.e. TWN users. The earth observation network 
comprises two earth observation satellites and a mobile ground station (MGS). The subscribers and the ground 
station are engaged in uplink transmission with the eNB and the satellites, respectively.  The ground station 
to satellite transmission is being done via the S-band to obtain an enhanced throughput. The S-band is  suitable 
for uplink transmission [40]. In addition, the ground station is assumed to have a functional link budget. The 
ground station-satellite uplink interferes with the uplink of LTE subscribers 1 and 2. 
    The incorporation of techniques that enable DSA in LTE subscribers or the mobile ground station is useful 
in preventing interference. The PUs and SUs could either be the LTE subscribers or the ground station. The 
incorporation of a proactive spectrum handoff technique in the ground station enables it to predict LTE channel 
suitability. In addition, the use of spectrum prediction  can enable the ground station to share spectrum with 










                                                                                                
Figure 2-8: Interference between terrestrial wireless networks and commercial earth observations.  
                                                                                                 
       The increasing spectrum demand of TWNs poses interference risks to other technologies requiring 
spectrum access. Examples of such technologies are air traffic control and meteorological ground station radar. 
Different interference reduction mechanisms have been proposed to prevent interference in scenarios where 
TWNs and earth observation radar CEO exist. A summary of existing interference reduction mechanisms are 
presented in Table 2-3.  
Table 2-3: Interference reduction mechanisms for terrestrial wireless network - earth observation existence.  
 Mechanism Aims and Objectives Challenges and Future Prospects 
Tercero et al. [66] Dynamic frequency 
selection mechanism  
Dynamic frequency selection reduces  
interference between IEEE 802.11 users and 
meteorological ground radar in the 5.60-5.65 
GHz spectrum. The ground radar is the PU while 
the IEEE 802.11 subscriber is the SU. SUs use 
radar rotation information for spectrum sharing.  
Proposed mechanism improves the 
utilisation of the 5.60-5.65 GHz unlicensed 
spectrum.  The considered IEEE 802.11 also 
has local coverage and not wide area 
coverage. It has not considered the 
interference that arises between wide area 
TWNs and meteorological ground station in 
licensed spectrum.  
Deng et al. [67] Space domain digital 
filter  
The proposed filter reduces interference between 
MIMO Radar and TWN users. It removes 
interfering TWN signals from the MIMO radar.  
The filter reduces MIMO radar signal bit 
error rate but does not improve spectrum 
utilisation.  
Heuel et al. [68] Cognitive Radar  The cognitive radar is identified to be suitable 
for reducing interference between LTE TWN 
and airport radar. The scenario has been 
considered to be of interest to CEOs because 
meteorological ground radar can also be located 
in TWN coverage zones.  
Additional consideration is required to 
design cognitive mechanisms that prevent 
interference between TWNs and CEOs.   
Maheshwarrappa et al. 
[40] 
SDR incorporation for 
small satellites and 
ground stations.  
The research proposes using SDR in small 
satellites to host intelligent mechanisms. The 
intelligent mechanisms enable proactive 
spectrum handoff on the ground station by 
predicting the future spectrum demand of 
satellites.  
Further consideration is needed to design 
intelligent mechanisms that predict future 
satellite spectrum demand. In addition, the 
discussion has not focused on reducing  
interference between TWNs and CEOs. 
Maheshwarrappa et 
al.[41] 
SDR incorporation in 




The SDR is incorporated in mobile ground 
stations that communicate with multiple small 
satellites. The mobile ground station is expected 
to transmit in the (70-6000) MHz band. TWNs 
that use licensed and unlicensed spectrum lie in 
the mobile ground station’s operating band.  
The mobile ground station poses 
interference risks to TWNs that use 
spectrum in the (70-6000) MHz band. 
Additional work is required to design 
suitable interference reduction mechanisms.  
 
2.5.3 Terrestrial Radio Astronomy – Spectrum Allocation and Interference Reduction Mechanisms  
 
    The interference between TWNs and TRAOs arise due to their increasing spectrum demand. The factors 
necessitating increased spectrum demand are high throughput applications in TWNs and observing additional 
SWs in TRAOs. TRAO spectrum allocation is conducted with the aim of ensuring that GBTs are not 
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[69-72]. This method of spectrum allocation is synonymous to the FSA regime.  However, the proliferation 
of TWNs has been recognised to pose interference risks to TRAOs [2, 13]. New mechanisms are required to 
protect GBTs used in TRAOs from TWN interference. The new mechanism should also satisfy two 
requirements. First, it should ensure that the increasing spectrum demand in TWNs are met. Second, it should 
enable interference free co-existence between TWNs and TRAOs.  This goal can be realised by using the DSA 
instead of the FSA.  
      An additional factor that increases TRAO susceptibility to TWN interference is the use of converted earth 
stations [14, 73-76]. The converted earth stations have been previously used for satellite communications. 
These earth stations are being converted due to the increasing use of optic fibre links for intercontinental 
internet access. The conversion of unused earth stations to GBTs is an approach that reduces TRAO costs. 
Converted GBTs are susceptible to interference when TWNs have been installed in their locations prior to the 
conversion.   
     TRAOs also experience interference from ISLs [12]. ISLs are used for enabling communications between 
satellites [33, 40]. Hence, the interference susceptibility of TRAOs is due to the proliferation of small satellites 
and TWNs. However, the CR as a technology for enabling proactive spectrum handoff has not received wide 
consideration  for spectrum access in TRAOs.  
    Spectrum allocation for TRAOs is examined in [69-70]. Pankonin et al. [69] and Waterman et al. [70] 
advocate radio-spectrum reservation (like FSA) for TRAOs. This reservation limits spectrum utilisation. The 
feasibility of frequency sharing is considered from a regulatory perspective in [71]. Isnard [71] views 
frequency sharing as a multi-level collaborative effort requiring the participation of the international 
telecommunication union and regional-spectrum regulators. The L-band is identified as the band for the 
intended spectrum sharing.   Interference reduction in TRAOs is considered as an important issue by different 
regional spectrum regulators [72]. The goal of interference reduction in TRAOs is achieved by locating GBTs 
in terrestrial radio quiet zones (TRQZs).  
      The suitability of TRQZs as an interference reduction tool is threatened by increasing population density.  
The increasing population density is accompanied with higher demand for TWN access [34, 36-37] by more 
subscribers. Though GBTs are located in TRQZs, TRAOs are susceptible to interference from satellite 
applications such as CEOs. The interference arises from the ISL used for satellite – satellite communications. 
In addressing this interference challenge, Gergely [12] proposes that satellites should be restricted from 
TRQZs. The restriction enforces the use of the allocated radio spectrum by TRAOs only. This approach 
prevents the ISL from sharing the spectrum with GBTs. Hence, it is synonymous to the FSA regime. This 
restriction requires the re-design of satellite orbits to consider TRAO observation requirements. The re-design 
of satellite orbits especially in the low earth orbit cannot be realised using only CRs. The issue of orbital re-
design is not considered in this thesis because the focus is on using CRs to reduce interference and enhancing 
spectrum utilisation.  
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    The occurrence of interference between TRAOs, TWNs and satellite networks requires a new interference 
reduction mechanism. This mechanism should enable TRAOs to access the spectrum without preventing other 
applications from achieving their spectrum access objectives. Such a goal can be achieved if there is 
CEOxistence. The desired CEOxistence can be realised via proactive spectrum handoff mechanisms that 
enable DSA. The required mechanisms can be designed using the CR.  
    The CR has not been widely considered for achieving DSA in TRAOs when compared to TWNs and CEOs. 
Bentum et al. [13] propose using CR underlay spectrum sharing model for low interference coexistence 
between TRAOs and TWNs. However, the analysis shows that the CEOxistence is infeasible. This is because 
of the low power of the TRAO signal compared to that of the TWN signal. In addition, the received signals in 
TRAOs cannot be controlled being received from ASs. Furthermore, a reduction of the TWN signal power to 
ensure CEOxistence makes data transmission infeasible.  
   The SDR has been found to be capable of enhancing TRAOs. Behnke et al. [77] has identified that the SDR 
is capable of enhancing TRAOs. The SDR’s suitability is due to its advanced spectral processing capability. 
The discussion in [77] recognises that the SDR has an excellent out-of-band rejection capacity. Being the 
hardware component of the CR, the SDR can be furnished with intelligent mechanisms to realise DSA in 
TRAOs. 
     A new spectrum allocation framework  is required to reduce interference between (TRAOs and TWNs)  
and (TRAOs and ISLs).  The new framework should reduce interference, uphold the CPP and enhance the 
spectrum utilisation. The new framework should also realise the end goal of spectrum utilisation. The end goal 
of spectrum utilisation is to enhance user performance.  
     The new framework requires an architecture that incorporates DSA and jointly considers the spectrum 
access objectives of emerging technologies. Such an architecture unifies the spectrum access goals of TWNs, 
CEOs and TRAOs and is presented in the next section.  
 
2.6   Unified Architecture for Enhancing Emerging TWNs, TRAOs and Earth Observations 
 
     In the review above, it can be seen that TWNs, CEOs and TRAOs pose interference risks to each other. 
Scenarios, where interference occurs between TWNs and earth observations can be seen in [66]. In addition, 
technological advances, such as those described in [78] and [79] , make the scenario in [65] applicable to earth 
observations also. The evolution of earth observation services as noted in [79, 80] has also given a reason to 
consider interference between the TWNs and CEOs.  Fish et al. [79] notes that the knowledge derived from 
earth climatic variables from commercial earth observations should be re-packaged to improve the mass 
appeal. The view of improving the mass appeal of CEOs is also corroborated by Zhou et al. [80]. In [80], mass 
appeal is enhanced by allowing  real time users to select  sensor parameters and extract desired information 
from earth climatic variables.  
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  Interference-reducing solutions are required for these scenarios. Interference reduction can be realised by 
designing an appropriate spectrum access framework. The state of spectrum allocation between TWNs, earth 
observations (EOs) and TRAOs as perceived from existing work is shown in Figure 2-9.  
    Figure 2-9 shows spectrum access conflicts that occur between TWNs, earth observations (EOs), TRAOs 
and satellite communication network (SCNs). It demonstrates the relationships between EOs, TRAOs and 
SCNs, as regards their spectrum-access objectives. The interference pairs that are recognised in Figure 2-9 are 
TWNs-EOs [63, 66] and SCNs–TRAOs [12,33]. The TWNs-CEOs interference pair describes a scenario 
where ground stations are collocated with TWNs, such as LTE.  
    Interference also arises for the SCNs-TRAOs pair; and this concerns SCNs located in the low earth orbit 
(LEO). The SCN uses ISLs transmitting in either the L-band (1-2 GHz), S-band (2-4 GHz) or the C-band (4-
8 GHz). TRAOs also require access to these bands as SWs – to observe ASs. An interference-reduction  
framework is required when SW and ISLs require access to the same band at the same instant.  Additional 
pairs that are considered currently infeasible in Figure 2-9 are SCNs-EOs and EOs-TRAOs. In SCNs-EOs, 
interference is not considered to arise between earth observation and ground stations and mobile satellite 
subscribers. This is because mobile satellite communication’s operational frequencies are known and avoided 
by ground stations. In addition, earth-observation ground stations are located outside the TRQZ. Furthermore, 
the earth-observation data downlink and uplink occurs far from the TRQZ. Therefore, earth-observation 
signals have a null field strength at the TRQZ, due to the free space loss.  
 
Figure 2-9: Spectrum access and conflicts between wireless communications, earth observation and terrestrial radio astronomy.  
 
      Currently, the radio spectrum is separately allocated to TWN users and entities in CEOs and TRAOs. The 
allocated radio spectrum remain unused even if the concerned entities do not desire to use the allocated 
spectrum. This manner of spectrum allocation called fixed spectrum allocation (FSA) leads to the 
underutilisation of scarce spectrum resources.  In addition, FSA creates a false notion of spectral scarcity. This 
underutilisation arises because  FSA does not support spectrum handoff between TWNs, CEOs or TRAOs.  
    The increasing spectrum demand in TWNs, earth observations and TRAOs have motivated the design of a 
new spectrum allocation framework. This has necessitated the consideration of new paradigms for spectrum 
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allocation. In [3], Haykin et al. present a new perspective on the application of CRs.  The perspective in [3] 
advances [1-2] by recognising that the CR is suitable for the design of a future spectrum-allocation model.  
Haykin et al. [3] present the future spectrum-allocation model based on the supply-chain perspective. The 
discussion in [3] considers the legacy and cognitive TWNs, but not CEOs and TRAOs. Hence, a joint 
consideration of TWNs, CEOs and TRAOs is required in a future spectrum-allocation model.  
     The CR can be used to achieve reduced interference spectrum access between emerging technologies. The 
desired co-existence can be achieved using different spectrum sharing models. The feasibility of using the 
different CR spectrum sharing models to achieve the desired co-existence is shown in Table 2-4. Table 2-4 
shows the strengths and challenges of existing co-existence and spectrum-sharing models. The CRP has been 
considered most for TWNs. However, the consideration for TRAOs in [13] only uses the underlying spectrum-
sharing model.  Furthermore, earth observation-TWN co-existence has considered the use of the CR to realise 
DSA between TWN subscribers and ground stations.  Therefore, further work is required to ensure that the 
co-existence of TWNs, CEOs and TRAOs has low interference while improving spectrum utilisation.  
Table 2-4: The feasibility of applying spectrum-sharing models to application pairs.  
    
    The interaction between TWNs, CEOs and TRAOs in a new joint spectrum-allocation framework is shown 
in Figure 2-10. The framework shown in Figure 2-10 aims to reduce interference while improving spectrum 
utilisation and user performance.  In Figure 2-10, TWNs, CEOs and TRAOs interact together in realising their 
spectrum access objectives. The spectrum allocation framework in Figure 2-10 comprises three non-
intersecting and intersecting regions. The non-intersecting regions are regions A, B and C. Regions A, B and 
C describe the spectrum-access objectives of TWNs, TRAOs and CEOs, respectively.  In Figure 2-10, regions 
AB, AC and BC arise due to the interaction between TWNs, TRAOs and CEOs. If additional spectrum is 
required by a technology, another technology’s idle spectrum can be used to meet the demand. The re-use of 
unused spectral resources enhances spectrum utilisation; and considers the increasing spectrum demand of 
other technologies. Solutions in regions A, B or C enhance spectrum utilisation and user performance in 
TWNs, TRAOs and CEO, respectively.   
     The enhancement of spectrum-utilisation can be achieved by reducing the spectral resources used for 
overhead. Shared access can occur when the spectral resources allocated to another technology are idle.  The 
re-use of idle spectral resources ensures that the requesting technology is not assigned new spectral resources. 
 Cognitive Radio  Spectrum Sharing Model 
 Underlay Interweave 
ISLs-TRAOs 
[12;33] 
The use of the underlay model requires a reduction of the 
satellite and satellite phones transmit power.  This limits 
ISL throughput.  
ISLs transmit; while TRAOs are not ongoing. The interweave 
model is feasible for ISLs when satellite ground stations are 
located far from the TRQZ.   
TWNs-TRAOs 
[13; 34; 36-37].   
The underlying model is unsuitable for designing 
interference reduction schemes between TWNs and 
TRAOs. Reducing TWN transmit power to achieve co-
existence with TRAOs reduces subscriber throughput.  
The use of the interweave model to realise  low interference co-
existence between TWN and TRAO requires the exchange of 
spectrum usage information between the TWN. This exchange 
should not increase computational load  
TWNs-CEOs 
[63-64] 
The spectrum underlying model can be used to achieve 
CEOxistence between TWNs and ground stations at the 
expense of reduced SINR and throughput.  
 The use of the interweave model in achieving co-existence 
between TWNs and ground stations is realizable without 
reducing TWN or ground station transmitting power.  
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The spectral resources that could have been assigned to the requesting technology are left for future allocation 
to new technologies. The spectral re-use enables sustainable spectrum allocation; because it considers the 
future spectrum demands of emerging technologies.  
 
Figure 2-10: Unified architecture for spectrum access.  
 
   The spectrum-access conflicts are addressed in regions AB, AC and BC, respectively. Region AB describes 
the spectrum-access conflicts that arise between TWNs and TRAOs. The interference in AB is due to the 
presence of TWN’s presence in locations that were previously considered  as suitable TRQZs. The interference 
in BC is due to the use of ISLs in proliferating small satellites [6] and GBTs.   
    Region AC focuses on the spectrum-access conflicts between TWNs and CEOs. In this case, the 
interference arises between TWNs and the ground segment of CEOs’ networks.  The region ABC signifies 
synergies that can be formed between TWNs, CEOs and TRAOs. These synergies enhance TWNs, CEOs and 
TRAOs. Being reconfigurable, the CR can be used to design mechanisms that enable service interaction. This 
thesis is of the view that a joint consideration would enable the design of mechanisms that improve user 
performance in TWNs, CEOs or TRAOs. 
2.7   Chapter Summary 
 
    The review shows that significant advances have been made in TWNs, earth-observation systems and 
TRAOs. It can be seen that TWNs have evolved because of the design of CRs, DSA and bio-inspired 
mechanisms. CRs have been mostly applied in TWNs with a lesser consideration in TRAOs [13] and satellite 
communications [65]. DSA has also been identified to be capable of enabling spectrum-sharing between earth 
observation and TWNs [68]. The conduct of earth-observation missions has been transformed with the advent 
of CEOs because of small satellite proliferation. There is also an increasing interest in conducting TRAOs.  
The spectrum allocation for CEOs, TWNs and TRAOs has been previously conducted separately. It is 





spectrum demand. Mechanisms that improve interactions between multiple technologies desiring spectrum 
access are also being sought in 5G wireless networks [81]. 
    The CR can be used to reduce interference between TWNs, CEOs and TRAOs and enhance the QoS of 
their users. In the TWN, CRs that use ML-FNNs for spectrum prediction have a high overhead, because of 
training sample acquisition and ML-FNN re-training. This acquisition disregards the occurrence of similarity 
in the spectrum-usage pattern in the CR. The non-consideration of similarity causes CRs to re-train the ML-
FNN. CRs should also be capable of transmitting as SUs in HWNs. Learning mechanisms, such as the ML-
FNN can also be used for spectrum prediction by the CR in the HWN. In an HWN, CR training data acquisition 
can be unsuccessful due to control-channel impairments. This prevents the SU from achieving its learning 
objectives. The learning challenge requires the design of new mechanisms for the CR in the HWN. 
    In addition, TRQZs have been assumed to be capable of reducing interfererence experienced by TRAOs. 
However, TRQZs do not reduce  TRAO-ISL interference. ISLs pose an interference threat because of the 
increasing proliferation of small satellite applications.  Astronomical organisations can also benefit from 
sharing their HPCs with other technologies. Hence, a synergy benefits TWNs, CEOs and TRAOs. The CR 
can also be used to improve CEOs by ensuring that ground stations can access additional bandwidth. The 
additional bandwidth access enables MGSs to enhance their throughput while reducing interference with 
TWNs. Novel spectrum-access mechanisms are required to address this challenge. The incorporation of CRs 






















Mechanism for Enhancing Cognitive Radio QoS in TWNs 
 
    This chapter proposes a dual mode mechanism that aims to improve the CR QoS in TWNs. The proposed 
mechanism operates in two modes. These are the homogeneous mode and the heterogeneous mode. The 
homogeneous mode is activated when the CR can detect only one RAT. The  heterogeneous mode is activated 
when the CR can detect multiple RATs.  The chapter is divided into six sections. The first section discusses 
related work. The second describes the addressed problems. The third focuses on the motivation for using bio-
inspired mechanisms. The fourth presents the proposed mechanisms. The fifth discusses simulation results. 
The sixth is the conclusion.  The parameters used in this chapter are presented in Table 3-1.  
        
       Table 3- 1: List of parameters used in this chapter 
𝐿 Set of radio access technologies (RATs).  
𝐿𝑈 The 𝑈
𝑡ℎ RAT  
𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡) Spectrum usage parameter matrix comprising 𝑖 parameters for 𝐿 at instant 𝑡. 
𝐶(𝛽𝐿𝑈
1 (𝑡) Cardinality of  𝛽𝐿𝑈
𝑖 (𝑡) 
𝑝𝐿1(𝑡𝑧) CR probability distributions formed from 𝛽𝐿1at instant 𝑡𝑧 ;   𝑡𝑧 𝜖 𝑡.  
𝜅𝐿
𝑖′(𝑡) CR configuration parameters comprising 𝑖
′ parameters in 𝐿 
𝑊𝐿(𝑡) Set of CR’s artificial neural network (ANN) weight matrices for 𝐿 
𝑖𝐿  CR Similarity Indicator in  𝐿 
𝐼𝐿𝑓
𝐿𝑒 𝜖 {0,1} Parameter similarity indicator between RATs 𝐿𝑒 and 𝐿𝑓  ; (𝐿𝑒 , 𝐿𝑓  ϵ 𝐿) 
𝑧𝐿 CR training parameter acquisition indicator in 𝐿. 
𝐹(𝑊𝐿(𝑡))  Status of 𝑊𝐿(𝑡). 
𝐿𝐶𝑅 CR Location  
𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑑 Index of channel in 𝐿.  
𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑙 Selected channel in 𝐿.  
𝐶𝜏
𝑃𝑈 Primary user duty cycle in channels in 𝐿 
𝐶𝑠𝑡 State of channels in 𝐿 
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛 Allowable connection duration of the CR-SU on a channel in 𝐿 
𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 Actual connection duration of the CR-SU on a channel in 𝐿 
𝛿 Similarity threshold for determining similarity between CR training parameters  
𝑆𝑀 Channel Slot Duration. 
𝑆𝐿 MGL  
𝐶 Set of TWN Channels.  
𝐵𝑏′  Bandwidth of channel 𝑐𝑏′  ;  𝑐𝑏′𝜖 𝐶  in MHz  
ℎ𝑏′
𝑡  CR’s Transmit gain on  𝑐𝑏′ 
𝑃𝑏′
𝑡  CR’s Transmit power  on 𝑐𝑏′ 
ℎ𝑏′
𝑖𝑛 Transmit gain of interfering neighbour  on 𝑐𝑏′ 
𝑃𝑏′
𝑖𝑛 Transmit power  of interfering neighbour  on 𝑐𝑏′
′ 
𝜎2 Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)  
∆𝑆𝐼 Increase in MGL due to the acquisition of training experience from more neighbouring CRs.  
𝜏1 Transmit duration per channel in a single mode CR that uses proposed mechanism.  
𝛾 MGL reduction in single mode CR using proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) in 𝐿.  
𝜏2 Transmit duration per channel in dual  mode CR with proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode). 
𝜁 Delay arising due to non-ideal concurrency in dual mode CR.  
𝜏3 Transmit duration per channel in dual mode CR with proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode). 
ἃ Fraction of MGL spent by CR to verify predicted outputs in proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode) 
ϋ Missing parameter acquisition duration from CR neighbouring database in proposed mechanism.  
𝑃𝑚𝑑
𝑏′  CR misdetection probability when verifying ANN predicted results for 𝑏
′ 
𝑃𝐿𝑅1 Packet Loss Rate of CR using proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode). 
𝑃 (𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡)) Probability that the CR correctly predicts 𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡) for 𝐿. 
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3.1 Related Work- CR in TWNs & HWNs 
   
    The use of the CR has been found to be suitable for enhancing spectrum utilisation and the QoS of TWN 
subscribers. Winston et al. [49] propose a mechanism that enables GSM mobile subscribers to utilise unused 
TV broadcast spectrum. The proposed mechanism uses an ANN to predict the state of TV channels. The TV 
broadcast technology is the PU while the cognitive radio network is the SU. The proposed mechanism 
improves the TWN performance by enabling the admission of more users into the network. However, it does 
not address the notion of false spectrum scarcity in the TWN. In addition, the mechanism does not focus on 
emerging TWNs such as the LTE-A which demand more spectrum.  
     Hei et al. [82] present a CR mechanism that improves LTE-A spectrum utilisation. The proposed 
mechanism enables the utilisation of unused spectrum via learning. The learning uses information collected 
by LTE-A network subscribers. The mechanism also comprises a reconfigurable radio management system 
located in the LTE-A core network. The management system is expected to improve the subscriber QoS and 
LTE-A load balancing. The proposed mechanism is of the perspective that the incorporation of the CR in 
LTE-A can enable network reconfiguration in LTE-A protocol stack.  
     Deaton et al. [83]  extend [82] by examining the feasibility of using DSA to reducing interference in an 
HWN. The HWN RATs are LTE-A and GSM. The proposed framework in [83] enables the LTE-A to access 
more spectrum to meet subscriber demand for high throughput. The LTE-A makes opportunistic use of 
unutilised, TV and GSM spectrum. The channel assignment and opportunistic channel access problem is 
formulated as a multi-objective optimisation problem. The proposed mechanism assumes an efficient 
utilisation of LTE-A spectrum. This is because LTE-A is seeking to use GSM spectrum. Though the 
mechanism enables LTE-A to access additional spectrum and enhances GSM spectrum utilisation; it assumes 
full utilisation of LTE-A spectrum. The approach of multi-objective optimisation  is used for the channel 
access problem. This technique is a non-cognitive mechanism and uses pre-defined policies written as 
constraints into the optimisation problem. The use of pre-defined policies can result in non-optimal decisions 
when unexpected network contexts are perceived by the user. Learning algorithms are cognitive and are able 
to improve user QoS in such cases. This drawback of non-cognitive algorithms is noted by Rakovic et al. [54].   
      Osa et al.  [84] advance Deaton et al. [83] by proposing the incorporation of DSA in LTE-A. The 
discussion in [84] proposes the incorporation of spectrum sensing in LTE-A. In addition, the potential to 
incorporate DSA and CR capability in the LTE-A channel is presented. Osa et al. [84] also present the gap 
pattern parameters  as being suitable for accommodating spectrum sensing in LTE-A. Furthermore, [84] 
advances [83] and [82] by considering the incorporation of DSA in LTE-A. Though, [84] incorporates DSA 
in  LTE-A; additional consideration is needed to incorporate learning as proposed in [82]. Learning enables 
the CR to reduce interference and improve QoS in scenarios for which mathematical models are not available. 
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      Abbas et al. [27] recognise that the incorporation of CRs in TWNs requires learning techniques. The 
learning techniques enables the CR to interactively learn from the environment thereby extending [84]. 
However, the discussion here focuses on the capability of different learning mechanisms suitable for CRs. 
Hence, additional consideration is required to investigate how incorporating learning mechanisms in TWN 
users can enhance spectrum utilisation in TWNs like the LTE-A.  
      The usefulness of learning mechanisms  has been recognised  as seen in [28-29, 47]. The discussion in 
[47] recognises that the use of learning mechanisms enhance spectrum utilisation by reducing signalling 
overhead. Overhead reduction makes more spectral resources available for data transmission thereby 
improving subscriber accessible bandwidth and QoS. These benefits can be derived in LTE-A subscribers that 
make use of CR spectrum prediction mechanisms.  
    Shahid et al. [48] present the channel state and idle time mechanism (CSIT). The LTE-A subscriber using 
CSIT has a well-trained ML-FNN. The ML-FNN enables the subscriber to predict future channel state and 
connection duration. CSIT makes use of the LTE-A channel structure for its training data acquisition and 
spectrum prediction. The subscriber re-acquires the training data at pre-determined epochs to ensure that the 
learning is updated. The re-training assumes that there are no similarities in LTE-A spectrum usage. CSIT can 
be extended by presenting a mechanism to detect the presence or absence of similarities. The CR QoS can be 
enhanced if the subscriber can detect similarities because re-training is not executed at such epochs. During 
these epochs, subscriber QoS can be enhanced since spectral resources allocated to re-training and re-
acquisition are used for data transmission.        
    CRs are also expected to be capable of transmitting in HWNs; HWNs are a more complex environment 
than single radio access technology (RAT) wireless network environment.  In the HWN, the CR is expected 
to learn with the aim of  executing RAT selection. The discussion in [83] demonstrates the potential of CRs 
to enhance spectrum utilisation. However, [83] does not consider RAT selection. Learning mechanisms such 
as ANNs can be used to design cognitive RAT selection mechanisms [54]. Cognitive RAT selection 
mechanisms have been recognised to be more suitable than non-cognitive selection mechanisms [54].  
     In addition, the role of learning mechanisms has been demonstrated for RAT selection in [50]. Tsakgaris 
et al. [50] propose an SOM-NN that selects between IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g using the predicted bit 
rate. The discussion in [50] demonstrates that CR ANNs can learn with the aim of reducing interference and 
subscriber QoS. The scenario in [60] advances [50] by considering selection between RATs using unlicensed 
spectrum (IEEE 802.11) and licensed spectrum (3G). The scenario presented in [50] considers only RATs 
using unlicensed spectrum.  
    Rao et al. [55] present the always best connected and served paradigm for RAT selection in HWNs. The 
paradigm recognises the suitability of learning mechanisms for the RAT selection process in next generation 
wireless networks. The transmission of CRs in HWNs should also ensure that spectrum utilisation is enhanced. 
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   The role of spectrum prediction has largely being considered for CRs in TWNs. The CR operating as an SU 
in the HWN should select the best RAT and its most suitable channel. The learning objective should 
incorporate channel access parameters in the HWN RATs. However, this is not considered in existing work.  
    Furthermore, the use of learning mechanisms has been widely recognised as beneficial to CRs. Learning 
mechanisms such as the ANN are implemented as software entities on the CR. Being implemented as software 
on the CR, the ANN is susceptible to CR operating system software faults. The faults prevent the CR from 
using the ANN for spectrum prediction when required.  
3.2 Problem Description 
 
    The scenario being considered comprises PUs, and CRs, i.e. SUs in an HWN.  The HWN comprises 
infrastructure based RATs. The central infrastructure, PUs and CRs have the following capabilities: 
1) Central Infrastructure : The central infrastructure co-ordinates communications between RAT users 
and transmits training information to incoming CRs via the control channel.  It computes and is aware 
of previous throughput on RAT  channels and allowable channel-connection duration.  
2) Primary users (PUs): The primary users have a higher spectrum access priority than CRs i.e. SUs. 
They can access licensed spectrum.  PUs do not compete with other PUs.  
3) Cognitive radios (CRs):  CRs are SUs and access the licensed spectrum of RATs when the PUs of 
the RATs are absent. They are equipped with a well-trained ANN for both RATs. The RATs being 
considered have defined gap and data transmit slots. The CR acquires the training data during the 
measurement gap slots; and transmit data during the data transmit slots.  There are two types of CR in 
the TWN. These are the incoming CR and the existing CR. The existing CR have engaged in data 
transmission in the RAT serving as the current point of attachment. They transmit their experience i.e. 
acquired training data to the incoming CR.  Incoming CRs acquire training data from the  existing 
CRs. CR transmission upholds the CPP. The incoming CR forms distributions from the training data 
being accessed. The incoming and existing CRs have reprogrammable RAT specific ANNs. The ANN 
is designed using a reprogrammable computing architecture such as the field programmable gate array. 
The field programmable gate array can be reprogrammed and useful in designing adaptive systems 
[85]. The ANN architecture is reprogrammed by changing the number of layers or number of neurons 
per layer or layer transfer functions. ANN reprogramming aims to improve spectrum prediction 
accuracy.  
   The incoming CR is considered to have the following time-varying parameters:  
1) The spectrum usage-parameter matrix, (𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡)) for infrastructure based RATs. The set of RATs, 𝐿 is  
𝐿 = {𝐿1, 𝐿2, … , 𝐿𝑈}. The spectrum usage parameter matrix (𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡)) comprises channel related 
parameters. Examples of parameters in (𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡)) are the channel idle state and allowable channel 
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transmit duration. These parameters are held in (𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡))’s indexes. The incoming CR acquires (𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡)) 



























; 𝑡 = {𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑎}                                                                 (3.1) 
Where 𝑖;  𝑖 = {1, . . . , 𝑚} is the set of spectrum usage parameters.    
2) CR distributions 𝑝𝐿(𝑡), formed from  𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡). 
 𝑝𝐿(𝑡)   =   (𝑝𝐿1(𝑡), 𝑝𝐿2(𝑡), … , 𝑝𝐿𝑈(𝑡)) ; 𝑡 = {𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑎}                                                                                          (3.2) 
 
3) ANN weights matrix, 𝑊𝐿𝑒(𝑡) for 𝐿𝑒’s ANN; (𝐿𝑒𝜖 𝐿). The weight matrix 𝑊𝐿𝑒(𝑡) ;  𝑡 = {𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑎} 
comprises the CR ANN’s input, hidden and output-layer weights. The ANN is described by its weights. 
In the RAT 𝐿𝑒,  the CR derives 𝑊𝐿𝑒(𝑡) by using 𝛽𝐿𝑒
𝑖 (𝑡) for training.  
  𝑊𝐿𝑒(𝑡) = (𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝐿𝑒 (𝑡),𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛
𝐿𝑒 (𝑡),𝑊𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝐿𝑒 (𝑡))                                                                                                    (3.3) 
    Where 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝐿𝑒 (𝑡) ,𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛
𝐿𝑒 (𝑡) and  𝑊𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝐿𝑒 (𝑡) are the input, hidden and output layer weights of 𝐿𝑒’s ANN 
at instant 𝑡, respectively. 
    Let 𝑖𝐿𝑒  ϵ {0,1}  be the CR similarity indicator in 𝐿𝑒. The values 𝑖𝐿𝑒 = 0 and 𝑖𝐿𝑒 = 1 signify that 
𝑝𝐿𝑒(𝑡𝑧) ; ((𝑡𝑧) 𝜖 𝑡) and 𝑝𝐿𝑒(𝑡𝑧−1) ; ((𝑡𝑧−1) 𝜖 𝑡), are dissimilar and similar, respectively. In 𝐿𝑒, the CR needs 
to re-train its ANN when, 𝑖𝐿𝑒 = 0. The CR does not need to re-train its ANN in 𝐿𝑒 when 𝑖𝐿𝑒 = 1. However, 
the CR in 𝐿𝑒 needs to be capable of detecting when 𝑖𝐿𝑒 = 1. The first objective addressed in this chapter is 
enabling the CR to detect when 𝑖𝐿𝑒 = 1.  
    In addition, let 𝐼𝐿𝑓
𝐿𝑒  𝜖 {0,1}; (𝐿𝑓 ϵ 𝐿 ) be the CR parameter similarity indicator for RATs 𝐿𝑒 and 𝐿𝑓. The 
values 𝐼𝐿𝑓
𝐿𝑒 = 0 and 𝐼𝐿𝑓
𝐿𝑒 = 1 signify that some spectrum usage parameters of 𝐿𝑒 and 𝐿𝑓 are not closely and 
closely related, respectively. Let 𝑧𝐿𝑒  𝜖 {0,1} be the training parameter acquisition indicator in 𝐿𝑒. The values, 
𝑧𝐿𝑒 = 0 and 𝑧𝐿𝑒 = 1,  signify incomplete and complete acquisition of 𝛽𝐿𝑒
𝑖 (𝑡) in 𝐿𝑒, respectively.  
     Furthermore, let 𝐹(𝑊𝐿𝑒(𝑡)) ϵ {0,1} be the status of 𝑊𝐿𝑒(𝑡) at instant 𝑡. The value 𝐹(𝑊𝐿𝑒(𝑡)) = 0 signifies 
that 𝐿𝑒’s ANN is non-functional due to reprogramming failure in the field programmable gate array. The value 
𝐹(𝑊𝐿𝑒(𝑡)) = 1 signifies that 𝐿𝑒’s ANN  is functional i.e. reprogramming is successful. In an HWN 
comprising 𝐿𝑒 and 𝐿𝑓 the CR is unable to achieve learning when (𝑧𝐿𝑒 = 0 ;  𝑧𝐿𝑓 = 1 , 𝐼𝐿𝑓
𝐿𝑒 = 1). The CR in an 
HWN comprising 𝐿𝑒 and 𝐿𝑓 cannot achieve spectrum prediction when (𝐹(𝑊𝐿𝑒(𝑡)) = 0).  The second 





3.3 Motivation For Using Bio-Inspired Mechanisms 
 
    This section presents the motivation for using bio-inspired mechanisms to address the identified CR 
problems. It is divided into two parts. The first and second part presents the immune system and cell 
transcription mechanisms, respectively.   
3.3.1 Motivation for using the Immune System 
 
   The immune system generates a suitable response to fight pathogens; and it comprises the innate and 
adaptive immune subsystems [86]. It also comprises self and non-self-cells. The innate immune subsystem is 
trained initially to identify self- and non-self-cells. Self-cells are native to the human system; while non-self-
cells arise from the external environment. The innate immune subsystem identifies self-cells and non-self-
cells. It classifies a cell as either self- or non-self; and it determines an appropriate response to fight non-self-
cells. No self-cell identification is performed by using the information obtained from antigen-presenting cells. 
The adaptive immune subsystem differs from the innate immune subsystem; because it is continuously being 
trained to combat pathogens. 
    Previously, the innate immune subsystem was regarded as static. However, Quintin et al. [87] note that the 
innate immune subsystem also has a dynamic component. The innate immune subsystem uses memory cells 
for the self- and non-self-cell identification via cell comparisons.  
   The immune system forms a distribution by using previous pathogen information obtained from antigen-
presenting cells. The information obtained from antigen presenting cells is compared with the previous 
memory cell contents, to determine the system’s response. The comparison improves the pathogen-combating 
capability; because the immune system begins combating the invaders prior to a total pathogen invasion. The 
immune system compares antigen presenting information. This comparison enables the CR to determine when 
acquired distributions are similar.   
3.3.2 Motivation for using Cell Transcription  
 
    The cell transcription mechanism enables cell-reprogramming and is described in [85]. The cell re-
programming is achieved by DNA transcription. The generation of DNA transcripts is achieved by selectively 
copying some components from a DNA. The generated transcript can be used at a later time to re-program 
another DNA. The re-programmed DNA has the capability of the DNA from which the transcript was initially 
generated.  
    In addition, transcription enables the biological cellular system to have a robust behaviour. The developed 
robust behaviour can be further used to enhance neural network systems. According to Balaban et al. [88], 
neural networks have a contributory effect on each other. The outputs of a neural network can serve as the 
inputs to another neural network. The contributory effect has been observed to improve the robustness of 
biological neural networks [88]. The ability of the neural network to use inputs from other neural networks is 
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called input source heterogeneity (ISH). ISH can be used to realise CR learning in an HWN comprising  𝐿𝑒 
and 𝐿𝑓  when 𝑧𝐿𝑒 = 0 if 𝑧𝐿𝑓 = 1, 𝐼𝐿𝑓
𝐿𝑒 = 1. Transcription can be used to realise spectrum prediction in a RAT 
when the field programmable gate array of its ANN experiences re-programming failure. 
3.4 Proposed Mechanism  
 
    This section presents the proposed mechanism. The proposed mechanism operates in two modes. The first 
mode is the homogeneous mode. In this mode, the CR detects one RAT. The second mode is the heterogeneous 
mode when the CR is in an HWN. This section is divided into two parts. The first and second part describes 
the proposed mechanism and formulates the performance model, respectively.  
3.4.1 Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Mode 
     The CR using the proposed mechanism has a reconfigurable ANN. The reconfigurable ANN is trained 
using different parameters in the heterogeneous and homogeneous mode. In the homogeneous mode, the CR 
is concerned with transmitting in the RAT while upholding the CPP. The CR parameters are the channel state, 
allowable connection duration occupancy status, resource block and idle time slots. These are the training 
parameters used in CSIT [48]. In the homogeneous mode, the CR uses the same ANN as [48].  
   In the heterogeneous mode, the CR’s RAT specific ANN is a cascade feedforward neural network (CC-
FNN).  The CR aims to learn and select the best RAT and channel that upholds the CPP. The CR has multiple 
RAT-specific CC-FNNs. Each CC-FNN has own database that holds RAT specific training parameters. The 
RAT specific CC-FNNs interact and exchange similar training parameters from their databases with each 
other. The training parameters are the CR location (𝐿𝐶𝑅), RAT channel-specific index (𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑑) and PU channel-
specific duty cycle  (𝐶𝜏
𝑃𝑈), selected channel (𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑙), RAT channel-specific state (𝐶𝑠𝑡), channel specific 
allowable connection duration (𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛) and RAT index. It is self-aware and can determine (𝐿𝐶𝑅). The RAT 
index and 𝐿𝐶𝑅 are used to determine 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑙, 𝐶𝑠𝑡,  𝐶𝜏
𝑃𝑈 and 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛 via a trained ANN.  The CR determines the 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑙 
and 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑑 that upholds the CPP at 𝐿𝐶𝑅. The CR’s ANN architecture in the heterogeneous mode is shown in 
Figure 3-1. The CR’s actual connection duration on a RAT channel, 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 is determined as:   
                                                          𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 =  𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛  ⨯  𝐶𝜏






Figure 3-1: ANN architecture in heterogeneous mode. 
 
            The heterogeneous mode ANN architecture is a combination of two ANNs and not a single ANN. This 
is because of the logical relations between the predicted parameters. The selected channel and PU duty cycle 
RAT-index 
𝐿𝐶𝑅 








are outputs that are dependent on the channel in a given RAT at a CR location. The channel state and allowable 
connection duration are determined for a given channel considering the PU channel duty cycle. 
      The CR switches between the ANN used in CSIT and the architecture in Figure 3-1.  The heterogeneous 
mode ANN is trained when the TWN subscriber is not engaged in data transmission. The mechanism’s 


















Figure 3-2: ANN architecture switching for CR in homogeneous and heterogeneous modes.  
 
     The CR incorporating the proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) aims to prevent ANN retraining in 
𝐿𝑒 when 𝑖𝐿𝑒 =  1. In CSIT [48], the data acquisition does not consider similarities in the spectrum usage 
matrix. Therefore, CR ML-FNNs are retrained – when there are similarities between previously and recently 
acquired training parameters. The consideration of similarities can reduce the measurement gap duration and 
increase the CR data transmit duration. However, CRs using CSIT miss  the opportunity that could be used to 
improve their data transmit duration and throughput. The opportunities arise when similarities occur.  
   The cognitive cycle enables CRs to sense the network, make inferences by using the sensed information, 
and execute reconfiguration decisions. Incorporating ML-FNN adds training and output prediction stages, 
resulting in the CR learning cycle.  CRs incorporating ML-FNNs need to acquire training data prior to ML-
FNN training and spectrum prediction. The CR in 𝐿𝑒 can reduce the battery power expended on ANN re-
training when 𝑖𝐿𝑒  =  1.  
     The TWN state perceived by CR during spectrum sensing can be considered to comprise known and 
unknown mobile network states. Changes in the network state arise due to transitions between different mobile 
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network-environment states. A TWN environment state can be either a quasi-mobile network state or an 
unknown mobile network state. A quasi-mobile network state is one in which the TWN state seems to have 
changed significantly. The CR has two transition paths. The first path is between known quasi-mobile 
environment states. The second is between unknown radio environment states. 
      The incorporation of the ANN spectrum prediction in CRs in [48] considers the second transition path  and 
not the first path. Therefore, CRs using the mechanism in [48] bear the full costs of ML-FNN training and 
prediction in the first and second paths. In the first transition path, the CR is aware of the starting and the 
destination network states. These states are quasi-mobile states. The CR has acquired awareness of these states 
from previous epochs. CRs are aware of the states lying between the quasi-mobile states.  
     The state scenario as perceived by the CR in the homogeneous mode is shown in Figure 3-3.  Figure 3-3 
shows the transition between quasi-mobile radio network states A and B and the unknown mobile network 
state A. There are four states on path A between quasi-mobile network states A and B. Similarly, there are 
four states on path B between quasi-mobile network state A and the unknown mobile network state B.  
     The CR should be able to switch between the paths A and B. Training data re-acquisition is not necessary 
for CRs using ML-FNN for spectrum prediction on path A. In path A, the CR can re-use the previously 
computed ML-FNN weights. The re-use of ML-FNN weights reduces the portion of the measurement gap 
length (MGL) used for ML-FNN  training. The MGL reduction improves the DTT and CR throughput.  
However, CRs require a new model that considers paths A and B.  This model is proposed in this chapter 
using immune system concepts.   
 
Figure 3-3: Mobile network state transitions for cognitive radios.  
 
    The immune system can be used to design a model for CRs. In this model, immune memory cells correspond 
to the CR memory. The incorporation of concepts from the immune system enables CRs to classify 
information as self or non-self-cells. Self and non-self cells correspond to similar and dissimilar CR 
distributions, respectively.  In CSIT [48], CRs acquire information from other CRs without classifying them 
as self or non-self-cells. However, when CRs have self-cells, complete training data re-acquisition and re-
training are not necessary. Existing ML-FNN weights can be re-used for spectrum prediction. Given a 
similarity threshold, (𝛿), RAT 𝐿1’s environment is quasi-mobile if:  
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         |(𝑝𝐿1(𝑡𝑧)  𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑝𝐿1(𝑡𝑧)  
𝑝𝐿1(𝑡𝑧−1)
))|  ≤ 𝛿 ;  (𝑡𝑧−1 , 𝑡𝑧) 𝜖 𝑡                                                                            (3.5) 
 
     Equation (3.5) is the neural-similarity condition (NSC); and the value of 𝛿 is chosen to ensure that the CR 
upholds the CPP.  When the NSC is satisfied,  the CR can avoid re-acquiring training data and re-training its 
ML-FNN. The MGL can be reduced. For non-identical  CR distributions, training data-reacquisition and ML-
FNN retraining are necessary.  
    The  proposed mechanism can be used by single and dual mode CRs. The discussion above has focused on 
the single mode CR. In the dual mode CR, training data acquisition and data transmission can be executed 
concurrently.  However the discussion in [20, 31-32] has not considered the NSC for the dual mode CR. The 
flowchart for the mechanism (homogenous mode) when used by the single mode CR is shown on the left hand 
side in Figure 3-4. The flowchart for the mechanism (homogeneous mode) when  used by the  dual mode CR 
is shown on  the right hand side in Figure 3-4. NSC execution enables the CR to re-use the ML-FNN weights 















Figure 3-4: Homogenous mode: single mode CR (left) and dual mode CR (right). 
 
     The heterogeneous mode is triggered when the CR detects multiple RATs. The CR has RAT specific ANNs 
and seeks to transmit while upholding the CPP. The parameters 𝛽𝐿1
1 (𝑡) and 𝛽𝐿2
1 (𝑡) obtained in 𝐿1 and  𝐿2, 
respectively are similar when:   




  | ∑ (𝛽𝐿1
1 (𝑡)  − 𝛽𝐿2
1 (𝑡) )  
 𝑡𝑎
𝑡= 𝑡1
| ≤  𝛿;  𝐶(𝛽𝐿1
1 (𝑡)) =  𝐶(𝛽𝐿2
1 (𝑡))                             (3.6) 
 
     Where 𝐶(𝛽𝐿1
1 (𝑡)) and 𝐶(𝛽𝐿2
1 (𝑡)) are the cardinalities of 𝛽𝐿1
1 (𝑡) and 𝛽𝐿2
1 (𝑡), respectively.  
No 
CR acquires training data from other CRs via 
LTE-A control link.  
NSC  
 true?   
 
CR acquires training data from other CRs. 
Data is used to train ML-FNN to obtain low 
prediction error and good generalisation.  
CR parameters are computed using trained ML-
FNN.  
CR transmits and completes data transmission 
using computed ML-FNN output.   
Yes  
Yes  
CRs acquire training data from other CRs  
NSC true?  
 
CR acquires training data from other CRs. 
Data is used to train ML-FNN to obtain low 
prediction error and good generalization 
performance.  
CR transmit  parameters are computed using 
trained ML-FNN.  
CR transmits using ML-
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     ISH enables learning when 𝑧𝐿𝑒 = 0 if 𝑧𝐿𝑓 = 1,  𝐼𝐿𝑓
𝐿𝑒 = 1. The transcription mechanism enables spectrum 
prediction in 𝐿𝑒 when 𝐹(𝑊𝐿𝑒(𝑡)) = 0. The flowchart of the ISH and transcription mechanism is shown in 
Figure 3-5. ISH enables the sharing of similar parameters when (3.6) holds true. ISH is used to realise 
interactions between the CR’s RAT specific databases. The interaction between RAT databases enables the 
CR to achieve learning in the RAT with a missing parameter. The transcription mechanism enables the 
execution of spectrum prediction in 𝐿𝑒 when its ANN’s field programmable gate array reprogramming fails.  
      In Figure 3-5, the CR has RAT specific databases and ANNs. The ANNs are trained using the training 
parameters acquired and stored in the RAT specific database. The developed ANN matrices are extracted and 
stored in a transcription layer. The stored matrices are used for spectrum prediction when reprogramming the  
ANN’s field programmable gate array fails. The use of the matrices stored in the transcription layer enables 

























Figure 3-5: Cognitive radio mechanism in heterogeneous Mode. 
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parameters.   
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3.4.2    Performance Formulation 
 
     This section formulates the performance model for the proposed mechanism. In the homogeneous mode, 
the CR is assumed to have a well-trained ML-FNN. The CR has been shown to have a well-trained ML-FNN.  
The CR metrics are the data transmit time (DTT), throughput, i.e. the amount of transmitted data and signalling 
overhead. The CR seeks to transmit for a longer period  and send more data on a channel. The CR transmits 
more data by having a longer channel connection duration for a given channel capacity (in bits per seconds). 
Hence, the amount of data that can be sent by the CR is considered. The following parameters are used here:  













   Let 𝐶 be the set of TWN channels, defined as,   
                                                              𝐶 = {𝑐1, … , 𝑐𝑏}                                                                                                  (3.7) 
   In formulating the throughput, let the channel time slot and MGL be denoted as 𝑆𝑀 and 𝑆𝐼, respectively. In 
addition, the CR can transmit over bonded channels. The CR channel capacity is :    
                         𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦   = ∑ 𝐵𝑏′ log2(1 + 
|   ℎ𝑏′












.                                                          (3.8) 
Where  
𝐵𝑏′ , ℎ𝑏′
𝑡  and 𝑃𝑏′
𝑡  are the  channel bandwidth in (Hz),CR transmit gain and power on 𝑐𝑏′, (𝑐𝑏′𝜖 𝐶 ), respectively.  
ℎ𝑏′
𝑖𝑛 and 𝑃𝑏′
𝑖𝑛 are the interference channel gain and interference power experienced by CR from 𝑐𝑏′’s interfering 
neighbour, respectively.  
  In the homogeneous mode, the single mode CR’s MGL is reduced by 𝛾 seconds. The CR DTT per channel 
(𝜏1)  is :   
                                                                    𝜏1 = (𝑆𝑀 − (𝑆𝐿 − 𝛾))                                                                                              (3.9) 
 
𝑆𝑀 Channel Slot Duration. 
𝑆𝐿 MGL  
𝐶 Set of TWN Channels.  
𝐵𝑏′  Bandwidth of channel 𝑐𝑏′  ;  𝑐𝑏′𝜖 𝐶  in MHz  
ℎ𝑏′
𝑡  CR’s Transmit gain on  𝑐𝑏′ 
𝑃𝑏′
𝑡  CR’s Transmit power  on 𝑐𝑏′ 
ℎ𝑏′
𝑖𝑛 Transmit gain of interfering neighbour  on 𝑐𝑏′ 
𝑃𝑏′
𝑖𝑛 Transmit power  of interfering neighbour  on 𝑐𝑏′
′ 
𝜎2 Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)  
∆𝑆𝐼 Increase in MGL due to the acquisition of training experience from more neighbouring CRs.  
𝜏1 Transmit duration per channel in a single mode CR that uses proposed mechanism.  
𝛾 MGL reduction in single mode CR using proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) in 𝐿.  
𝜏2 Transmit duration per channel in dual  mode CR with proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode). 
𝜁 Delay arising due to non-ideal concurrency in dual mode CR.  
𝜏3 Transmit duration per channel in dual mode CR with proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode). 
ἃ Fraction of MGL spent by CR to verify predicted outputs in proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode) 
ϋ Missing parameter acquisition duration from CR neighbouring database in proposed mechanism.  
𝑃𝑚𝑑
𝑏′  CR misdetection probability when verifying ANN predicted results for 𝑏
′ 
𝑃𝐿𝑅1 Packet Loss Rate of CR using proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode). 
𝑃 (𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡)) Probability that the CR correctly predicts 𝛽𝐿
𝑖(𝑡) for 𝐿. 
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    Dual-mode CRs using the proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) concurrently executes data 
transmission and training data acquisition. They have a delay 𝜁 arising between training data acquisition  and 
data transmission due to non-ideal behaviour. The CR DTT, per channel (𝜏2) is: 
                                                                    𝜏2 = 𝑆𝑀 − (𝜁 − 𝛾) .                                                                                                  (3.10) 
    In the heterogeneous mode, the single mode CR spends a fraction, ἃ of the MGL, (𝑆𝐼) to verify the predicted 
results. The ANN is trained during periods when user is not transmitting data. The CR transmit duration  per 
channel, 𝜏3 is:  
                                                             𝜏3 = (𝑆𝑀 − (ἃ𝑆𝐼 + ϋ ));   ἃ < 1;  ϋ < ἃ𝑆𝐼                                                              (3.11) 
 
  Where ϋ is time taken to exchange similar parameters between the databases of different RATs in the CR 
via ISH.  
    The proposed mechanism aims to enable  the CR transmit more data on a channel. The transmitted data in 
this case is given as:  
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 =  {
𝜏1х 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ; (𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐶𝑅  (𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒)) 
𝜏2х 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ; (𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐶𝑅  (𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒))
𝜏3х 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ; (𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒  𝐶𝑅  (𝐻𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒))
    (3.12) 
     The packet loss rate is formulated for the heterogeneous mode. In the homogeneous mode, the CR uses the 
same ANN architecture as CSIT [48]. This chapter extends CSIT by incorporating immune system concepts 
to consider the existence of similarities in spectrum usage. The use of immune system concepts increases the 
CR DTT and the amount of transmitted data. 
     In CRs using ANNs for spectrum prediction, the packet loss rate depends on the number of predicted 
parameters and correct prediction accuracy of each parameter. Since, CSIT [48] and the proposed mechanism 
(homogeneous mode) use the same ANN architecture, they have the same packet loss rate. However, the 
proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) enhances the CR DTT, amount of data transmitted and reduces 
signalling overhead. The homogeneous mode is suited for enhancing the QoS of error tolerant applications.  
    In the heterogeneous mode, packet loss occurs when there is a misdetection event with probability, 𝑃𝑚𝑑
𝑏′  on 
𝑐𝑏′. Let 𝑃 (𝛽𝐿1
𝑖 (𝑡)) be 𝛽𝐿1
𝑖 (𝑡)’s correct prediction probability in 𝐿1 at instant 𝑡. The packet-loss rate, (𝑃𝐿𝑅1)  
is: 
                           𝑃𝐿𝑅1 =  ∏ 𝑃𝑚𝑑






                                                                                            (3.13) 
3.5   Performance Evaluation 
 
   This section discusses the simulation results obtained for proposed dual mode mechanism in homogeneous 
and heterogeneous modes.  The performance metrics for the proposed mechanism in the homogeneous mode 
are the CR DTT, CR throughput and the MGL reduction. The performance metrics for the proposed 
mechanism in the heterogeneous mode are: CR throughput, prediction accuracy, and interference reduction 
probability. The signalling overhead is also investigated.  
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   The simulation environment comprises SUs with well-trained ANNs in LTE-A. These ANNs have been 
trained using data acquired during epochs of low CR low activity. CR communications are in the radio-
resource control (RRC)-CONNECTED state, where MGL = 6ms, MGRP = 40ms.  The values of MGL and 
MGRP have been chosen as defined in 3GPP Release 8. Single-mode and dual-mode CRs uphold the CPP.  
    The incorporation of the proposed mechanism (homogenous mode) reduces the MGL and improves the 
DTT.  In computing the NSC verification execution duration, it is assumed that the number of bonded channels 
does not exceed that used in training the ML-FNN. This prevents a scenario, where the ANN is expected to 
predict for channels where no training data have been obtained. The obtained result  is shown in Figure 3-6.  
 
Figure 3-6: CR NSC Execution Time.  
 
   As shown in Figure 3-6, the computation duration increases with the number of channels. CRs have larger 
databases when ANNs have been trained for more channels. There is more time saving in reducing the MGL 
and increasing the DTT, when the NSC is true for more channels. The computation time is longest, when the 
NSC validity is investigated for 30 channels.  
   The CR DTT is also investigated and shown in Figure 3-7.  From Figure 3-7, it can be seen that the CR-
DTT is constant in CSIT. This is because the MGL is fully observed for each channel in the LTE-A RRC 
CONNECTED state. A higher CR DTT is observed with an increasing number of channels for single and dual 
mode CR in the homogeneous mode. The CR DTT increases because of the reduced MGL when more channels 
have similar spectrum-usage patterns.  
    Investigation shows that the MGL is reduced by an average of 88.8% when compared to CSIT.  The MGL 
reduction is the same for dual-mode and single-mode CRs. The MGL is reduced by 24.2 ms, 53.1ms and 
81.5ms, when CRs bond 5, 10 and 15 channels, respectively.   
































Figure 3-7: Improvement in CR DTT of the proposed mechanism in homogeneous mode.  
 
      The CR-DTT is enhanced by 30.8% on average  when single-mode CRs use the proposed mechanism 
(homogeneous mode)  compared with CSIT. The proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) enhances the 
dual mode CR’s DTT by 46.8%, when compared with single-mode CRs using CSIT. The dual mode CR has 
a higher improvement; because it can jointly execute data transmission and NSC verification. The dual mode 
CR’s DTT exceeds the single-mode CR’s DTT by 16% when both use the proposed mechanism (homogeneous 
mode). It can also be seen that the improvement of the CR-DTT of 30.8% and 46.8% both fall short of the 
MGL reduction percentage, i.e. 88.8%. The reduction is due to the spectrum-sensing requirements necessary 
to uphold the CPP.  The CR–DTT also influences the CR throughput (in bytes) i.e. the amount of transmitted 
data. The throughput for CSIT (single-mode CRs), proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode)  in single and 
dual mode CRs is investigated and shown in Figure 3-8. 
 
Figure 3-8: Cognitive radio channel capacity in existing and proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) 
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   It is observed from Figure 3-8 that CR throughput increases with the number of channels i.e. accessible 
bandwidth in the proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) and CSIT. Dual-mode CRs using the proposed 
mechanism (homogeneous mode) have a higher throughput than single-mode CRs.   
   The incorporation of the proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) in single-mode CRs enhances the 
throughput by an average of 31%, compared to CSIT. The existing CSIT [48] uses a single-mode CR and  
does not verify the NSC in LTE-A. Hence, the proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode)  enhances single-
mode CR throughput. This thesis also investigates how the dual mode CR enhances the throughput, when 
compared with the single-mode CR using CSIT.  The dual-mode CR using the proposed mechanism 
(homogeneous mode) has a higher throughput than single-mode CR using CSIT. The throughput of the dual 
mode CR using the mechanism (homogeneous mode) outperforms that of CSIT by 48% on average. Hence, 
the concurrent capacity in the dual mode CRs enhances CR throughput by an average of 17%.  The proposed 
mechanism (homogeneous mode) uses 0.7GB and can be used by a CR with up to 2GB RAM.  
    In investigating the performance of the mechanism in the heterogeneous mode, it is assumed that the CR is 
in an HWN comprising LTE-A and UMTS; and has selected LTE-A. In LTE-A, the CR predicts 𝐶𝑠𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑙 
𝐶𝜏
𝑃𝑈 and assumes that the NSC holds true during previous epochs. The ANN comprises neural blocks NN 1 
and NN 2. NN 1 and NN 2 are trained using the 𝐶𝜏
𝑃𝑈acquired from the UMTS database via ISH. A trained NN 
1 can predict 𝐶𝜏
𝑃𝑈 that serves as an input to NN 2.  NN 2 predicts 𝐶𝑠𝑡 and 𝑇𝑎𝑙𝑙, thereby realising CR prediction.   
   NN 1 and NN 2 are designed and trained using the MATLAB neural network object oriented framework in 
MATLAB R2013a. The design parameters are shown in Table 3-3 Studies such as [16,48] show that statistical 
distributions can be used to describe spectrum usage parameters. The PU channel duty cycle, channel state 
and allowable SU connection duration are modelled using the Beta [16], Poisson [48] and Pareto distribution 
[48], respectively.  
  Table 3.3: CC-FNN design p  arameter. 
Parameter Value 
 NN 1 NN 2 
Number of Hidden Layers 2 3 
Number of Inputs 2 2 
Number of Outputs 2 2 
Hidden Layer Configuration Parameters 
Size – First Hidden Layer 20 35 
Size – Second Hidden Layer 25  35 
Size – Third Hidden Layer Has two hidden layers 20 
Transfer function- First Hidden Layer Logsig Logsig 
Transfer function- Second Hidden Layer Logsig Logsig 
Transfer function – Third Hidden Layer - Tansig 
Bias Connection Configuration 
First Hidden Layer  No Yes 
Second Hidden Layer No Yes 
Third Hidden Layer - No 
Data Division Proportion 
Training Data 80% 80% 
Validation Data 5% 10% 
Testing Data 15%  10% 
Additional Training Configuration  Information 
Training Algorithm  Levenberg-Marquadt Gradient Descent with Momentum 
Regularisation  𝟖. 𝟗𝒙𝟏𝟎−𝟐 𝟏. 𝟎𝒙𝟏𝟎−𝟒 
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   MATLAB uses the training, validation and testing sets to  train the ANN [89]. The training set is initially 
used to adapt the ANN weights to achieve a specified prediction mean-square error. Training is deemed to be 
adequate, if the training mean-square error continuously reduces. The validation set is used to monitor training 
and prevent poor generalisation.  In a well-trained ANN, poor generalisation can be deemed avoided if the 
validation mean-square error is smaller than the training mean-square error. The testing dataset is used to 
verify the appropriateness of the data division. In the case where the testing and validation mean-square error  
reach their minimum in closely spaced epochs, the data division is deemed correct. These requirements are 
met in the performance of NN 1 and NN 2 in Figures 3-9 and 3-10, respectively. Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show 
the training, validation and testing of mean-square error of NN 1 and NN 2, respectively. It can be seen that 
NN 1 and NN 2 are well-trained; because the conditions above are met.  
 
Figure 3-9: NN 1 training performance.                              Figure 3-10: NN 2 training performance. 
 
      Post-processing is used to enhance the prediction performance. Extensive simulations show that 𝐶𝜏
𝑃𝑈 
prediction is enhanced by multiplying the predicted output by 1.055. The duty cycle describes the PU channel 
usage. A scenario where SUs seek to opportunistically bond with channels that are not frequently used by 
PUs, has been considered. These channels are bonded with those of low 𝐶𝜏
𝑃𝑈. This upholds the CPP but leads 
to channel underutilisation. The comparison of predicted and expected duty cycles is shown in Figure 3-11. 
NN 2 predicts 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛. Post-processing tasks are applied to enhance the NN 2’s predicted performance by 
multiplying the output by 0.70. A comparison of the predicted and expected connection duration is shown in 
Figure 3-12.  



































Figure 3-11: Duty cycle comparison (NN 1). 
 
     Figure 3-11 shows that CRs using NN 1 have a duty-cycle prediction that falls short of the actual PU usage 
in 6 epochs out of 40 epochs. In these 6 epochs, the CR underestimates PU spectrum usage and it poses an 
interference threat to PUs. NN 1’s collision and non-collision probabilities are 0.15 and 0.85, respectively.  
 
Figure 3-12: Connection duration (NN 2). 
 
   Figure 3-12 shows a comparison of predicted and expected connection duration over 25 epochs. The CPP is 
contravened and CRs interfere with PUs, when the predicted connection duration exceeds the expected 
connection duration. Investigation shows that the CR-PU collision probability is 0.20 (when the predicted 
output exceeds the expected output). The non-collision probability is 0.80 (when the predicted output equals 
or is less than the expected output).  
    The CR throughput is simulated by using parameters in Table 3-4 for four cases. In the first case, the CR 
uses the existing CSIT and experiences interference from two neighbouring users. In the second, the CR uses 
the proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode) and experiences interference from two neighbouring users. 
The scenario described in the third considers a CR that uses the existing CSIT and experiences interference 








































































from four neighbouring users. The fourth describes a CR that uses the proposed mechanism (heterogeneous 
mode) and experiences interference from four neighbouring users. The simulated throughput is shown in 
Figure 3-13. The proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode) enhances CR throughput by 4.5% and 7.5% 
given two and four neighbouring users, respectively.  







   The spectrum utilisation in bps/Hz is also simulated and shown in Figure 3-14. Results presented in Figure 
3-14 show that the proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode) enhances the spectrum utilisation (bps/Hz). 
This is because of the higher throughput in the CR that uses the proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode) 
compared to CSIT.  
 
Figure 3-13: Cognitive radio channel capacity. 
 
































Existing Channel State and Idle Time (2 Interfering Users)
Proposed Mechanism - Heterogeneous Mode    (2 Interfering Users)
Existing Channel State and Idle Time (4 Interfering Users)
Proposed Mechanism - Heterogeneous Mode  (4 Interfering Users)
           Parameter         Value 
Number of Paths 6 
Number of Sub paths  20 
Number of eNB and CR antenna elements 6 
Mean antenna inter-element distance (eNB) 20.8cm 
Mean antenna inter-element distance (CR) 16.7mm 
Orientation of eNB with respect to CR 60 deg 
Mean CR transmit power 8.8 mW 
Mean increase in  CR transmit power  21.5% 
Data Channel Bandwidth  1.25MHz 
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.           Figure 3-14: Cognitive radio spectrum utilisation (bps/Hz). 
 
       The data transmitted when the CR using the proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode) and CSIT is 
shown in Figure 3-15. In Figure 3-15, the throughput is the amount of data transmitted by the CR. The CR 
using the proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode) has an enhanced throughput compared to the CR using 
CSIT. The throughput of the CR using the proposed mechanism exceeds that of the CR using CSIT by 36% 
on average. The dual mode CR throughput (heterogeneous mode) exceeds the single mode CR throughput 
(homogeneous mode) by 5% on average.  The throughput of the dual mode CR exceeds that of the single 
mode CR using CSIT by 12% on average. The throughput improvement is due to the concurrent capability of 
the dual mode CR.  
 
 
Figure 3-15: Throughput performance and benefit of the proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode). 
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   NN 1 and NN 2 can be used on CR with RAM of up to 1.5 GB. NN 1 uses an average RAM of 970 MB for 
4.073 seconds during training. NN 2 uses an average of 899.8 MB RAM for 0.256 seconds during training.  If 
an ensemble neural network architecture comprising multiple NN1 and NN 2 blocks were used, the required 
resources increase. The CR requires 4GB of RAM and the CC-FNN development takes 4.329 seconds.    
    The simulation also investigates the packet loss rate. The aim is to demonstrate that the CR using the 
proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode) has a reduced PLR compared to the CR using CSIT.  The values 
of 𝑃𝑚𝑑
𝑏′ and parameter prediction probability in the simulation are 0.06 and 0.12, respectively. The PLR 
performance is shown in Figure 3-16. Figure 3-16 shows that CR using the proposed mechanism 
(heterogeneous mode) have a low PLR compared to a CR using CSIT. This is because the proposed 
mechanism (heterogeneous mode) improves CR channel awareness status.  
 
Figure 3-16: Packet loss. 
 
  The  signalling overhead refers to the time spent acquiring training data by a cognitive radio from 
neighbouring cognitive radios. The use of the proposed mechanism reduces the overhead by enabling CR 
transmission for a longer duration instead of spending more time acquiring neural network training data. 
Hence, the overhead is described in spent acquiring training data.  
This concern has been addressed and clarified by explaining the role of the signalling overhead in the first 
sentence after Figure 3-16. Hence, signalling overhead as used in Figure 3-16 can be interpreted to be time 
spent acquiring training data and measurable in seconds.  
   The signalling overhead is examined for three scenarios i.e. scenarios 1, 2 and 3. Scenario 1 considers a 
single mode CR using CSIT. Scenario 2 considers a single mode CR using the proposed mechanism 
(homogeneous mode). Scenario 3 considers the CR using proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode).  In the 
simulation, the CR transmits data via one RAT. The dual mode CR has not been considered here because data 
transmission and sensing are being considered to occur separately. 
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    The incorporation of the proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) reduces the MGL by 1.5ms. The mean 
training data acquisition duration is 3.9ms. The mean data transmit duration of CRs in LTE-A is 21.4ms. The 
simulated signalling overhead for scenarios 1, 2, and 3 is shown in Figure 3-17.  
   From Figure 3-17, it can be seen that scenario 3 has the lowest signalling overhead when compared with 
scenario 1 and scenario 2.  There is zero-signalling overhead in the heterogeneous mode, when there are 3, 4 
and 5 neighbouring CRs. The signalling overhead is null because the CR benefits from the ISH.  ISH is not 
incorporated in CSIT and proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode). The signalling overhead of the CR 
using CSIT exceeds the signalling overhead of the CR using proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode). The 
proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) has a lower overhead than CSIT due to the NSC. The NSC is used 
to detect quasi-mobile TWN states. In CSIT, the CR has to complete the acquisition of the training data; it 
does not check for the validity of the NSC and does not use ISH.  
   Investigations show that the proposed mechanism (homogeneous mode) reduce the signalling overhead by 
38% on average when compared to CSIT. The proposed mechanism (heterogeneous mode) reduces the   
signalling overhead by 62% on average when compared to CSIT. Hence, the incorporation of the proposed 
NSC and ISH reduces signalling overheads. In addition, the proposed mechanism reduces the signalling 
overhead in HWNs. The CR in heterogeneous mode has a signalling overhead that is 24% lower than the CR 
in homogeneous mode.  
 
Figure 3-17: Cognitive radio time spent acquiring training data. 
3.6   Conclusion  
  
   This chapter has proposed a mechanism that enhances CR performance in homogeneous and heterogeneous 
TWNs. The proposed mechanism satisfies the goals of future generation-wireless networks by enhancing CR 
QoS and reducing signalling overhead. The reduction of signalling overheads ensures that a larger portion of 
the TWN allocated spectrum is used for data transmission. A reduced signalling overhead implies that 
spectrum that could have been allocated for overheads is made available for other technologies requiring 
spectrum access.  
   The next chapter addresses another goal of the unified service architecture. The goal addressed in the next 
chapter is enhancing the QoS of a CR that uses multiple-learning algorithms.  
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Mechanism for Enhancing the QoS of CRs with Learning Diversity 
 
   The previous chapter presented  a dual mode mechanism that reduces CR overhead in TWNs. The reduced 
overhead enables the CR to devote more spectral resources to data transmission. This is achieved considering  
similarities in the TWN environment. The spectral resources that would have been used for overhead 
signalling are made available for other technologies requiring spectrum access. In addition, the proposed 
mechanism satisfies  the goal of the unified architecture by improving the subscribers’ QoS. However, the 
mechanism in chapter 3  has not considered how to enhance the QoS of subscribers that use learning diversity.  
    Learning diversity is the CR’s ability to use multiple learning algorithms (LAs) to achieve a spectrum 
prediction objective. The use of multiple LAs enables the CR to determine the best LA for a given scenario 
and epoch. The multiple LAs can be different ANN architectures. A CR with learning diversity can have  
meta-cognitive capability. Meta-cognition is the CR’s ability to classify and select the best LA at different 
epochs in the network.  In addition, the CR with meta-cognition also regards the LAs as part of the CR’s 
configuration parameters.  The focus of this chapter is on enhancing the QoS of LTE-A subscribers i.e. CRs 
that incorporate learning diversity. The section is divided into six parts. The first part discusses related work. 
The second and third describe the problem and proposed mechanisms, respectively. The fourth and fifth focus 
on performance formulation and presents evaluation results, respectively. The sixth is the conclusion. 
4.1  Related Work 
 
    The notion of a CR that incorporates meta-cognition is introduced in [90-91]. A CR with meta-cognition 
can develop capabilities enabling the satisfaction of the goals of the unified architecture in new scenarios. The 
discussion in this chapter focuses on scenarios not considered in Chapter 3.  
    The incorporation of ANNs in CRs enables the CR to bring the benefits of artificial intelligence to TWNs. 
The benefits of artificial intelligence that can be harnessed in CRs can be enhanced via meta-cognition. The 
discussion in this chapter investigates how meta-cognition can enhance CR-QoS. In this chapter, the CR 
comprises multiple LAs and the benefits that can be derived from learning diversity. The LAs need not be 
RAT-specific; and are used for different tasks that require spectrum prediction. In this context, spectrum 
prediction refers to the use of trained LAs to compute CR transmission parameters in licensed spectrum.  The 
use of multiple LAs enhances CR contextual awareness. The mechanisms proposed in this chapter aim to 
enhance CR QoS in line with the goals of the unified architecture.   
     CRs with bio-inspired techniques have been considered for learning [22] , spectrum prediction [23] and 
RAT classification [51]. Intelligent algorithms furnish the host entity with the capability to adapt to  
environmental changes. The incorporation of cognition enables an entity to think on adapting to a changing 
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environment. The adaptive capacity of entities can be further enhanced by meta-cognition. A meta-cognitive 
entity can use its thinking process and thought patterns as a parameter. A CR with meta-cognitive capability 
is proposed in [90-91].  
    Asadi et al. [90-91] propose a meta-cognition engine that enables CRs to benefit from learning diversity. 
Learning diversity enables CRs to combine the strengths of different LAs, while minimizing their weaknesses 
during spectrum prediction. LAs can be classified by using the CR QoS at an epoch in the proposed best-
classification algorithm [90]. The incorporation of meta-cognition enables CRs to become LA aware [90-91].  
4.2   Problem Description   
 
    This section describes the problems being addressed in this chapter and uses the parameters in Figure 4-1.  
Table 4-1: List of parameters used in this chapter.  
𝔏(𝑡) Set of learning algorithms (LAs) in CR that incorporates learning diversity at instant 𝑡. 
𝑄(𝑡) Set of observed CR QoS for LA in CR that incorporates learning diversity at instant 𝑡. 
𝑃 Initial battery power for CR that incorporates learning diversity 
𝑟 Set of cognition engines (CEs) in the CR that incorporates learning diversity.  
𝑟𝑢 The CR’s 𝑢
𝑡ℎ CE.  
𝑃𝑡𝑎(𝔏(𝑡)) CR battery power expended in training LAs in the CR that incorporates learning diversity at instant, 𝑡.  
𝑃𝑐𝑙(𝔏(𝑡)) CR battery power expended in classifying LAs in CR that incorporates learning diversity at instant, 𝑡. 
𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝)) CR battery power expended in training LA 𝔏𝑞at instant 𝑡𝑝 ;  𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝)𝜖 𝔏(𝑡) 
𝑃𝑐𝑙 (𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝)) 
CR battery power expended in classifying 𝔏𝑞at instant 𝑡𝑝. 
𝑃𝑡𝑟(𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝)) 
CR data transmit power when CR uses 𝑎 LAs at instant 𝑡𝑝.  
𝐼𝑞(𝑡) Best LA indicator signifying that an LA is the best for CR spectrum prediction at instant 𝑡. 
𝑃𝑡𝑟
′ (𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝)) 
Data transmit power when CR uses LDS  at  instant 𝑡𝑝′.  
𝑇𝑞
𝑡𝑎 LA training duration for the  LA 𝑞 in the CR that incorporates learning diversity. 
𝜗 Transmit duration of CR that incorporates learning diversity with existing mechanism. 
𝜗′ Transmit duration of CR that incorporates learning diversity with proposed LDS. 
𝑃𝑏′
1  Data transmit power on 𝑐𝑏′ for CR with learning diversity but without LDS.  
𝑃𝑏′
2  Data transmit power on 𝑐𝑏′ for CR with learning diversity with LDS.  
𝑇ℎ1 Throughput of CR with learning diversity but without LDS.  
𝑇ℎ2 Throughput of CR with learning diversity with LDS.  
𝐷1 Amount of data transmitted when CR does not use LDS.  
𝐷2 Amount of data transmitted when CR uses LDS.  
𝑟 Set of  cognition engines (CEs) in CR that use LCP.  
𝑁𝐿𝐴
𝑢  Number of LAs in 𝑟𝑢 ;  𝑟𝑢𝜖 𝑟. 
𝜃𝑢
𝑣 Number of connections between  𝑟𝑢 and 𝑟𝑣 ;  𝑟𝑣𝜖 𝑟  
𝜓1   Number of CEs connected to  𝑟1 
𝜌1 Number of layers between 𝑟1 and CR’s resources 
𝛺 CR- Price of Maintaining Consciousness in CR that uses existing mechanism. 
ᴌ Reduction in CR transmit power.  
𝑁𝑝
𝑢 Number of CR’s paused CEs in  𝑟𝑢.  
𝑁𝑇 Total number of CR’s CE layers  
μ Pause-transfer efficiency.  
𝑃 Initial CR data transmit power.  
𝑃′ Data transmit power of CR that incorporates learning diversity and uses LCP. 
𝛺′′ CR- PMC of CR that engages in spectrum sharing and uses existing mechanism i.e. without LCP. 
   𝑃′′ Transmit power of CR with learning diversity that engages in spectrum sharing and incorporates LCP. 
𝑃
𝑏′
𝐴1 Data transmit power of CR that does not engage in spectrum sharing and does not incorporate LCP.  
𝑃
𝑏′
𝐴2 Data transmit power of CR that does not engage in spectrum sharing and uses LCP  
𝑃
𝑏′
𝐴3 Data transmit power of CR that does engages in spectrum sharing and uses LCP  
𝑇ℎ𝐴1 Throughput of CR that does not engage in spectrum sharing and does not use LCP  
𝑇ℎ𝐴2 Data transmit throughput of CR that does not engage in spectrum sharing and uses LCP  




    The scenario being considered comprises PUs and CRs, i.e. SUs in licensed spectrum infrastructure based  
TWN. PUs-CRs relations do not contravene the CPP.  Let 𝔏(𝑡) and 𝑄(𝑡) be the set of LAs and observed CR 
QoS with each LA at instant 𝑡, respectively.  
                                          𝔏(𝑡) = {𝔏1(𝑡), 𝔏2(𝑡) , … , 𝔏ℕ(𝑡)}                                                                                     (4.1) 
                                          𝑄(𝑡) = {𝑄1(𝑡), 𝑄2(𝑡) , … , 𝑄ℕ(𝑡)}                                                                                    (4.2) 
 
     In addition, let 𝑃 and 𝑃𝑡𝑎(𝔏(𝑡)) be the initial CR battery power and the CR battery power expended in LA 
training, respectively. Furthermore, let 𝑃𝑐𝑙(𝔏(𝑡)) be the CR power expended on LA classification. The CR’s 
LAs are classified by using CR QoS. The CR QoS is determined for each LA’s spectrum prediction procedure.  
   The CR  holds information on the observed transmit parameters for different network scenarios. This 
information is used to train the CR’s LAs (when the CR incorporates learning diversity). In the TWN, the CR 
incorporating learning diversity seeks to train multiple LAs prior to spectrum prediction and data transmission. 
The training of each LA consumes CR battery power and reduces CR data transmit power. The training of 
multiple LAs at epoch 𝑡𝑝  (𝑡𝑝 𝜖 𝑡) prevents CR data transmission when:  
                                  𝑃 − ∑𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝 ))
 ℕ
𝑞=1
 ≤ 0 ; (𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝 ) 𝜖  𝔏(𝑡))                                                               (4.3) 
     The CR uses an LA for spectrum prediction and data transmission to enhance the CR QoS in the TWN.  
The CR seeks to use the best LA (determined via LA classification) for spectrum prediction. The CR has 
information on the achieved QoS when each LA is used for spectrum prediction. The CR QoS is used to 
classify LAs across multiple epochs. During LA classification, the CR is unaware of the desire of the TWN 
subscriber to transmit data. The classification expends the CR battery and reduces CR battery capacity 
available for data transmission by the subscriber. LA classification prevents data transmission when the energy 
required for LA classification equals or exceeds the available CR battery power capacity. This arises  at epoch 
𝑡𝑝  when:  
                              𝑃 − ∑𝑃𝑐𝑙 (𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝 ))
 ℕ
𝑞=1
 ≤ 0 ;  (𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝 ) 𝜖  𝔏(𝑡))                                                                  (4.4) 
     (4.3) and (4.4) describe the case when CR battery power is expended by LA training and classification, 
respectively. The challenge in (4.3) arises because the CR is expected to train all its LAs prior to spectrum 
prediction and CR data transmission. The challenge in (4.4) arises because  the  CR classifies LAs, without 
checking whether the CR wants to send data. This chapter addresses the challenges in (4.3) and (4.4).  
4.3 Proposed Mechanism 
 
   This section discusses the mechanism proposed to address the challenges in (4.3) and (4.4).  The proposed 
mechanism incorporates the features of learning diversity selection (LDS) and LA classification pause (LCP). 
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It is divided into two parts. The first part discusses LDS proposed to address the challenge in (4.3). The second 
discusses LCP proposed to address the challenge in (4.4).  
4.3.1 Learning-Diversity Selection (LDS)  
 
   LDS is proposed to enable the CR to reduce the battery power expended in LA training. The TWN is 
considered to have two types of CRs. These are existing CRs and incoming CRs. Existing CRs have completed 
data transmission by using the parameters determined by trained LAs via spectrum prediction. The information 
on the LA and achieved CR LA QoS are sent to the LTE-An eNB. The existing CR to LTE-A eNB 
transmission occurs via the dedicated control channel (DCCH) at the expiration of the measurement gap 
repetition period (MGRP). The eNB receives LA information and achieved QoS from existing CRs. The 
received information is used to rank LAs. The LA-ranking information is sent by the eNB to the incoming CR  
via the EPDCCH. Interactions between existing CRs, eNB and incoming CRs are shown in Figure 4-1. In 
Figure 4-1, there are three existing CRs and two incoming CRs. The existing CRs are 𝐸𝐶𝑅1, 𝐸𝐶𝑅2 and 𝐸𝐶𝑅3. 
The two incomfing CRs are  𝐼𝐶𝑅1 and 𝐼𝐶𝑅2. LA ranking information is transmitted by 𝐸𝐶𝑅1, 𝐸𝐶𝑅2 and 𝐸𝐶𝑅3 
to the eNB at epochs 𝑡1, 𝑡2 and 𝑡3, , respectively. The eNB ranks the LAs during epochs 𝑡4 and 𝑡5. LA ranking 
information is sent from the eNB to 𝐼𝐶𝑅1 and 𝐼𝐶𝑅2 at epochs 𝑡6 and 𝑡7, respectively.  
 
Figure 4-1: Interaction between existing cognitive radios, evolved Node B and incoming cognitive radios.  
 
    The incoming CR can also acquire information used for LA ranking directly from neighbouring existing  
CRs. However, this option has not been considered because of the additional power expended by incoming 
CRs in ranking LAs. Moreover, the eNB can access data from more exsitng CRs; since all existing CR 
transmission goes through the eNB. LA ranking here denotes the classification of the LA, based on the existing 
CR QoS.  
    The LA training order and training data are obtained from the eNB by the incoming CR during the LTE-A 
MGL. The eNB transmits the LA training-order frame, as shown in Figure 4-2. The frame in Figure 4-2 





Figure 4-2: Learning diversity selection training order framework. 
 
    The flowchart for executing LDS is shown in Figure 4-3. In Figure 4-3, an incoming CR receives the LDS 
frame from the eNB. The incoming CR searches the frame to see if all the LA information is available at the 
considered epoch. The incoming CR does not use sub-channels with missing LA data, to prevent CPP violation 
on concerned sub-channels. LDS is executed by an incoming CR in LTE-A. The existing CRs sends LA and 
QoS data to the eNB at the epoch of MGRP expiration in the RRC_CONNECTED state. The incoming CR 














Figure 4-3: Learning diversity selection flowchart.  
4.3.2. LA Classification Pause (LCP) 
  
   The proposed LCP uses concepts from the integrated theory of consciousness [92] and nervous system 
evolution [93-94]. The integrated information theory identifies the claustrum as being responsible for 
consciousness. The claustrum has been identified to be responsible for the brain’s consciousness [95].  
   Nervous-system evolution studies how environmental pressures influence nervous system development. 
From [93], it can be inferred that nervous system development can be temporarily frozen. The freezing enables 
the organisms to redirect their resources towards other important metabolic tasks. This thesis uses concepts 
from nervous system evolution to achieve LCP.  It proposes that access to the CR’s resources (cortex) should 
Incoming CR receives learning diversity selective mechanism 
training order frame from evolved Node B. 
Does received frame have 
complete LA information?  
Find and  remove sub-channel without LA information. 
Identify and first train best LA for each sub-channel.  
Perform spectrum prediction using trained best LA.   
Incoming CR transmits data using parameters determined via 







be controlled by an electronic claustrum. The electronic claustrum ensures that data transmission (important 
metabolic task) is not impaired. The CR that pauses LCP has multiple cognition engines (CEs) with multiple 
LAs; and is shown in Figure 4-4. LA training and classification in a CE is controlled by a decision-making 
layer (DML). 
     Each LA is connected to a DML. LA DMLs send their information to the CE DML. The CE DML classifies 
CR task-specific LAs. Prediction tasks that can enhance CR QoS are described in [47-48, 50-51].  Spectrum 
prediction can be used to enhance CR QoS in different ways. These examples are cited here for the sake of 
clarifying the discussion.  
     Figure 4-4 shows a CR with ℳ CEs – each having 𝒩 LAs. Each LA has a DML. Each CE has a DML, 
i.e. the CE-DML. The CE-DML is linked to all the LA-DMLs, i.e. DML 1 and DML 𝒩. The CE-DML uses 
information on the LA-DMLs to classify the LAs. The LCP’s flowchart is shown in Figure 4-5. In Figure 4-
5, it is assumed that the CR has an LA granularity and can monitor the power consumed per DML.  
    The CR monitors battery power utilisation, checks to see whether there is ongoing LA classification; and if 
(4.5) holds true. The CR pauses the CE-DML and all links between LA-DMLs and the CE-DML. The CE-
DML retains the information on the current state of classification. LA classification is resumed after the 
completion of the data transmission. During the pause, the CR uses the LA that is most identified in previous 
epochs to achieve the best QoS. Connections between CEs and LAs enables the exchange of training 








Figure 4-4: Architecture of the cognitive radio incorporating learning classification pause. 
 
     The architecture shown in Figure 4-4 comprises the inter-LA, LA-CE , CE-DML and DML- CE DML 
connections. These connections consume CR battery power.  
     Inter-CE connections enable the exchange of training and performance information between LAs of similar 
architectures that are used for different tasks. The exchange of such information enables the CR to develop a 
profile of how a given LA improves the QoS when used for spectrum prediction. Spectrum prediction is the 
determination of CR transmit parameters using a trained LA  in a given  network scenario.  
      LA-CE connections enables the CR to observe the achieved QoS when different LAs in a CE are used for 
spectrum prediction.  
⋯  
 
LA 1  LA 𝒩  
 




DML 1  DML  𝒩  
DML 1  DML  𝒩  
CE-DML  
CE-DML  
Inter-CE Connection  
LA-CE Connection  
CE-DML  Connection  
CE-DML- DML   Connection  
Inter-LA Connection  
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      CE-DML connections are used to make classification decisions on each LA using CR QoS information. 
The DML-CE DML connections enables the CR to make a decision as regards pausing LA classification. The 
CE-DML sends pause instructions to specific LAs.   
    The pause proposed in LCP is realised in the RRC_COGNITIVE state. Online LA classification via the 
DML takes place in the RRC_CONNECTED state during the MGL. CR LA classification via the DML can 
















Figure 4-5: Flowchart for the learning algorithm classification pause process. 
 
    Spectrum prediction is done by trained LAs during the MGL in the RRC_CONNECTED state. The CR 
spectrum prediction is done directly by LAs. The pause of the LA classification in either the RRC_IDLE or 
RRC_CONNECTED  results in a transition to the RRC_COGNITIVE state. The CR incorporating LCP carries 
out five tasks across the RRC_IDLE, RRC_CONNECTED and RRC_COGNITIVE states. These tasks are: 
training-data acquisition (A), LA training (B), spectrum prediction (C), data transmission (D) and 
classification (E). The execution of these tasks by the CR in the three states is shown in Figure 4-6.  
    In Figure 4-6, the three states, i.e. RRC_IDLE, RRC_CONNECTED and RRC_COGNITIVE states are 
non-overlapping in the CR. The CR executes tasks A, B, E in the RRC_IDLE state. It executes tasks C and D 
in the RRC_CONNECTED MGL and DTT, respectively. The CR transits from RRC_IDLE to 
RRC_CONNECTED MGL and from MGL to DTT in RRC_CONNECTED state. In addition, the CR can also 







CR is classifying LAs 
Does CR want to 
transmit data ? 
Has CR completed 
data transmission ?  
Pause CR DMLs, identify best LA as one with best QoS 
in previous epochs.  
CR uses best LA  for predicting transmit parameters. 
CR uses predicted parameters for data transmission.  
Does (4.4) hold true 





QoS are then used to execute task E in the RRC_IDLE state. The CR transits from RRC_IDLE to the 





Figure 4-6: Relations between the RRC_IDLE, RRC_CONNECTED and RRC_COGNITIVE states. 
 
4.4 Performance Formulation 
    
     This section formulates the performance model for the cases where the CR executes LDS and LCP. The 
metrics for LDS are (1) CR transmit power, (2) CR-channel capacity, (3) CR-data transmit duration and (4) 
CR-transmitted bytes. The performance metrics for LCP are CR-transmit power  and CR-channel capacity. 
The metrics for LDS and LCP are different; because they are used in different scenarios. In the case of LDS, 
CR-transmit duration, CR-transmitted bytes are considered; because the LA training is done in the MGL. The 
execution of LA training can exceed the MGL, thereby affecting CR-transmit duration. A varying CR-transmit 
duration also influences CR-transmitted bytes. Hence, CR-transmit duration and CR-transmitted bytes are 
additionally considered in the LDS.  
    The transitions in Figure 4-6 do not affect the MGL and the CR- transmitted bytes, which is dependent on 
the CR-transmit duration. Hence, the CR-transmit duration and the CR- transmitted bytes are not investigated 
in the LCP. LCP also introduces the notion of the CR’s price of maintaining consciousness. The CR’s price 
of maintaining consciousness is the total number of links between DMLs of LAs and CEs that use CR 
resources during LA classification.    
  The discussion in this section is divided into two parts. The first and second parts present the LDS and LCP 
performance models,respectively.  
 
4.4.1 Learning Diversity Selection -Performance Formulation  
 
     Given that the CR has ℕ LAs at epoch 𝑡𝑝 , the CR-transmit power,  (𝑃𝑡𝑟(𝔏(𝑡𝑝))) can be computed as: 
                        𝑃𝑡𝑟(𝔏(𝑡𝑝)) =  𝑃 − ∑𝑃𝑡𝑎(𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝)); 𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝)𝜖 𝔏(𝑡)
ℕ
𝑞=1
                                                                    (4.5) 
   The incorporation of LDS enables the CR to identify the best LA. Let 𝐼𝑞(𝑡) 𝜖 {0,1} be the best LA indicator 
at instant 𝑡. 𝐼𝑞(𝑡) = 0 and 𝐼𝑞(𝑡) = 1 signify that 𝔏𝑞(𝑡);  (𝔏𝑞(𝑡) 𝜖 𝔏(𝑡))  i.e.  𝔏𝑞 is the non-best and the best 
LAs at instant 𝑡, respectively. The CR-transmit power  after LDS incorporation, 𝑃𝑡𝑟
′ (𝔏(𝑡𝑝 )) at instant 𝑡𝑝 is: 
RRC_CONNECTED ; MGL (C) 
2 
RRC_IDLE (A, B, E) RRC_CONNECTED DTT – (D) 






                         𝑃𝑡𝑟
′ (𝔏(𝑡𝑝 )) =  𝑃 − ∑ 𝐼𝑞(𝑡𝑝 )𝑃𝑡𝑎(𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝 ))
ℕ
𝑞=1
; 𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝)𝜖 𝔏(𝑡)                                                      (4.6) 
     Let the LA training duration be 𝑇𝑞
𝑡𝑎   for the (𝑞)𝑡ℎ LA. The CR-transmit duration in the absence of LDS, 𝜗 
is: 




                                                                                                                          (4.7) 
    The CR-transmit duration at instant 𝑡𝑝 after LDS incorporation, 𝜗
′ is: 




                                                                                                                  (4.8) 
   In formulating the CR-Th, the CR transmits over a channel subject to neighbouring user interference. Let 
𝑃𝑏′
1  and 𝑃𝑏′
2  denote the CR transmission power on 𝑐𝑏′, without and with LDS, respectively. The CR-Th without 
and with LDS, is denoted as 𝑇ℎ1 and 𝑇ℎ2, respectively. 𝑇ℎ1 and 𝑇ℎ2 are computed as: 















 ; ϲ 𝜖 {1,2}                                                                  (4.9) 
                        ∑ 𝑃𝑏′
1    ≤ ∑  𝑃𝑡𝑟 (𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝 )) ;
ℕ
𝑞=1




                         ∑ 𝑃𝑏′
2    ≤ ∑𝑃𝑡𝑟
′ (𝔏𝑞(𝑡𝑝 )) ; 
ℕ
𝑞=1




    ϲ = 1 and ϲ = 2  denote the cases where CR does not incorporate and incorporates LDS, respectively.  
    The amount of data that can be transmitted by the CR without and with LDS is denoted as 𝐷1 and 𝐷2, 
respectively. 𝐷1 and 𝐷2 are:   
.                          𝐷1 =   𝑇ℎ1  х  𝜗                                                                                                                                (4.12) 
                          𝐷2 =   𝑇ℎ2  х  𝜗
′                                                                                                                               (4.13) 
4.4.2. LA Classification Pause - Performance Formulation 
 
     For the purposes of the discussion here, the CR is assumed initially to be a PU. In this case, the use of LAs 
aims to improve the CR QoS. In LCP, the CR’s consciousness is due to the connections between the LAs, the 
CEs and the corresponding DMLs. The CR’s price of maintaining consciousness is formulated, assuming that 
the CR has interconnected learning algorithms (LAs) and cognition engines (CEs). The interconnection 
between LAs and CEs enable the sharing of information between task-specific LAs. Let 𝑟 ; 𝑟 = {𝑟1, … , 𝑟𝑠} be 
the set of CEs in a CR.  In addition, let  𝑁𝐿𝐴
𝑢  and 𝜃𝑢
𝑣  be the (1) number of LAs in 𝑟𝑢 ;  (𝑟𝑢 𝜖 𝑟) and (2) number 
of inter- LA connections between CEs 𝑟𝑢 and 𝑟𝑣 ; ((𝑟𝑣) 𝜖 𝑟).  Furthermore, let 𝜓𝑢  be the number of inter-CE 
connections  in  𝑟𝑢.   In formulating the CR’s price of maintaining consciousness, it is assumed that the 
consciousness arises due to CEs and LAs inter-relations. In the absence of LCP, the CR’s price of maintaining 
consciousness, 𝛺 is: 
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 ;   𝑢 ≠ 𝑣                                                                                            (4.14) 
     The first term in (4.14) is the sum of the number of LAs in each CE and number of inter –LA connections 
between 𝑟𝑢  and 𝑟𝑣. The second term  is the number of inter-CE connections.  
      LCP enables the CR to control the number of active DMLs. Let 𝑁𝑝
𝑢 and 𝑁𝑇 be the number of paused CEs 
in 𝑟𝑢 and the total number of CR layers, respectively. The CR’s price of maintaining consciousness after LCP 
incorporation, 𝛺′ is:  
     𝛺′ = ∑(𝑁𝐿𝐴












𝑢 ≤ 𝑁𝑇 ; 𝑢 ≠ 𝑣                                                    (4.15) 
    In (4.15), the first term is the number of LAs in each CE. The second  is the number of inter-CE and inter-
LA  connections that are active after LCP execution.  
    If 𝑃 W is initially available for CR data transmission, the CR-transmit power when LCP is used, 𝑃′ is: 
                   𝑃′ =  𝑃 +  μ(𝛺 − 𝛺′)                                                                                                                            (4.16)  
 
     0 ≤ μ ≤ 1 is the pause-transfer efficiency. It determines the proportion of the difference in CR’s price of 
maintaining consciousness used to increase the CR-transmit power.   
   The CR can also be an SU In this case, the LA used for spectrum prediction is unaffected by LCP when 
attempting to uphold the CPP.  Assuming that 𝛽 CEs execute prediction related to upholding the CPP, the 
CR’s price of maintaining consciousness of the CR SU, 𝛺′′ is: 
      𝛺′′ = ∑(𝑁𝐿𝐴

















     In (4.17), the first term is the number of LAs in each CE. The second is the number of inter-CE and inter-
LA connections active after LCP execution. The concerned LAs are not used for prediction related to 
upholding the CPP. The third is the number of active inter-CE and inter-LA connections between CEs and 
LAs. As an SU, the CR’s transmission power is limited to uphold the CPP. Let ᴌ be the reduction in the CR-
transmit power. The CR-transmit power,  𝑃′′ is: 
                          𝑃′′ = (𝑃 +  μ(𝛺 − 𝛺′′)) (1 − ᴌ)                                                                                              (4.18) 
   The CR-channel capacity is formulated for three scenarios, i.e. scenarios 𝐴1, 𝐴2,  and 𝐴3. Scenario 𝐴1 
considers the non-SU CR without LCP. This is the case with the existing scheme [90]. Scenario 𝐴2 considers 
the CR non-SU with LCP. Scenario 𝐴3 focuses on the CR SU with LCP. The CR transmit  power on  𝑐𝑏′ in 
𝐴1, 𝐴2 and 𝐴3, are denoted (𝑃𝑏′
𝐴1 ), (𝑃
𝑏′
𝐴2)  and (𝑃
𝑏′
𝐴3), respectively. The CR has channel-bonding capacity. 
The CR-Th in 𝐴1, 𝐴2 and 𝐴3 are  (𝑇ℎ𝐴1), (𝑇ℎ𝐴2) and (𝑇ℎ𝐴3), respectively. 𝑇ℎ𝐴1 , 𝑇ℎ𝐴2  and 𝑇ℎ𝐴3 can be 
computed as:  
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4.5 Performance Evaluation  
     This section presents and discusses the simulation results for the proposed mechanism. It is divided into 
two parts. The first and second part presents the simulation results for  LDS and LCP, respectively.  
4.5.1 Learning Diversity Selection - Simulation and Discussion 
    The performance of the CR incorporating LDS is investigated  using the parameters shown in Table 4-2.      
                             Table 4-2: Learning diversiy selection - simulation parameters 
S/N Simulation Parameters Values 
1 Initial CR Battery Capacity 130mW 
2 Number of LAs   10 
3 Incoming CR Battery Power Expended in acquiring the training data from eNode B 4mW 
4 Mean Battery Power expended in training each LA   6.85mW 
5 Average training duration per LA  9.73ms 
6 LTE-A MGL 6ms 
7 LTE-A Measurement Gap-Repetition Period 40ms 
8 Transmission Channel Gain  0.78 
9 Average Interference-channel gain  0.45 
10 Average Interference power  1.5mW 
 
    In the simulation, it is assumed that the best performing LA is selected to reduce PU-SU interference and 
enhance the QoS of the CR (SU). It focuses on the performance of LDS on one incoming CR. However, the 
performance simulation can be scaled to involve multiple incoming CRs, if incoming CRs do not interfere 
with each other.  The performance benefit of the proposed LDS when incorporated in an incoming CR is 
conducted using the parameters in Table 4-1 via MATLAB.  The performance of LDS is compared with that 
of a CR incorporating learning diversity, but without LDS. Such a CR is described in [90].The incoming CR 
transmission power is investigated as a function of the number of incoming CR’s LAs; and the simulation 




Figure 4-7: CR-transmit power  with and without learning diversity selection.   
 
    From the results in Figure 4-7, it can be seen that the incorporation of more LAs in the incoming CR reduces 
the battery power. This is because the incoming CR expends more battery power in training multiple LAs in 
the absence of the proposed LDS. The incorporation of LDS also reduces the data transmission power with an 
increasing number of LAs. The results in Figure 4-7, shows that a negative incoming CR data-transmission 
power is obtained when the incoming CR does not use LDS. A negative value implies that the incoming CR 
battery power is expended during the LA training process. Therefore, the incoming CR needs to be recharged; 
and it cannot proceed to transmit data if the LA training is completed.  
   In the absence of LDS, incoming CR data transmission is not feasible when there are 9 and 10 LAs. LDS 
enables the incoming CR to transmit the data for a higher number of LAs. The incoming CR data-transmission 
power is positive when the incoming CR has 9 and 10 LAs. Therefore, LDS  incorporation enables the 
incoming CR to have more transmission epochs.   
   Further investigations show that LDS enhances incoming CR data transmission power by an average of 
48.2%. This computation has been done considering only cases, when the incoming CR data transmission 
power is positive. In addition, LDS enhances the number of transmission epochs by 51.8% on average.  
   The incoming CR data-transmission duration is also investigated and the performance results are shown in 
Figure 4-8. As shown in Figure 4-8, the incoming CR data-transmission duration reduces with the number of 
LAs. It is therefore assumed that the LA training duration increases when the incoming CR uses more LAs. 
































Case A - Existing Scheme (without learning diversity selection )





Figure 4-8: Cognitive radio transmit duration  with and without learning diversity selection.  
 
    In the absence of LDS, the training of multiple LAs reduces the transmission duration of CRs in LTE-A. 
This is because a negative transmission duration is obtained over more epochs, when the LDS is not 
incorporated. A positive data-transmission duration is obtained when the incoming CR without LDS has 2 
LAs. The incorporation of LDS increases CR transmission epochs. The CR can transmit, when the CR has 2, 
3, 4, 5 and 6 LAs. Therefore, LDS enhances the CR data transmission. 
    Further investigations show that LDS incorporation in the CR enhances transmit duration by 56.4%. This 
computation has been done considering only the positive values of the data-transmission duration obtained in 
the simulation.  The incoming CR throughput (CR-Th) is examined; and the performance simulation results 
are shown in Figure 4-9. The achieved incoming CR throughput when there are 9 and 10 LAs are infeasible 
since incoming CR data transmit power is negative.  As shown in Figure 4-9, the incoming CR throughput 
reduces with an increasing number of LAs. This is because the incoming CR data-transmission power reduces 
with the number of LAs used by the incoming CR.  
    In the absence of LDS, there is an unexpected increase in the throughput, when there are 10 LAs. However, 
it is noted that the incoming CR transmission power is negative in this case. Therefore, incoming CR data 
transmission is not feasible; and this case is not considered further in the discussion. When the proposed LDS 
is incorporated, it is observed that the throughput reduces with an increasing number of LAs. Further 
investigations shows that LDS incorporation enhances incoming CR throughput by 22.7% on average.  
































Case A - Existing Scheme (without learning diversity selection) 





Figure 4-9: Cognitive radio channel capacity with and without learning diversity selection.  
 
    We also investigated the amount of data that can be transmitted by the incoming CR; and the result is shown 
in Figure 4-10. The achieved incoming CR data transmitted when there are 9 and 10 LAs are infeasible since 
incoming CR data transmit power is negative. As shown in Figure 4-10, the incorporation of LDS enables the 
incoming CR to transmit more data on a channel. In Figure 4-10, a positive value of the transmitted data 
implies that the incoming CR can transmit data without switching channels. A negative value of the 
transmitted data implies that the incoming CR cannot transmit data. In this case the CR needs to switch 
channels. LDS incorporation enables the CR to transmit data over more epochs, compared to when the CR 
does not incorporate LDS. This is because more positive transmitted data values are obtained when the 
incoming CR uses LDS. Hence, LDS enhances incoming CR throughput, transmission power, transmission 
duration and transmitted data. This is because the CR obtains more positive values of the data transmission 
duration when LDS is incorporated.  


































Case A - Existing Scheme (without learning diversity selection)





Figure 4-10: Cognitive radio transmitted bytes with and without learning diversity selection. 
 
4.5.2 LA Classification Pause – Simulation and Discussion   
 
The performance of the CR incorporating LCP is investigated, using the parameters in Table 4-3.  
Table 4-3: Learning classification pause simulation parameters 
Parameter Value 
Communication Path Model Parameters 
Number of paths 6 
Number of sub-paths 20 
Number of antenna elements in eNB  6 
Number of antenna elements in CR 6 
Mean Inter-element distance in eNB 20.8cm 
Mean Inter-element distance in CR 19.3mm 
CR  Speed 16.7m/s 
Orientation of eNB with respect to the CR 60 deg 
Cognitive Radio-Power Reduction Ratio 0.65 
Cognitive Engine Configuration 
Initial CR battery  power (mW) 25 
Power consumed per CE classification (mW)                                 4.7 
Vector of Number of CEs in CRs  [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8] 
Number of LAs in each CE 6 
Number of connections between first 3 CEs  1 
Number of connections between last  5 CEs  Zero 
Number of Decision-Making Layers in first 3 CEs 2 
Number of Decision-Making Layers in Fourth CE 1 
Number of CEs used for spectrum prediction  2 
Number of LAs in  spectrum prediction CEs                                     6 
Number of Decision Layers per CE (Last 4 CEs) 2 
Pause Efficiency of CEs used in spectrum prediction (after spectrum prediction)  100% 
Pause Efficiency  25% 
Pause-Transfer Efficiency  4.50% 
 
   The CR’s price of maintaining consciousness is simulated by using the parameters in Table 4-3 for three 
scenarios. The first scenario is 𝐴1 where there is a PU CR without LCP. The second is 𝐴2 where the PU CR 
incorporates LCP. The third is 𝐴3 where the SU CR incorporates LCP.  The result is shown in Figure 4-11. 
As shown in Figure 4-11, the CR has the highest number of CR-PMCs in 𝐴1 compared to cases 𝐴2 and 𝐴3. 
Case 𝐴2’s CR’s price of maintaining consciousness is lower than that of case C’s CR’s price of maintaining 
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consciousness, by 12% on average. In addition, case 𝐴3’s CR’s price of maintaining consciousness is lower 
than case 𝐴1’s CR’s price of maintaining consciousness, by 7.6% on average. The CR SU has a higher CR’s 
price of maintaining consciousness because of the additional LAs in the CEs used for CR spectrum prediction.  
 
 
Figure 4-11:  The cognitive radio price of maintaining consciousness as a function of the number of cognition engines.  
 
    The CR-transmit power is investigated; and the result is shown in Figure 4-12. As shown in Figure 4-12, 
the addition of more CEs reduces the CR-transmit power. The addition of more CEs increases the CR’s battery 
power expended on LA classification. It is also observed that CR-transmit power is negative when the CR has 
6, 7 and 8 CEs. A negative CR-transmit power implies that the CR battery power is expended. 
    The improvement in CR-transmit power of the proposed framework is examined for the cases where the 
CR-transmit power is positive. The CR-transmit power is positive for cases 𝐴1, 𝐴2 and 𝐴3, when the CR has 
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 CEs. Scenario 𝐴2’s CR-transmit power exceeds scenario 𝐴1’s CR-transmit power by 80% on 
average. This is because in 𝐴2, the CR uses LCP and does not limit the CR-transmit power. The CR-transmit 
power is not limited in 𝐴2; since the CR is not an SU.   
   The CR-transmit power in 𝐴3 is also reduced to reduce in-band and out-band interference. In 𝐴3, the CR-
transmit power exceeds that of scenario 𝐴1 by 65% on average.  Although, the CR-transmit power is reduced 
in 𝐴3, a higher CR-transmit power is obtained in 𝐴3 than in 𝐴1. The improvement in CR-transmit power in 𝐴3 
is obtained because the CR incorporates LCP. 𝐴3 ‘s CR-transmit power is lower than the CR-transmit power 
in 𝐴1 and 𝐴2, when the CR has only one CE. In this case, LA classification is not paused because the CR is a 
SU; and it must  have reduced in-band and out-band interference.  
      For 𝐴2 and 𝐴3, the CR-transmit power increases for the first three CEs; and it then decreases when the CR 
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In 𝐴2 and 𝐴3, the CR-transmit power increases when the CR has between 5 and 8 CEs. In this case, the CEs 
have the same number of layers. Therefore, the CR-transmit power is enhanced when CEs have a uniform 
number of layers, compared to when the number of layers is non-uniform. The CR-transmit power is positive 
for all CEs in  scenarios 𝐴2 and 𝐴3. In the absence of LCP, the CR cannot transmit, when the CR has more 
than five CEs (negative CR-transmit power).   
 
 
Figure 4-12:  Cognitive radio trasnsmit power as a function of the number of cognition engines.  
 
   The CR channel capacity is also investigated for scenarios 𝐴1 , 𝐴2 and 𝐴3, as shown in Figure 4-13. The CR-
channel capacity is decreasing in 𝐴2 because of the decreasing CR-transmit power, when the CR has more 
CEs. The CR does not transmit data when the CR-transmit power is negative.  The CR-channel capacity  in 
𝐴2 outperforms that of 𝐴3, when the CR has one CE. When the CR has only one CE, the minimum CR-channel 
capacity is that of 𝐴3, when compared to 𝐴1 and 𝐴2. Given that the CR has one CE, the CR-transmit power  
is at a minimum in 𝐴3, when compared with 𝐴1 and 𝐴2. This is due to the necessity of completing the LA 
classification.      
   The CR-channel capacity  is at a maximum in 𝐴2, when the CR’s CEs are more than one. In 𝐴2, LCP is 
incorporated in the CR. Furthermore, the CR-transmit power is not reduced; because the CR is not an SU.  
Hence, the CR-channel capacity in 𝐴2 exceeds that of 𝐴3. The CR-channel capacity in 𝐴2 exceeds that of 𝐴1; 
due to LCP incorporated in the CR in 𝐴2. The CR-channel capacity in 𝐴1 is observed to be at a minimum 
when the CR has between 2-5 CEs. The CR-channel capacity in 𝐴2 exceeds that of 𝐴1 by 80% on average. 
The CR-Th in 𝐴3 exceeds 𝐴1 by 23% on average. The reduction of the CR-transmit power, when the CR is a 
SU reduces the CR-channel capacity  by 57% on average. 
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Figure 4-13: Cognitive radio channel capacity as a function of number of cognition engines.   
 
   We also investigate how varying the power transfer efficiency, 𝜇  and the number of paused CEs affects 
CR-channel capacity. The results of investigating the trade-off between 𝜇, CR-channel capacity and the 
number of paused CEs is shown in Figure 4-14. It can be seen that CR-channel capacity increases with the 
number of paused CEs. The CR-channel capacity is improved by 4.5% on average, when the number of paused 
CEs increases from two to four.  Increasing the number of paused CEs from 2 to 6 improves the CR-channel 
capacity by 19.6%. Furthermore, a fourfold increase of CEs from 2 to 8 enhances the CR-channel capacity.  
 
Figure 4-14: Analysis showing throughput and transfer power efficiency 
 
     An increase in the number of paused CEs enhances the CR-channel capacity. The CR-channel capacity  is 
enhanced by 5.9% on average, when the paused CEs are increased from 2 to 4. A threefold increase in the 
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number of paused CEs from 2 to 6 enhances the throughput by 21.8% on average. The CR-channel capacity 
is enhanced by 24% when paused CEs are increased from 2 to 8.  A similar analysis is also performed for 
group 2. The CR-channel capacity improves by 3%, 17.4% and 20.6%, respectively, when paused CEs 
increase from 2 to 4, 6, and 8, respectively. The CR-Th is more enhanced in group 1 than in group 2. In groups 
1 and 2, the maximum 𝜇 is two-fifths and twice the minimum of 𝜇, respectively.         
4.6 Conclusion 
 
    This chapter proposes a mechanism that enhances the QoS of CRs with learning diversity. The CR uses 
learning diversity selection (LDS) and LA pause classification (LCP) to improve its QoS. This enables the 
CRs to meet the goals of the unified-application framework. The incorporation of LDS and LCP enable the 
CR to achieve an improved CR QoS. This is because LCP and LDS enable the CR to obtain an enhanced data-
transmit power and throughput. The data-transmission power and throughput are enhanced without increasing 
the signalling overhead.  
   LDS enables the CR to devote battery resources to data transmission. This enhances the use of the LTE-A 
spectral resource in the RRC_CONNECTED DTT by training the best LA at the epoch. In LCP, CR resources 
are also re-directed towards CR data transmission. Similarly, spectral resources that could have been held by 
the  CR in LTE-A TWN are made available for other technologies. The paused classification is completed at 
epochs when the CR no longer desires to transmit data.  
   Chapters 3 and 4 have focused on designing algorithms that can realise the goals of the unified-application 
framework in TWNs. The achieved goals are those of enhancing CR QoS by incorporating enhanced cognition 













Chapter 5  
Optimisation Mechanism for Terrestrial Radio Astronomy Observations  
 
     This chapter proposes a mechanism that optimises the conduct of terrestrial radio astronomy observations 
(TRAOs). The proposed mechanism optimises TRAOs by using the CR paradigm (CRP)  to achieve three 
objectives for TRAOs. The first and second objectives are reducing GBTs-ISL interference and improving 
HPC utilisation, respectively. The third objective is enhancing angular resolution. The TRAO user is the 
terrestrial radio astronomy organisation.  
     The chapter is divided into six parts. The first part discusses related work. The second and third describes 
the problem and presents the proposed mechanisms, respectively. The fourth and fifth formulates the 
performance of the proposed mechanisms and presents evaluation results, respectively. The sixth is the 
conclusion.  
5.1     Related Work 
 
    The discussion on TRAOs in this section is divided into two parts. The first part describes the spectrum 
access relations between radio astronomy observations and wireless communications. The second part 
discusses the evolution and types of radio-astronomy organisations.  
5.1.1 Radio Astronomy and Wireless Communications 
 
    Radio spectrum is very important for service delivery in TWNs  and  CEOs, however, aside from TWNs 
and CEO, TRAOs also require spectrum access.  TRAOs collect AS radio signals that are subsequently  
analysed by the HPC.  Generally, radio astronomy observations can be conducted as TRAOs or space-radio 
astronomy observations. TRAOs use GBTs to receive ASs signals whereas space-radio astronomy 
observations use satellite astronomy payload to receive ASs signals [96].  
    TRAOs require bandwidth access to observe ASs via different SWs and are susceptible to interference from 
satellites. This is because the ASs have peak radiation at different SWs. Furthermore, TRAOs are affected by 
the blue shift and redshift effects that cause wavelength decrease and increase, respectively. GBTs require 
access to large bandwidth to observe different ASs, whose spectral lines are susceptible to blueshift and 
redshift.   
    In space radio astronomy observations, the transmitter is the space telescope with controllable-transmission 
parameters. For example, the polarisation of the space telescope and HPC antenna can be chosen to reduce 
interference with ISLs. In addition, the spectrum used for space telescope-HPC communications can be chosen 
to differ  from the spectrum used by satellite applications.  These options are available; since the space 
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telescope’s parameters are configurable. However, TRAOs do not have a similar configurable component in 
space. Therefore, TRAOs are more susceptible to interference than SRAOs.  
   An example of an interference source to the GBT is the ISL in global coverage LEO satellite constellations. 
Therefore, interference-reduction mechanisms are required to reduce interference between ISLs and GBTs 
used in TRAOs. A joint use of TRQZs and space radio quiet zones reduces the interference of GBTs. However, 
establishing space radio quiet zones has the following challenges: 
1) Unknown Signal-Propagation Paths: The location of space radio quiet zones that protect TRAOs 
from interference assume that AS’s radio waves have a known propagation path.  However, this 
requires further investigation; because AS’s radio waves can experience diffraction or reflection, when 
they hit GEO and LEO satellites.  
2) Orbital Re-design:  The establishment of space radio quiet zones requires orbital prioritization. 
Satellite orbits would need to be re-designed to consider low  interference with AS’s radio signals. 
This requires satellite-orbit design paradigms; and it is outside the scope of this thesis.  
    The focus of this chapter is the design of interference-reduction mechanisms for TRAOs using a CR 
spectrum-sharing model. Interference-reduction methods for TRAOs can be regulatory or technical [97]. The 
establishment of TRQZs to is an example of a strategy in the regulatory method.  The challenge of reducing  
interference experienced by TRAO also extends to higher bands [98].  The CRP supports different spectrum-
sharing models that can be used to design technical interference-reduction methods. Examples of the 
spectrum-sharing models supported by the CRP that can be used in TWNs are the underlay and interweave 
spectrum-sharing models. The use of SDRs for TRAOs has already been considered in [77]. However, [77] 
has not examined  the spectrum-sharing capabilities of the CR.   
    The suitability of the underlying model for low interference co-existence between TRAOs and TWNs 
services is investigated in [13]. In the underlay model, spectrum-sharing between TRAOs and TWNs is 
achieved by constraining the transmit power. The analysis in [13] deems spectrum sharing between TWNs 
and ASs as infeasible; because ASs have a lower-radiated power than have TWNs.  
    AS radiated power is non-configurable and measured in milli-Jansky(mJy), 1 𝐽𝑦 = 1 𝑥10−32 𝑊𝑚−2𝐻𝑧−2 
[36]. The reduction of mobile phone signal (1 𝑥1012 𝐽𝑦 [36] ) to milli-Jansky makes data-transmission 
challenging. Hence, [13] concludes that spectrum sharing between TWNs and TRAOs is not feasible. 
However, [13] has not considered the interweave model [3, 48]. The interweave model enables spectrum 
sharing by using patterns in the spectrum usage data of concerned applications. Therefore, spectrum-sharing 
mechanisms based on this model are desirable.  
5.1.2 Terrestrial Radio-Astronomy Organisations 
 
     The emergence of different astronomical organisations that conduct TRAOs is recognised in [14-15].  
Some terrestrial-radio astronomy organisations use GBTs realised by the conversion of unused satellite-earth 
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stations [73-76]. It is assumed that GBTs realised from this conversion will be used in a TRQZ. However, 
TRQZs are becoming scarce due to the increasing proliferation of broadband TWNs. Hence, TWN presence 
in the destination-radio environment i.e. the intended TRQZ should be considered [34, 36-37]. Terrestrial 
radio astronomy organisations that use converted GBTs require reduced ISL interference and enhanced 
angular resolution. In addition, terrestrial-radio astronomy organisations also aim to enhance HPC utilisation.  
       HPC underutilisation limits HPC power efficiency (PE) and arises because of observation limitation 
conditions [15]. Observation limitations arise due to GBT maintenance and limiting weather conditions. These 
factors reduce the number of GBTs presenting data to the HPC. Barbosa et al. [15] propose the use of time 
multiplexing to share the HPC with other applications that use the HPC’s idle capacity. However, time 
multiplexing does not address low-resource utilisation that occurs in a time slot. A mechanism that enhances 
HPC utilisation and considers the under-utilisation that arises in time slots is required. The following 
observations can be made for TRAOs:   
1) Observation Goals: The siting of ideal TRQZs  for TRAOs is challenging, due to ISL interference 
and TWN proliferation in high-population density areas [36-37]. TWN presence degrades TRAO 
angular resolution. The angular resolution is degraded because the TWN radiation pattern infiltrates 
the signal received by GBTs.  
2) HPC Utilisation: HPC utilisation is important; and time-multiplexing has been proposed to enhance 
HPC utilisation. This shows that there is the potential to improve TRAOs by creating a platform for 
interaction with other technologies. The synergy enhances these technologies and improves TRAOs.  
5.2   Problem Description 
   
    This section describes the problem being addressed in this chapter and uses the parameters in Table 5-1.   
    Table 5-1: Parameters used in problem formulation.  
𝐹 Set of Radio Frequencies for ISL transmission and GBT observation.  
𝑆 Set of ISLs used by LEO satellites.  
Ф Set of GBTs.  
𝑠1
𝑓
 ISL 𝑙1 using 𝑓.  
ф𝑎
𝑓
 GBT used for terrestrial radio astronomy observation (TRAO) over sky region 𝑎 using 𝑓.  
𝑋 Entity 𝑋, 𝑋 could be either 𝑆 or ф 
𝐼𝑋
𝑓
 Spectrum usage indicator of 𝑋  
ф1
𝑓1  GBT ф1using frequency 𝑓1 for TRAOs, 𝑓1𝜖𝑓. 
𝐼(ϓ) Indicator signifying that GBT can or cannot meet ϓ 
𝐼(𝐿) TWN indicator indicating absence or presence of 𝐿 in GBT vicinity  
𝜏 Set of duty cycle of high performance computing infrastructure (HPC) at instant 𝑡.  
𝜏𝑡ℎ𝑟 Threshold HPC duty cycle.  
ð1 Angular resolution when only converted GBTs are used for TRAOs in absence of TWNs. 
ð2 Angular resolution when GBTs and MESs are used for TRAOs in absence of TWNs. 
ð3 Angular resolution when MESs and GBTs are used for TRAOs; there is TWN interference.   
ð4 Angular resolution when MESs and GBTs are used in presence of TWNs with interference reduction.  
𝑆𝑐 Probability of having sufficient HPC resources  
𝑆𝑎 Probability of functional computing module in HPC.  
𝑆𝑝 Probability of using HPC to train cognitive TWN algorithms.  
      TRAOs is susceptible to interference from LEO satellites constellations that use intersatellite links (ISLs). 
ISLs pose interference threats to GBTs when their transmit epoch coincides with GBT observation epoch. The 
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radiated ISL signal has a higher power than the AS’s signal received by the GBT.  ISL interference  can also 
cause subtle distortions to AS data [69]. Hence, the ISL signals pose interference risks to TRAOs.   
     The scenario being considered comprises LEO constellation satellites with ISLs, GBTs and ASs in a 
TRQZ. Let (𝐹) be the set of radio frequencies  that can be used by ISLs for data transmission or GBTs for 
TRAOs. The set of  ISLs and GBTs are given as (𝑆) and (ф), respectively. 𝐹, 𝑆 and ф can be given as:       
                                                                                  𝐹 = {𝑓1 , … , 𝑓𝑛}                                                                           (5.1) 
                                                                                  𝑆 =  {𝑠1
𝑓
, … , 𝑠𝑛
𝑓
} , 𝑓𝜖 𝐹                                                              (5.2) 
                                                                                   ф = {ф1
𝑓
, … , ф𝑎
𝑓
 }, 𝑓𝜖 𝐹                                                            (5.3)   
     Multiple ISLs can exist over the GBT TRQZ coverage area. In addition, a given ISL can span multiple 
TRQZ coverage areas. Hence, the number of GBTs and ISLs using  a frequency are not necessarily equal.   
    Let 𝐼𝑋
𝑓
 𝜖 {0,1} , 𝑋 𝜖 {𝑆 ∪  ф}  be the spectrum usage indicator of 𝑋 on 𝑓;  𝑓𝜖 𝐹. 𝐼𝑋
𝑓
= 0 and 𝐼𝑋
𝑓
= 1 indicate 
that 𝑋 is inactive and active in 𝑓, respectively.  If ISLs transmission and GBTs observation are in the same 
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= 0 is also plausible. In this case, interference reduction requires that the LEO 
satellite sends information on ISL transmission epoch to the terrestrial radio astronomy organisation. This 
transmission increases satellite overhead because it uses satellite resources for purposes other than data 
transmission.  
     Furthermore, let 𝐼(ϓ)𝜖 {0,1} and 𝐼(𝐿) 𝜖 {0,1} be the TRAO objective indicator and TWN indicator, 
respectively. 𝐼(ϓ) = 0 and 𝐼(ϓ) = 1 signifies that available GBTs cannot and can satisfy the observation 
objective at enhanced angular resolution, respectively. 𝐼(𝐿) = 0 and 𝐼(𝐿) = 1 denote TWN absence and 
presence in GBTs vicinity, respectively. In the scenario, 𝐼(ϓ) = 0 , 𝐼(𝐿) = 1, the terrestrial astronomy 
organisation cannot satisfy its observation objectives at enhanced angular resolution due to TWN interference. 
The terrestrial radio astronomy organisation can meet its observation objective at enhanced angular resolution 
and does not experience TWN interference when 𝐼(ϓ) = 1, 𝐼(𝐿) = 0. 
      The realisation of TRAO objectives at enhanced angular resolution is threatened by TWN interference 
when 𝐼(ϓ) = 1, 𝐼(𝐿) = 1. The terrestrial radio astronomy organisation needs access to additional GBTs to 
improve its angular resolution when 𝐼(ϓ) = 0, 𝐼(𝐿) = 0. The proposal in this chapter aims to enhance the 
angular resolution when (𝐼(ϓ) = 0 , 𝐼(𝐿) = 1), (𝐼(ϓ) = 1, 𝐼(𝐿) = 1) and 𝐼((ϓ) = 0, 𝐼(𝐿) = 0). 
     In the second problem considered in this chapter, the focus is on enhancing HPC utilisation. The AS data 
received by the GBT is processed at the HPC at different time epochs. The terrestrial radio astronomy 
organisation seeks to maximize HPC utilisation. Let  𝜏 =  {𝜏1, … , 𝜏𝑞} denote the set of  HPC duty cycle.  In 
addition, let 𝜏𝑡ℎ𝑟  denote the HPC threshold duty cycle. HPC underutilisation occurs when 𝜏 < 𝜏𝑡ℎ𝑟. The 
second problem addressed in this chapter is enhancing HPC utilisation.   
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5.3   Proposed Mechanism 
 
   This section presents solutions that enable the proposed mechanism to achieve three objectives. These 
objectives are interference reduction from ISLs, enhancing angular resolution and improving HPC utilisation. 
They are achieved for a terrestrial radio astronomy organisation. It is divided into three parts. The first part 
addresses the objective of reducing GBTs-ISL interference. The second focuses on improving the angular 
resolution.  The third aims to realise the objective of enhancing HPC utilisation. 
5.3.1 Terrestrial Radio Astronomy Organisation  -   Interference-Reduction 
 
    A spectrum sharing model is developed to prevent ISLs from interfering with GBTs. In this model ISLs 
and GBTs are the  SUs and PUs , respectively. Interference is reduced by allowing ISLs (SUs) to transmit 
when PUs (GBTs) are inactive. This objective is achieved by sending the TRAO observation program to LEO 
satellites.  The TRAO sends its observation plan (OBL) and astronomy spectrum database (ASD) to the 
satellite. The satellites processes the OBL and the ASD using its cognitive reasoner (CRE) and the cognitive 
satellite ISL activator/deactivator (CSLA). Communication between TRAO and the satellite are realised 
through the plan-acquisition channel (PAC).   
    The OBL is generated on ground by the astronomy organisation; and it comprises information on the TRAO 
survey area, the ASs and the desired observation frequencies. It is known a priori to the astronomical 
organisation. The ASD is an aggregate of multiple OBLs that is transmitted to in-orbit satellites via the PAC.  
   The CRE and CSLA process the received ASD. The CRE analyses the ASD and determines AS observation 
epochs and duration. It uses these outputs to determine satellites from which the ISLs are to be deactivated 
and the deactivation duration. The CRE’s functions are executed by the receiving satellite and sent to other 
satellites via ISLs lying outside the TRAO vicinity. The receiving satellites have their own CRE and CSLA. 
The CSLA is used to deactivate the ISLs for the duration determined by the CRE.  The concerned ISLs are 
deactivated for a given duration, in order to observe ASs.  The CRE processes the ASD that is pre-complied 




Figure 5-1: Interaction between entities involved in interference reduction. 
 
   A sample ASD that is processed by the CRE is obtained from the KAT-7 observation data, and is shown in 
Figure 5-2. The sample ASD shows information for astronomy source observation conducted on Feb 16th 
2013. The columns of interest are the first and third columns. The first column holds information on the  period 
spent receiving AS radio signal. The third column holds name of AS.  
 
Figure 5-2: Sample observation plan processed into the astronomy spectrum database.  
5.3.2.   Terrestrial Radio Astronomy Organisation - Enhancing Angular Resolution 
 
   The thesis proposes an algorithm to enhance the TRAO angular resolution  by using CRs to design multi-
mode earth stations (MESs). The MESs is an earth station that can be used for satellite communications and 
TRAOs, such as the Goonhilly-3 GBT [73]. However, the Goonhilly-3 GBT does not use the CR for switching 
between TRAOs and satellite communications. An opportunistic use of MESs enhances the angular resolution 
when using the MES increases number of telescopes and telescope separation.  
     In the case where the converted GBTs are in the vicinity of TWNs, the TWNs interfere with the TRAO 
signals. The interference reduces the influence of the telescope separation i.e. baseline in enhancing  the 
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angular resolution. Each converted GBT has a virtual-radio environment multiple converted GBTs have a 
large-sized virtual environment. In a large virtual radio environment, more details can be obtained from 
multiple-observation sky regions. The low interference virtual radio environment of three GBTs is shown in 
Figure 5-3.  
       An  high virtual-radio environment radius signifies that the SW of converted GBTs has a low 
susceptibility to interference over a large sky region. The presence of the TWN in the destination environment 
reduces the virtual-radio environment radius perceived by the converted GBT.  
   
Figure 5-3:Low interference virtual radio environment of converted ground based telescopes 
 
   A scenario showing how TWN interference of TWNs affects the virtual-radio environment radius is 
presented in Figure 5-4. In Figure 5-4, the TWN’s virtual radio environment overlaps with the virtual radio 
environment of the first two GBTs (from the left).  
 
 
Figure 5-4: Converted ground based telescopes CEOxisting with terrestrial wireless network base stations.  
 
    The overlap decreases the radius of the GBTs virtual radio environment making a long baseline ineffective 
in enhancing the angular resolution. The CR can be used to address this drawback.  
     The virtual radio environment being considered in the proposed mechanism comprises MESs and 
converted GBTs. The proposed framework incorporating MESs is shown in Figure 5-5. The framework 
entities are the central computing entity (CCE) and the satellite astronomical interface (SAI). The satellite 
ground segment entities are: the visibility interface (VIF), the satellite visibility database (SVB) and the 
satellite-packet processor (SPP).  The SVB holds information on MESs capabilities; and is aware of the 
visibility epochs and the duration of the LEO satellites. It communicates with the CCE via the VIF over the 
internet. The CCE is the computing infrastructure that identifies and selects the suitable MES.  
  










Figure 5-5: Interaction between entities. 
 
5.3.3 Terrestrial Radio Astronomy Organisation – Improving HPC Utilisation  
 
    This chapter focuses on improving the terrestrial astronomy organisation’s HPC utilisation. This objective 
is achieved by enhancing the power efficiency. The power efficiency is enhanced via interactions between the 
HPC and the cognitive TWNs. 
    An inference that can be drawn from [24, 90-91] is that increased access to  information drives the design 
of intelligence algorithms that enhance the TWN subscribers QoS. The available information is used to design 
an intelligence mechanism that performs a network task. Asadi et al. [90-91] extend this view and propose a 
meta-cognitive model with multiple LAs requiring computational resources for training. In [90], the CR does 
not auto-generate new intelligent LAs. The CR’s autonomy can be improved if LAs are auto-generated and 
trained without being restricted by the lack of available computational resources.         
      A TWN BS that incorporates generative artificial intelligence (GAI) [99] can auto-generate LAs, such as 
artificial neural-network multi-user detectors (ANN-MUDs). ANN-MUDs improve TWN throughput by 
enhancing the receiver SINR in MIMO-OFDM-SDMA systems [100]. They can handle different matrices, 
depending on the number of CR and TWN BS antennas.   
    The TWN base station decides on the ANN-MUDs’s architectures used  to obtain a low bit-error rate. ANN-
MUDs are developed in the phases of data acquisition, training and output computation. The training phase is 
the most computationally intensive; and it determines the ANN weight that minimizes the output mean-square 
error.  The ANN weight matrix is used for output computation; output computation requires less computational 
resources than in the training stage.  
     The TWN BS auto-generates new ANN MUD architectures to obtain a low bit-error rate for all sub-
channels and MIMO-OFDM-SDMA states. However, the TWN BS’s ability to train new ANN-MUDs is 
limited by the TWN BS’s computational resources.  Therefore, additional computational capacity is required 
when the auto-generated LAs cannot be trained by using TWN BS’s current computational resources. The 
underutilised HPC can be used as a source of additional computational resources in this regard. HPC 
underutilisation occurs due to observation-limitation conditions [15, 101]. The ALMA HPC is reported in [15] 
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to have a utilisation of 38%. In addition, according to the ALMA Cycle 3 report [101], the average estimated 
maximum fraction of observation time is 48.5%. Hence, the HPC is not processing GBT data for 51.5% of the 
HPC on- time. However, HPC sharing has not being considered for enhancing TWN cognitive capability.   
    The objective of enhancing HPC utilisation is realised by using a duty cycle as the controlling variable for 
HPC cognitive TWN interaction. The duty cycle is the controlling variable; because it addresses the 
underutilisation that might occur in a time slot. The HPC-cognitive TWN interactions is realised by the central 
computation module (CCM), the neural resource monitor (NRM) and the training resource-monitor (TRM). 
The CCM is located on the HPC; and it determines when the HPC is under-utilised. The TRM and NRM are 
internet-based entities. The NRM monitors the resource usage of ANNs on the TWN BS. It determines when 
the TWN BS requires access to additional computational resources.   
   The network scenario being considered is shown in Figure 5-7.  In Figure 5-7, the BS belongs to the cognitive 
TWN.  Figure 5-7 shows how a BS auto generates additional ANNs across epochs 𝑡1, 𝑡2 and 𝑡3. The BS serves 
users 𝑈1 , 𝑈2 , 𝑈3 and 𝑈4 sharing one channel. The users share the channel to enhance spectrum utilisation. 
The subscribers have multiple antennas and use a varying number of antennas for data transmission. The TWN 
BS has a dynamic receiver matrix. The dynamic receiver matrix arises because of the changing number of 
subscriber antennas and the dynamic channel. The TWN BS has four intelligent learning algorithms at epoch 
𝑡1. At epoch 𝑡2, the TWN BS has six LAs, having auto-generated an additional two LAs. The two auto-
generated LAs are trained by the TWN BS using its computational resources. However, the TWN auto 
generates two additional LAs  and transits from 𝑡2 to 𝑡3.  
    At epoch 𝑡3, the BS does not have sufficient computational resources to train the two LAs that have been 
auto-generated. The TWN communicates this insufficiency of BS resources to the NRM on the internet.  The 
NRM acquires information on the training demand and the details of the auto-generated LAs. During previous 
epochs, the NRM acquires information from the TRM, showing the status of HPC utilisation. The HPC 
utilisation status is used to verify whether the HPC is underutilised. In a case, where the HPC is underutilised,  
the NRM sends the TWN BS’s training data and instructions to the HPC. The matrices of the developed LA 





Figure 5-6: High performance computing infrastructure interactions with  terrestrial wireless network  incorporating    
                   generative artificial intelligence.  
 
5.4 Performance Formulation  
     
    This section formulates the performance model for the mechanism proposed to optimise TRAOs for the 
terrestrial astronomy organisation.  It is divided into three parts. The first part examines the TRAO daily 
spectrum utilisation and ISL daily transmit opportunities. The second discusses the improvement of angular 
resolution. The third focuses on the HPC utilisation performance model.  
    5.4.1 Terrestrial Radio Astronomy Organisation  -   Interference-Reduction 
 
   The discussion in this chapter investigates the TRAO spectrum utilisation and existing transmit 
opportunities. The TRAO daily spectrum utilisation over a 24 hour duration is: 
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  (
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑂𝑠 (ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠)  
24
) х 100%                       (5.4) 
 
   The ISL daily transmit opportunities over a 24 hour duration is : 
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 =  (1 −
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛  𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑂 (ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠)  
24
)  х 100%         (5.5) 
  5.4.2 Terrestrial Radio Astronomy Organisation – Enhancing Angular Resolution 
 
      The angular resolution is formulated for four scenarios i.e. scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4.  In scenario 1, TRAOs 
are conducted using GBTs realised from converted earth stations only. The angular resolution, ð1 is:  
          ð1 = 
∑  𝜆𝐺𝐵𝑇 
 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒  
                                                                                                                                                 (5.6) 
    Where   𝜆𝐺𝐵𝑇 is the GBT wavelength.  
 
     In scenario 2, TRAOs are conducted using GBTs realised from converted earth stations and MESs. The 
use of MESs increases the baseline.  MESs and converted GBTs can observe ASs at the same frequencies but 





       ð2 = 
 ∑  𝜆𝐺𝐵𝑇 + ∑  𝜆𝑀𝐸𝑆
  𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 х (1 + 𝐵𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑐)
                                                                                                                          (5.7) 
      Where 
        𝜆𝑀𝐸𝑆 is the MES wavelength.  
        𝐵𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑐 is the percentage increase in baseline due to opportunistic use of MES for TRAOs ,respectively.  
      Scenario 3 considers a scenario in which TWNs are in the vicinity of MESs and the GBTs realised from 
converted earth stations. The TWN interference reduces the baseline , the angular resolution, ð3 is:  
          ð3 = 
 ∑  𝜆𝐺𝐵𝑇 + ∑  𝜆𝑀𝐸𝑆
 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 х (1 − 𝐵𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑐) 
                                                                                                                       (5.8) 
  Where 𝐵𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑐 is the percentage decrease in baseline due to spectral overlap of TWN.  
   In scenario 4, cyclostationary detectors are incorporated in the converted GBTs. Cyclostationary detectors 
reduce the effect of interfering TWNs in reducing the effectiveness of the baseline. They have been used in 
this case; because TWN signals are modulated and have well-known cyclostationary signatures detectable by 
CRs [20]. In this case, MESs aren’t susceptible to TWN interference. The angular resolution ð4, is: 
ð4 =
∑  𝜆𝑀𝐸𝑆
 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒  х (1 + 𝐵𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑐)
+
∑  𝜆𝐺𝐵𝑇 
 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 х(1 − 𝐵𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑐) х (1 + 𝐵𝐿𝑐𝑦𝑐) 
                                                    (5.9) 
 
Where 𝐵𝐿𝑐𝑦𝑐  is the percentage increase in baseline after cyclostationary module incorporation in the GBT.  
5.4.3 Terrestrial Radio Astronomy Organisation – Improving HPC Utilisation  
 
      This chapter also formulates the probability of success when the HPC is used for executing the TWN 
training related computations. In this case, the under-utilised HPC is used to develop ANN-MUDs for the 
TWNs. Let 𝑆𝑎 and 𝑆𝑐 be the probability of having sufficient HPC resources and a functional CCM, 
respectively. The HPC– cognitive TWN relations aimed at training the TWN’s ANN-MUDs,  fails when: 
1. The CCM fails, even though there are sufficient HPC resources. This happens with probability 
𝑆𝑐 х (1 − 𝑆𝑎)  or  
2. The CCM does not fail; but HPC resources are insufficient. This happens with probability 
𝑆𝑎 х (1 − 𝑆𝑐).  
    The probability of success of using the HPC to train the TWN’s learning algorithms, 𝑆𝑝 is:   
              𝑆𝑝 = 1 − (𝑆𝑎 х (1 − 𝑆𝑐) +  𝑆𝑐 х (1 − 𝑆𝑎))                                                                                        (5.10) 
    𝑆𝑐 and 𝑆𝑎 are modelled using the new modified Weibull distribution [102].  
5.5  Performance Evaluation 
      
    This section presents numerical results to investigate how CRP incorporation optimises TRAOs. It is 
divided into three parts. The first part investigates the low interference ISL transmit epoch, duration and 
spectrum utilisation. The second discusses numerical results that show how CR incorporation in TRAOs 
enhances angular resolution and lowers TRAO costs.  The third examines the improvement in HPC utilisation. 
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The improvement in HPC utilisation is investigated via three metrics. These are the HPC power efficiency 
(PE), success probability and  how HPC–TWN relations enhance TWN throughput.  
5.5.1 Interference Reduction - Analysis of Spectrum Usage and  ISL  Non-Interfering Transmission Epochs  
 
    This part discusses the performance of the interference-reduction framework and examines its feasibility. 
The performance metric is the latency of forwarding data through the network.  
    The low-interference transmission epochs and spectrum usage are examined by analysing data from the 
Karoo Array Telescope (KAT-7). The analysed data are those of observations conducted on 06/11/2012 (late 
afternoon), 07/11/2012 (early morning) and 16/02/2013 (morning and afternoon) referred to as periods 1, 2 
and 3, respectively. 
   The observation duration (OD) of these epochs are 17:15:54.8 - 23:37:42.6, 16:13:50.4 - 20:17:30.6 and 
08:42:05.3 - 16:40:55.7 for periods 1, 2 and 3, respectively. ISL de-activation on-board satellites is 
unnecessary for epochs outside the OD. The bands for the obtained data lie in 1.80-1.95 GHz.  Therefore, the 
scheme is feasible for radio ISLs in the 1.80-1.95 GHz.  Spectrum usage showing spectrum utilisation and the 
transmission opportunities are shown in Figure 5-7.  The spectrum utilisation presented in Figure 5-7 describes 
the spectrum utilisation obtained for periods 1, 2 and 3.   
    It is also important to investigate the transmission opportunities that arise when GBTs switch between ASs. 
Hence, the back-to-back connection duration (𝐷) seconds should be investigated. The back to back connection 
for periods 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 5-8, 5-9 and 5-10, respectively. Satellites take advantage of 
opportunities presented in the back-to-back connection duration when they are aware of previously observed 
ASs.  
        

























Figure 5-8: Back to back connection duration for period 1. 
 
            
        Figure 5-9: Back to back connection duration for period 2.    Figure 5-10: Back to back connection duration for period 3. 
 
     Therefore, the repetition of the procedures to further study selected ASs enhances satellite transmission 
opportunities, without interfering with TRAOs. Analysis shows that the average back to back connection 
duration obtained for periods 1, 2 and 3 are 49.5seconds  58.9 seconds and 43.7 seconds, respectively.  
    In addition, this chapter examines  the existence of similarities in the order of observed ASs. The observed 
ASs are organised into strings and substrings. ASs strings and substrings are specified alongside observation 
dates. In composing the strings and substrings, ASs observed at other dates are compared with those observed 
on 16/02/2013. The strings, substrings and observation dates are: 
1) Source String 1:{  𝑃𝐾𝑆 1934 − 638 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0010 − 4153, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0022 + 0014, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0024 − 4202,
𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0042 − 4414 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0059 + 0006 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0044 − 3530, 3𝐶348 } 
2) Source String 2:{  𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0240 − 2309 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0252 − 7104 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0303 − 6211, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0309 −
6058, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0318 + 1628, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0323 + 0534 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0351 − 2744, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0405 −
1308, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0409 − 1757, 3𝐶123} 
3) Source String 3:{𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0408 − 6544 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0420 − 6544 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0440 − 4333, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0442 −
0017, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0444 − 2809 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0453 − 2807 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0519 − 4546, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0534 + 1927,
𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0635 − 7516, 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0744 − 0629 , 𝑃𝐾𝑆 𝐽0831 − 1951} 
4) Source Strings 1, 2 and 3 are observed on {14/11/2012, 28/10/2012, 06/11/2012, 14/11/2012}, 
{06/11/2012, 14/11/2012} and {14/11/2012, 06/11/2012 (3 epochs)}, respectively.  
5) The first seven elements of source string 1, first five elements of source string 1, the first nine elements 
of source string 2 and the first four elements of source string 2 repeatedly occur on {16/02/2012}, 


































































{05/02/2013}, {28/10/2012, 06/11/2012} and {06/11/2012, 05/02/2013}, respectively. The first eight 
elements of source string 3, the ninth to the twelfth element of source string 3 repeateadly occur on 
{28/10/2012 (2 epochs)}. The first eight elements of source string 3, , the ninth to the twelfth element 
of source string 3 and the , the ninth to the eleventh element of source string 3 repeatedly occur on 
{06/11/2012 (2 epochs).  
   These strings and substrings show that the observations of some ASs are repeated. Therefore, the proposed 
interference-reduction framework is feasible; and the LEO satellites can exploit these transmission 
opportunities when aware of previous ASDs.  
5.5.2   Improving Angular Resolution- Performance Benefit and Cost Reduction Analysis  
 
   This section examines how the use of MESs can improve TRAO angular resolution. MESs are ground 
stations that can be used for TRAOs and satellite communications. In this thesis, the MES is furnished with a 
CR to enable transition between the two functionalities.  The use of MESs is also expected to reduce the costs 
of conducting TRAOs. The cost is being considered from the perspective of infrastructure cost. This is because 
the terrestrial radio astronomy organisation does not need to engage in GBT construction. Hence, the 
improvement in angular resolution and cost reduction are investigated in the simulation.  
    The angular resolution is investigated for four cases. These are cases 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
1) Case 1: The organisation has seven converted GBTs that observe in the IEEE UHF band, and are not 
susceptible to TWN interference. This case describes existing work [14] because it does not involve 
MESs. The baseline is 45 km.  
2) Case 2: The organisation uses four converted GBTs and three MESs that can be observed in the IEEE 
UHF band. The addition of MESs increases the baseline to 90km. The converted GBTs are susceptible 
to TWN interference; and they incorporate an ideal cyclostationary detector. MESs are unaffected by 
TWN interference.  
3) Case 3: The organisation uses three MESs and four converted GBTs that operate in the IEEE-C and 
IEEE-UHF bands, respectively. The converted GBTs are in the TWN vicinity and do not incorporate 
a cyclostationary detector. The MESs are not in the TWN vicinity. The baseline is 90 km.  
4) Case 4: The organisation uses four converted GBTs and three MESs that operate in the IEEE UHF 
band. Both converted GBTs and MESs are in the vicinity of TWNs and incorporate an ideal 
cyclostationary detector. The baseline in this case is 90 km.  
5) Case 5: The organisation uses four converted GBTs and three MESs operating in the IEEE UHF and 
IEEE C bands, respectively. The baseline is 90km. Both converted GBTs and MESs are in TWN 
vicinity; and they use ideal cyclostationary detectors.  




                  Figure 5-11 Angular resolution in different cases 
     
     A lower angular resolution is more beneficial for TRAOs. The angular resolution of cases 2 and 3 
outperform that of case 1 by 67.5% and 59.2%, respectively. In addition, the angular resolution of cases 4 and 
5 outperform that of case 1 by 75% and 66.7% on average, respectively. Hence, opportunistic access to MESs 
enhances angular resolution.  An improved angular resolution is obtained when the MESs and converted GBTs 
use the IEEE UHF band, as may be seen in cases 2 and 4. This is because of the shorter UHF wavelength. 
Nevertheless, MES incorporation still enhances angular resolution. Therefore, the incorporation of MESs with 
cyclostationary detectors enhances the angular resolution. The results presented in Figure 5-15 show that the 
angular resolution can be enhanced by using MESs and CR cyclostationary detectors. Further analysis of the 
results presented in Figure 5-13 shows that the angular resolution in cases 2, 3, 4 and 5 outperform that of case 
1 by 67.5%, 59.2%, 75% and 66.7% on average, respectively. It can be seen that the opportunistic use of 
MESs enhances the angular resolution. The incorporation of the cyclostationary module in cases 4 and 5 also 
enhances the angular resolution because of the interference reduction capability. 
    The terrestrial astronomy organisation‘s ownership costs is also simulated for five cases i.e. cases 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 5 using the parameters in Table 5-2. The simulation results are presented in Figure 5-12.  
Table 5-2: Cost Figures used to simulate ownership costs. 
Component  Cost  
Conversion of Unused Earth Station  100,000 - Hoare et al. [73] 
Internet Link from CCE to SVB 1,000 
Control Software Per GBT  20,000 (20% of Conversion Cost) - Kemball [103] 
Cyclostationary Sensing Module 11,413 (assumed to be N9322C Agilent Spectrum Analyser)- LeMay [104] 









































Figure 5-12: Terrestrial radio astronomy organisation ownership costs. 
 
      In Figure 5-12, it can also be seen that the cost in case 1 is lowest when there are up to four GBTs compared 
to cases 2, 3 , 4 and 5, respectively. This is because the GBTs in case 1 do not have any cyclo-stationary 
module, multi-mode software or internet link costs. The cyclo-stationary module increases the cost in cases 4 
and 5. The inclusion of the control software and internet link increases the cost in cases 2, 3, 4 and 5. Therefore, 
the increased cost is due to the incorporation of the features proposed in this paper. The cost of adding the 
incorporated features increases the cost for the first four GBTs for cases 2, 4 and 5 compared to case 1. It does 
result in an increase for the cost comparison between case 1 and case 3. This is because in case 1 and 3, the 
first four GBTs are primary GBTs with similar functionalities. The average cost increase in cases 2, 4 and 5 
compared to case 1 are the same and equals 11.4%. The cost increase is equal because only the cyclo-stationary 
module is added to the GBT in cases 2, 4 and 5. 
   The improvement in angular resolution is larger when GBTs and MESs use the IEEE UHF band as seen in 
cases 2 and 4 because of the shorter wavelength. Nevertheless, MES incorporation enhances angular 
resolution.  Therefore, using an MES that incorporates the cyclo-stationary detector improves the angular 
resolution when its inclusion increases the baseline. Hence, terrestrial radio astronomy organisations should 
combine GBTs and MESs to reduce ownership costs and improve angular resolution. 
5.5.3 Enhancing HPC Utilisation - Analysis of power efficiency and TWN Throughput.  
 
    This subsection examines how HPC sharing enhances power efficiency (PE). The PE is investigated for 
three scenarios. The first scenario, i.e. Scenario 1, is the PE of the time multiplex, as described in [15].  
   The second scenario, i.e. Scenario 2, describes the PE improvement when the HPC does not require any 
increase in power. The third scenario, i.e. Scenario 3, examines the PE improvement when the HPC power 





























increases. The observation-limitation conditions affect an increasing number of GBTs. The simulation results 
obtained for the PE are shown in Figure 5-13.  
     In the simulation, it is assumed that each GBT present 450 samples from TRAOs. The TWN presents 
20Kbits of data related to ANN training. The HPC consumes 200MW. The occurrence of observation 
limitation conditions reduces the number of observed samples by 30.1% on average.  
 
Figure 5-13: Power-efficiency performance. 
 
   Figure 5-13 shows that the PE increases with the number of GBTs; because more GBTs are affected by 
observation-limitation conditions. It is also observed that the HPC sharing improves the PE, when compared 
with the time multiplex. In addition, the HPC has the highest improvement in PE, when its use does not 
necessitate any increase in power. However, when the HPC requires an increase in power by up to 30%, the 
PE is reduced. 
   The PE exceeds that of the time multiplex by an average of 24.6%, 13.2% and 8.31%, when (1) there is no 
increase in HPC power, (2) HPC power is increased by 10%, and (3) HPC is power is increased by 15%, 
respectively. Therefore, an increase in the HPC power by 5% reduces the PE by 4.89 %.  
    It is also important to investigate the successful execution probability (SEP) due to HPC-cognitive TWN 
relations. The SEP depends on the available HPC resources and on the number of GBTs. Relations between 
the SEP and the number of GBTs for different HPC computational units are shown in Figure 5-14.  
   The SEP is also investigated. SEP is dependent on the number of GBTs and HPC computational units. The 
SEP is investigated for different number of GBTs and HPC computational units. An increase in the CU from 
10 Kbits to 100 Kbits improves the SEP for the same number of GBTs. An increase in CUs from 10 Kbits to 
100 Kbits improves the SEP from 0.0387 to 0.9087. The SEP also improves when the CU increases from 100 
Kbits to 1000 Kbits. An increase in the CU from 100 Kbits to 1000 Kbits increases the SEP from 0.0726 to 
0.9085. Hence, the availability of more HPC CUs improves the SEP. 































Figure 5-14: Success execution probability as a function of the number of ground based telescopes.  
 
    The influence of HPC–cognitive TWN relations on TWN throughput is also investigated. The TWN 
throughput is that obtained when the under-utilised HPC is used to develop ANN-MUDs. The simulation 
environment considers a scenario where three CRs share a 1 MHz channel to improve spectrum utilization. 
The simulated throughput is shown in Figure 5-15. 
   As seen in Figure 5-15, the throughput reduces with decreasing HPC computational units. The lowest 
throughput is obtained at epochs where available computational units cannot support the number of functional 
GBTs. The achievable throughput is minimum when the HPC has 10 Kbits and there are 71 GBTs and when 
the HPC has 100 Kbits and there are 141 GBTs.  
   From the results presented in Figures 5-14 and 5-15, it can be concluded that increasing the computational 
unit improves the SEP and the throughput. In addition, HPC-cognitive TWN relations enables the realisation 
of the goals of the unified architecture by enabling the TWN to make use of the underutilised HPC. This 
improves the HPC utilisation of the terrestrial astronomy radio organisation. 
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Figure 5-15: Throughput performance due to high performance computing infrastructure –cognitive terrestrial wireless network  
relations.  
 
   Furthermore, the thesis investigates the feasibility of HPC-cognitive TWN relations. HPC-cognitive TWN 
relations is feasible when there are non-operational GBTs. The use of MESs (with reconfigurable SDR) 
enables TRAOs to be conducted at different frequencies. The KAT-7 observation data are used for the 
feasibility analysis. The data on the observation day (OD) in mm/did/yy, observation duration (Dur) in 
seconds, number of inactive GBTs (NIT) out of the seven GBTs in KAT-7, the number of observed ASs 
(NSrcs) and observation frequency (OF) in MHz The obtained data are shown in Table 5-3.  
Table 5-3: KAT-7 Observation data.  
S/N OD (mm/did/yy) Dur NIT NSrcs OF(MHz) 
1 02/16/13 28740 0 31 1944.26562 
2 11/06/12 22980 2 1 1920.24219 
3 01/21/13 14700 0 1 1920.24219 
4 10/14/12-10/15/12 31080 0 36 1920.24219 
5 10/16/12 15180 0 12 1920.24219 
6 10/28/12 36931 1 13 1827.078125 
7 11/06/12-11/07/12 40800 2 66 1920.24219 
8 11/14/12-11/15/12 36119 1 38 1920.24219 
9 02/05/13 9846 1 11 1920.24219 
10 02/11/13 18780 1 20 1920.24219 
11 02/23/13 21730 0 23 1920.24219 
 
    Table 5-3 shows that KAT-7 GBTs are not operational for all ODs.  The observations on 11/06/2012 were 
conducted at different times. It may be seen that sixty-six ASs are observed on two days spanning 11/06/12-
11/07/12, and when using only five GBTs out of seven. Therefore, two GBTs are non-operational for 40800 
seconds (11.33 hours).  Further investigations show that the minimum non-GBT operational time is 2.73 hours 
for a single non-operational GBT on 02/05/2013.  Analysis of the data for RAOs conducted on 11/02/2013 
showed that the number of hours for which one GBT is non-operational amount to 5.22 hours.  
   Therefore, TWNs can access the HPC CUs for a minimum of 2.73 hours and a maximum of 11.33 hours.  
In addition, GBTs are capable of observing ASs at three OFs, i.e. 1944.26562 MHz, 1827.078125 MHz and 
1920.24219 MHz MESs can also enable TRAOs at other frequencies because of SDRs’ reconfigurability.  
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   The discussion in this chapter has proposed CR-based mechanisms to enhance TRAOs. The considered 
terrestrial-radio astronomy organisation uses GBTs realised from converted earth stations. The organisation 
seeks to reduce GBTs - ISL interference, enhance angular resolution, and improve HPC utilisation. The 
reduction of TRAOs-ISL interference and the enhancement of angular resolution are joint objectives 
associated with optimising TRAOs. They are considered as strategies that optimise TRAOs; because they do 
not involve interactions with TWNs or CEOs.  
    The HPC sharing enables interactions between the HPC and the autonomous cognitive-TWN. The 
autonomous TWN can auto-generate ANN-MUDs. The occurrence of observation-limiting conditions enables 
the autonomous cognitive TWNs to use the under-utilised HPC. The under-utilised HPC is used to train the 
auto-generated ANN-MUDs. Relations between TRAOs and TWN improve HPC utilisation and TWN 
throughput. Hence, the mechanism proposed in this chapter meet the requirements of the unified architecture. 
The discussion in this thesis has also proposed mechanisms to enhance CR QoS in TWNs in Chapters 3 and 
4.  In the next chapter, the thesis presents mechanisms that enable CEOs to realise their spectrum-access 
objectives to enhance data transmission and to improve space-segment robustness. The chapter also examines 























Cognitive Earth-Observation Network Model (CEON) 
 
    This chapter presents a decentralised user interactive commercial earth observation network. The presented 
network model is called the cognitive earth observation network model (CEON). CEON aims to furnish users 
with ubiquitous real time access to desired earth climatic variables (ECVs). The contribution of this chapter 
is the use of the CR and intelligent mechanism to design the proposed CEON.  
     The discussion in this chapter presents mechanisms that enhance CEOs and are incorporated in CEON. 
CEOs requires spectrum access for ECV observation, ECV downlink and ECV uplink.  ECVs could be either 
space ECVs or ground ECVs. Space ECVs are obtained by earth observation satellites while ground ECVs 
are obtained by ground stations. Examples of space ECVs are the surface wind vector and down welling solar 
irradiance [105]. Examples of ground ECVs are soil carbon and river discharge [105].  
    The space and ground ECV can be merged together to improve decision making in smart agriculture [79]. 
Fish et al. [79] recognise that future generation smart agriculture requires the merge of ECVs observed by 
satellite based and vehicle mounted sensors. The merging of space ECVs have been recognised to be valuable 
for improved environmental description [106]. In addition, technological advances have influenced ground 
station [107] and space segment design [108-109]. The evolution in the space segment has led to the use of 
small satellites such as CubeSats. CubeSats located in the lower earth orbit (LEO) can be used in the CEOspace 
segment. The ground segment of CEOnetworks hosts the earth station.  
         This section is divided into six parts. The first part discusses related work. The second describes the 
problem being addressed. The third presents the proposed mechanisms. The fourth formulates the performance 
model. The fifth discusses the simulation results. The sixth is the conclusion.  
6.1 Related Work  
    
       The CEOspace and ground segment require different mechanisms to realise the goals of ECV data 
observations and access. The realisation of these goals require mechanisms that make CEOnetworks robust 
and enhance data transmission. Robust mechanisms are required to ensure that CubeSat modules can observe 
ECV data when demanded by the CEOuser. In addition, interference redcuction mechanisms are required to 
ensure high throughput ECV data transfer in the data uplink stage. The mechanism reduces interference 
between TWN and the ground station during  ECV uplink. This section discusses literature on mechanisms 
proposed to enhance CubeSat functions  suitable for CEOs. 
    This section discusses the algorithms proposed to enhance CubeSat operations. In [110], Wei et al. present 
a fractionated satellite (fracsat) that comprises a wirelessly linked processing and communication payloads. 
The processing payload is equivalent to the OCSS. It determines whether data should be forwarded to the 
ground station or to another satellite.  In the event of a failure, the information on the failed module is removed 
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from other modules. The removal of failed module information does not imply a restoration of the lost 
functionality, however. Additional mechanisms are required to restore the functionalities of the lost modules 
to the concerned fracsats. Such mechanisms should restore the functionality, prior to the launch of replacement 
modules.  
    Fracsat networks should be robust. The necessity of designing robust fracsats has led to the design of the 
F6MDA framework [111].  F6MDA executes resource management, fault management and multi-level 
security. It handles physical and software faults, in order to enhance system recovery and serve distributed 
applications. However, the F6MDA has challenges handling catastrophic subsystem failures  that can occur 
in commercial earth observation systems. Furthermore, [111] presents a generic discussion of fracsats. An 
application of the F6MDA to different applications is required; because fracsats face different challenges for 
different applications.  
    Chu et al. [112] extend the discussion in [111] by considering the application of fracsats for earth 
observations.  A multi-agent system fracsat, where each agent corresponds to a subsystem is presented in 
[112]. The multi-agent system model targets earth observations and it enhances system robustness. The fracsat 
comprises the mission-data processor, large volume data-storage component, data-relay component and high 
bandwidth-downlink component. The discussion in [112] determines the suitable fracsat architecture for earth 
observation platforms, using the analytical hierarchy process algorithm. The analysis shows that fracsats with 
wirelessly linked components have the best performance. The multi-agent system incorporates cognition to 
enhance cluster location management. This ensures that fracsats are quickly restored after executing a space-
debris manoeuvre. However, additional work is required to  achieve high uplink throughput for data 
communication in earth observations when using fracsats. Chu et al. [112] consider the need for a high 
bandwidth downlink and not high bandwidth uplink for a fracsat that interacts with a ground station.  
   Han et al. [113] describe a fracsat packet-communication system that incorporates an address-allocation 
system and an egress router. The router forwards the data between wirelessly linked fracsat subsystems. The 
packet communication’s functionality handles inter-fracsat communications. The discussion here has focused 
on inter-fracsat communications, and not on the relations between fracsats and the ground segment.  
    The introduction of an address-allocation system into CubeSats raises further questions on the scalability 
of address systems when new modules are introduced into the system. This is important, in order to ensure 
that the module is integrated into the CubeSat, and that it communicates with them in the minimum time 
possible. This can be realised by ensuring that ground station to CubeSat uplink has a high throughput. An 
high throughput requires that ground stations should be able to access more bandwidth. However, the issue of 
bandwidth access requires further consideration.  
   The discussion above identifies that fracsats should be robust [110], and quickly recognise new modules 
[111]. The ground station should be able to transmit to fracsats at a high throughput. New mechanisms are 
needed to satisfy the spectrum-access objectives of CEOs that make use of CubeSats and ground stations. 
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Deployed earth-observation systems experience interference from TWNs [63-64].  The CR can be used to 
design algorithms that reduce interference between CEOs and TWNs. This has been considered for space 
applications [40,41]. Hence, the CR can meet CEO’s objectives of low interference spectrum access and 
improving user performance. CR incorporation enables S-band meteorological radar to opportunistically 
access the idle LTE-A channels. The opportunistic access of idle LTE-A channels by the S-band 
meteorological radar enhances S-band utilisation.  
    Some systems have been envisaged for future earth observations. Examples of these are Pleiades [114], 
Sentinel [115], and the QB-50 nano-satellite constellation [116]. Pleiades comprises two small satellites that 
can transfer ECV data via the S or X-bands.  
   Sentinel satellites are to be launched incrementally by the European space agency. The European space 
agency envisages the launch of Sentinel 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Currently, there are four sentinel satellites, i.e. the 
Sentinel 1 and Sentinel 2, both comprising two satellites. Sentinel 1 and Sentinel 2 were launched in April 
2014 and June 2015, respectively.  
   The QB-50 constellation aims to use 50 LEO nano-satellites. Although, QB-50 uses nano-satellites, it does 
not consider the goals of CEOs.  The future intelligent earth observation system (FIEOS) which is suitable for 
CEOs, is presented in [80].  FIEOS aims to make ECV data access ubiquitous and responsive to user demands. 
It comprises end-user systems, LEO satellites and geostationary (GEO) mother satellites. FIEOS improves the 
spatial, temporal and spectral resolution of earth observations.   
   In FIEOS, GEO satellites receive data from LEO satellites; the received data are processed and sent to the 
end-users. FIEOS enables users to interactively demand and access ECV data in real time. Real-time ECV 
data can be accessed via low and high data rate channels from daughter and mother satellites, respectively.  
   The data from LEO satellite sensors is processed on GEO satellites. This reduces FIEOS’s susceptibility to 
ground segment failure.  However, relying on GEO satellites for data processing and high data rate increases 
the costs for low capital-space organisations with insufficient capital to launch GEO satellites.   
    The responsive and formal design process [43] overcomes the drawback of high space-segment costs. It is 
suitable for low capital-space organisations. The responsive and formal design  proposes the use of LEO 
satellites. In [43], the mother and daughter satellites are located in LEO.  Mother satellites process data  
received from daughter satellites. In [80], the mother satellite is the GEO satellite and the daughter satellite is 
the LEO satellite.  The use of LEO pico- and nano-satellites reduces the costs for low capital-space 
organisations. However, new algorithms are required for scenarios comprising LEO mother and daughter 
satellites. In addition, robust algorithms are required to ensure continuity, when mother satellites in LEO 
become non-functional.   
    Furthermore, FIEOS constrains end-users to communicate with GEO mother satellites, when high data rates 
are desired. This increases data transfer latency because daughter satellites’s data need to be transferred to 
mother satellites prior to downlink. In addition, uplink and downlink transmissions with daughter satellites 
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should be done at high throughput. The X-band [44-45] and S-band [44] can be used for daughter-satellite 
downlink and uplink, respectively. However, S-band uplink from the ground station poses an interference risk 
to LTE-A, which also uses the S-band [68].  Hence, the co-existence of the CEOs and TWNs in the S-band 
spectrum requires interference-reduction mechanisms. In addition, the co-existence should also enhance 
spectrum utilisation.  
   Alternatively, CubeSats uplink and downlink communications can use the UHF band [108, 117].  However, 
the S-band is preferred, because of the increased uplink throughput. The use of the S-band is supported by the 
evolution of the modulation used in satellite communications.  Satellite communication systems have evolved 
from using amplitude shift-keying modulation to quadrature modulation, with data rates of up to 3Mbps. New 
radios that use quadrature amplitude or phase-shift modulation are required for CubeSats. The use of the S-
band for small satellite transmission has been recognised in [109]. Baceski et al. [109] recognise that the S-
band transmission can enhance ground station to satellite uplink throughput. Therefore, CubeSats can realise 
high data-rate communications by sharing the S-band with TWNs, such as the LTE-A. This improves the S-
band utilisation; and it allows the X-band to be used for new technologies, as the need arises.   
    CubeSats can be used in different space segment roles, as seen in the heterogeneous spacecraft network 
model [42].  Heterogeneous spacecraft network s can be classified as primary, secondary or hybrid. Primary 
heterogeneous spacecraft networks use CubeSats, as space segment components in earth-observation 
networks. Secondary heterogeneous spacecraft networks use CubeSats as multi-application space segment 
components. Hybrid heterogeneous spacecraft networks use CubeSats as space-relay nodes.  
   The classification shows that CubeSats can be used as dual role agents. CubeSats can be used as holistic 
agents (primary) or agents that enhance existing systems (secondary or hybrid). The discussion in [42] also 
examines the ISL communications requirements in small satellites. Technologies, such as IEEE 802.11, 
ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4 are identified to be suitable. The IEEE 802.11 is considered suitable for ISLs, 
downlink and uplink communications in earth-observation networks. This is because of the high throughput 
of IEEE 802.11 compared to IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee. Although, the IEEE 802.11 spectrum is suitable 
because of its high throughput, it neglects enhancing the utilisation of licensed spectrum.  A choice of sharing 
the licensed S-band between the TWN and CEOenhances S-band utilisation. It can be seen that the research 
has considered relations between space segment, ground segment and the TWNs from different perspectives. 
Some examined relations is presented in Table 6-1.  
Table 6-1 : Small satellite mechanisms – applications and apectrum access. 
 Components  Mechanism & Application Spectrum Access 
Boudjemaa [107] Ground segment ; Stationary 
Ground station 
Swarm intelligence for meteorological 
ground network planning.  
Spectrum access objectives does not consider 
interaction with satellites and other ground stations.  
Zafrara et al. [117] Space segment of 
ALCUBESAT 1  
Focus is on subsystem design and there is 
no focus on networking mechanisms.  
Use of 433.92MHz for downlink only. No focus on 
uplink.  
Baceski et al. 
[109] 
Space segment ; Mobile space 
segment in LEO 
Subsystem design and description, no 
focus on satellite networking mechanisms. 
Description of QB-50 subsystem.  
Use of UHF and VHF for downlink and uplink, 
respectively. Advanced communication for S-Band. 
Incorporates SDR reconfiguration. Potentially 
suitable ISLs. Cognitive mechanisms not 
incorporated in SDR.  
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    Small satellites have also been used to design CEOs networks. Examples of CEOnetworks are the Planet-
Labs Flock constellation [39]  and the Omni-Earth system [79].  According to Fish et al. [79], CEOs demand 
for ECV information should be incorporated in earth-observation system design. Fish et al. [79] discuss the 
business model and applications for future CEOs. However, unlike [39], the discussion in [79] does not 
examine the technological requirements for the delivery of commercial earth-observation services. CEOs 
networks are expected to transmit uplink data in the S-band [118]. The S-band is also required for LTE-A. 
CEO’s networks transmitting in the S-band should not suffer any interference from, or pose interference to 
LTE-A.  
   The discussion in CEOs can be subdivided into three aspects. The first part describes the hardware 
component of earth observation systems [39].  The second focuses on the services rendered to users by CEO 
networks [79].  The third concerns spectrum allocation [118]. CEO networks should be robust, have a high 
throughput and low latency, to ensure that CEOdata are readily available. In addition, CEO network operators 
make more revenue when they sell more data. Therefore, CEOs networks require algorithms that enables them 
to provide users with more ECV from the space and ground segments.  
     The robustness of CEOs can be improved by using autonomous.  Autonomous algorithms can enhance the 
robustness of CEOs that use LEO mother and daughter satellites. Robust algorithms have been proposed for 
improving space applications [119-122]. The autonomous nano-technology swarm framework (ANTS) [121]  
enhances space autonomy; and it is inspired by ant swarms. An ant  swarm comprises a ruler, messengers, and 
workers; and it is capable of self-optimisation and self-protection capabilities. Swarms using ANTS can deal 
with faults by recognizing fault states, nominal health states and health-restoring actions.  
Faber et al. [42] Mobile Space segment (LEO), 
Stationary ground segment.  
Design of low cost multi-institutional 
network to increase user accessible ECV.    
IEEE 802.11 spectrum is used for downlink and 
ISLs. Data transmissions in uplink is not considered. 
Edmonson et al. 
[43] 
Focus is on space segment. 
Small satellites in LEO are 
used as sensor networks.  
Develops open systems interconnection 
framework for ISL communications. 
Formulation of the responsive and formal 
design process for small satellite systems, 
ISLs, distributed processing and 
reconfigurability are considered important 
features.  
High bandwidth access requirement is recognised. 
Additional consideration is required for interference 
avoidance and user performance enhancement.   
Palo [44] Mobile space segment in LEO, 
stationary ground segment.  
Design of X-band antenna for high data 
rate CubeSat  downlink communications   
X-band is used in the downlink  for satellite – ground 
station communication.  
Wei et al.[110]  Mobile LEO space segment  
and stationary ground 
segment.  
Design of a data relay satellite system that  
comprises uplink, downlink and space 
routing mechanisms. Interaction with 
other satellites is also considered. Module 
failures is recognised to require adaptive 
mechanisms and requires further 
consideration.  
Though additional features are recognised, the focus 
is on designing space routing mechanism. 
Liolis et al. [65] Space and ground segment ; 
non-geostationary (mobile) 
and geostationary (stationary). 
Stationary ground segment  
Examining the suitability of CR for 
satellite communications not commercial 
earth observations. The authors present the 
CR  satellite framework.  
Suitable radio spectrum are the C, Ka and Ku bands.  
Identifying suitability of different cognitive radio 
spectrum sharing models for different scenarios in 
satellite networks.  
Tercero et al. [66] Mobile TWNs and Stationary 
ground meteorological radar.  
Design of the dynamic frequency selection 
mechanism for interference reduction 
between IEEE 802.11 and radar in the  
5.60-5.65 GHz spectrum  
The focus is on the 5.60-5.65 GHz unlicensed band. 
Focus of spectrum access is on interference 
reductions and not enhancing ground station 
spectrum utilisation and throughput.  
Deng et al. [67] Stationary ground segment i.e. 
MIMO Radar and Mobile 
TWN users.  
Space domain filter proposed for  
interference reduction between MIMO 
radar and  TWNs.  
Focus is on CEOxisting scenario. However, the 
space domain digital filter does not consider 
enhancing spectrum utilisation and throughput.  
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   However, ANTS is  not designed for CEOs. The porting of ANTS to CEOs causes performance problems. 
For example, a delay occurs between fault occurrence and restoration to a healthy state. The delay increases 
the latency in CEOs networks, when data processing and demand occur simultaneously. Autonomous 
algorithms can enhance space CubeSat applications. These autonomous algorithms can be designed by using 
bio-inspired approaches. The use of bio-inspired algorithms is suitable for the CR, as seen in [25-30, 48-49].  
The CR can be considered as the combination of SDR and bio-inspired algorithms.  
      Bio-inspired algorithms have been used to improve scheduling in earth-observation satellite applications 
[107, 123]. Mission planning for CubeSats that use SDRs should consider uplink and downlink. The uplink 
describes the ground station to fracsat transmission. The downlink describes the fracsat to ground station 
transmission. The fracsat-SDR downlink can be designed to transmit on the X-band [44]. The use of the X-
band reduces interference between the CubeSat downlink and TWNs in the ground-station vicinity. S-band 
spectrum utilisation can be achieved by using the S-band for uplink transmission. This improves S-band 
spectrum utilisation and the ground station requires protection mechanisms to utilise licensed idle TWN S-
band channels.  A solution that enhances spectrum utilisation should enable the fracsat uplink to use the S-
band and CEOxist with LTE-A.  
    A bio-inspired ant colony optimisation mechanism is described in [124]. Chen et al. [124] propose a 
decentralised ant-colony optimisation mechanism for ISL selection in LEO small satellite networks.  The 
proposed mechanism enables link reconstruction and enhances network-resource utilisation. In [124], a small 
satellite selects the nearest small satellite that provides the highest ISL throughput when its ISL fail. The ISL 
selection advances [42]; because it reduces reliance on the control information uploaded from the ground 
stations. Satellites exchange information to identify the suitable neighbour satellite that meets communication 
requirements. However, the scheme considers non-fracsats. In fracsat networks, additional overhead arises 
because the transfer of control packets increases overhead. The algorithm in [124] selects only stable satellites; 
and satellites that do not meet this requirement are not selected. Therefore, satellites with resources, but 
without sophisticated station-keeping mechanisms to ensure orbital stability, are not selected.  
    Erlank et al. [85] discusses how bio-inspired mechanisms can be used to design robust small satellites, such 
as CubeSats. They recognise the similarities between satellites and biological organisms. Biological organisms 
are robust due to the mechanisms of genetic, information and functional redundancy. A robust small satellite 
architecture is presented in [85]. In the proposed architecture, a small satellite comprises field programmable 
gate arrays that are similar to the macromolecular machinery in cells. If a field programmable gate array fails, 
neighbouring field programmable gate arrays reprogram the failed field programmable gate array.   
    The discussion in [85] has focused on using bio-inspired mechanisms to design single low-cost reliable 
satellite units. Although, low-cost reliable satellites are desirable for CEOs, additional consideration is 
required to design robust mechanisms for networked low-cost reliable small satellites.  
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      This thesis proposes an interactive CEOnetwork that fuses ground and satellite ECVs to meet  future ECV 
demand. The CEOnetwork operator has access to multiple sensors on fracsats and ground stations. This thesis 
considers a scenario, where fused ground and space ECV data are transmitted to different locations through 
the space segment. The network scenario being considered in this thesis is that of a decentralised commercial 
earth observation network that uses an  MGS in the ground segment.   
   The CEOspace segment should be robust to deal with catastrophic module failures, to ensure on-demand 
access to ECV data via the space segment. A bio-inspired mechanism that enhances the robustness of low-
cost small satellites is presented in [85]. The discussion in [85] has not been considered in the context of 
networked fracsats in CEOs. In the event of catastrophic fracsat module failures, the space segment 
functionality is lost. A catastrophic failure is considered to occur when re-programmability is infeasible.   
    The lost functionality can be restored by launching replacement modules. However, the launch of 
replacement modules is at the expense of increased service downtime and launching costs. This thesis proposes 
a mechanism to ensure a functional commercial earth observation network – in the event of catastrophic 
module failures. The proposed mechanism ensures a functional space segment without immediate recourse to 
launching replacement modules.  
   Commercial earth observation networks require a high throughput for data transmission on the MGSs – 
fracsat uplink in the data uplink stage (DUS). This requires high bandwidth access to enhance DUS 
throughput. Commercial earth observation network operators have identified the S-band as being suitable to 
achieve a high uplink throughput [118].  The use of the S-band for the DUS enhances S-band spectrum 
utilisation. This is because the S-band is also being considered for LTE-A TWN. However, enhancing S-band 
utilisation increases the interference risk between TWNs and CEO.  Hence, an interference-redcuction 
mechanism is required. This thesis proposes a mechanism that enables low interference access to the S-band 
by both TWNs and MGSs. Its ground segment hosts the MGS and the CEO existence mechanism.  
     Ants demonstrate the use of pheromones to determine the best paths for finding food sources. Pheromone 
motivated algorithms for small satellite applications can be found in [123, 125-126].  
      The following observations can be made on network architecture, data rate, and autonomy and spectrum 
allocation from the examined literature: 
1) Network Architecture: LEO fracsats can be used in centralised or decentralised earth observation 
networks. Centralised earth observation networks are managed from a ground mission control centre. 
The mission centre passes control information to the space segment.  In decentralized CEOnetworks, 
control information is exchanged via ISLs. Fracsats can also work with MGSs to enable ubiquitous 
ECV data access. 
2) Uplink Throughput:  It is important to increase MGS to fracsat throughput for faster data upload and 
reduced latency. A high uplink throughput can be obtained by using the S-band instead of the UHF-
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band. The use of the S-band enhances throughput and spectrum utilisation. However, interference 
reduction algorithms should be designed to reduce interference between TWN and MGSs.   
3) Intelligent Mechanisms: Bio-inspired mechanisms are suitable for enhancing space applications. 
Intelligent bio-inspired algorithms are required to design future robust CEOnetworks.  
4)  Spectrum Allocation: CubeSats transmitters are being designed to transmit in the S-band instead of 
the UHF. This transition is motivated by the desire to increase CubeSat data rates. Transition to higher 
bands also helps to design easily deployable ground stations [107]. Spectrum should also be allocated 
to CEOs in a manner that reduces interference with TWNs and enhances spectrum utilisation.   
   From the examined literature, it can be seen that issues such as the network architecture design, spectrum 
access and throughput enhancement has been widely considered for small satellite applications. These 
concerns are also important for commercial earth observations networks that use small satellites.  Commercial 
earth observation networks should be robust and capable of high throughput ECV data transfer. Fish et al. 
[79] recognise that the delivery of commercial earth observation network services requires fusing ECV from 
multiple sensors. The mechanism in [85] enables the design of a robust architecture for an in-orbit satellite. In 
[85], the small satellite has a re-programming capability and can re-program its constituent field 
programmable gate arrays if they fail. This re-programming requires that another field programmable gate 
array possesses the transcript of the failed field programmable gate array. A catastrophic failure occurs when 
a field programmable gate array and the field programmable gate array holding its transcript fail at the same 
epoch. In such a case, the small satellite is not able to execute its function. This has not been considered in 
[85] but receives attention in this chapter.  
 
 6.2 Problem Description  
    This section is divided into two parts. The first and second parts describes the problem being examined for 
CEON’s ground and space segment, respectively.   
     6.2.1 CEON-Ground Segment 
 
    The X-band spectrum is suitable for the uplink and downlink in CEOs. However, the use of the X-band 
does not enhance S-band spectrum utilisation. In addition, the choice of the X-band is based on the assumption 
that the S-band is fully utilised. This raises a notion of false spectral scarcity for the S-band spectrum. The X-
band can be used for the downlink from the satellite to the ground station. The basis for this choice is the 
reduction of the overhead that arises when the S-band is used. The overhead could have arisen due to the 
satellite’s need to access TWN spectrum usage data. It reduces the amount of ECV data that can be accessed 
in a visibility window. This thesis uses the S-band for the uplink. This choice improves S-band utilisation.  
    CEON’s ground segment comprises the MGS that co-exists with the TWN.  The MGS and TWN each have 
own S-band channels. The TWN comprises the TWN BS and TWN subscribers. In addition, the MGS has 
MIMO-OFDM capability.  
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     Let 𝑐𝑔;  (𝑐𝑔 𝜖 𝐶)  be the MGS S-band primary channel. In addition, let 𝐼
𝑔 𝜖 {0,1}  and 𝐼𝑏
′
𝜖 {0,1} be the state 
of 𝑐𝑔 and 𝑐𝑏′  , respectively. 𝐼
𝑔 = 0 and  𝐼𝑔 = 1 signifies that 𝑐𝑔 is idle and busy, ,respectively. 𝐼
𝑏′ = 0 and  
𝐼𝑏
′
= 1  implies that 𝑐𝑏′ is idle and busy, respectively. The MGS reduces TWN interference from 𝑐𝑏′   channels 
when 𝐼𝑔 = 1, 𝐼𝑏
′
= 1.  MGS-TWN relations can also be described by 𝐼𝑔 = 1, 𝐼𝑏
′
= 0. In this case, the MGS 
can bond 𝑐𝑔 and 𝑐𝑏′ to enhance uplink throughput and spectrum utilisation. This chapter proposes a mechanism 
that predicts the idle state and duration of 𝑐𝑏′ channels.   
6.2.2 CEON – Space Segment 
 
     The space segment comprises fracsats. Let 𝛼 and  𝓀  denote the set of  fracsats and modules, respectively.   
            𝛼 =  {𝛼1, … , 𝑎𝑦}                                                                                                                                      (6.1) 
                  𝓀 = {𝓀1, … , 𝓀𝑔 }                                                                                                                                    (6.2) 
               𝑎𝓇 = {𝑆ℎ𝓀1
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀1 , … , 𝑆ℎ𝓀𝑠
𝑎𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀𝑠} ; 𝛼𝓇  𝜖 𝛼 ; 𝓀𝑠 𝜖 𝓀                                                                                     (6.3) 
    𝜃𝓀1 and  ℎ𝓀1 are 𝓀1’s orbital inclination and altitude, respectively.  
    In addition, let 𝐼 (𝑆ℎ𝓀𝑚
𝑎𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀𝑚) 𝜖 {0,1} denote 𝑆ℎ𝓀𝑚
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀𝑚 ;  (𝑆ℎ𝓀𝑚
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀𝑚  𝜖  𝛼𝓇)’s functional status. 𝐼 (𝑆ℎ𝓀𝑚
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀𝑚) = 0 
and 𝐼 (𝑆ℎ𝓀𝑚
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀𝑚) = 1 signify that 𝑆ℎ𝓀𝑚
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀𝑚  is functional and non-functional, respectively. The fracsat 𝑎𝓇 
cannot realise its goal when 𝐼 (𝑆ℎ𝓀
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀) = 0.  The fracsat 𝛼2’s modules are functional when 𝐼 (𝑆ℎ𝓀
𝛼2,𝜃𝓀) = 0. 
The fracsat 𝛼𝓇 can realise its goal if it can use 𝛼2’s functional modules. This chapter proposes a mechanism 
that realises this objective.   
6.3   CEON Mechanisms 
    This section is divided into three parts; and it discusses the algorithms proposed for CEON. The first part 
presents the fracsat’s components. The second part describes the mechanism proposed for CEON’s ground 
segment. The third part presents the bio-inspired mechanism proposed for CEON’s space segment. 
6.3.1 Fractionated satellite components 
 
    The considered fracsat comprises three wirelessly linked modules with own power sources. These modules 
are the central computational module (CCM), weather-sensing module (WSM) and the wireless-
communication module (WCM). The WSM comprises the sensors that observes the ECV data in the parameter 
observation stage. It sends WSM data to the CCM for processing.  
    The CCM carries out preliminary ECV data processing, executes the fracsat’s algorithms and determines 
the WCM transmission parameters. It processes and forwards the ECV data; and it determines the WCM’s 
transmission parameters.  
    The WCM is an SDR that comprises ISL, downlink and uplink sub-modules. The ISL sub-module enables 
communications between the WCMs of fracsats. Downlink and uplink sub-modules enable transmission to 
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and reception from the MGS, respectively. The WCM receives information on the parameters of other fracsats, 
and sends them to the CCM. The CCM uses the parameters of other fracsats to determine suitable replacement 
modules in other fracsats. It also computes the WCM’s downlink and uplink parameters.  
 








       In the discussion that follows, for 𝛼𝓇  the first module i.e. (𝑆ℎ𝓀1
𝛼𝓇 ,𝜃𝓀1) is the WSM. The WCM transmits 
only processed ECV data and there is no link between a fracsat’s WCM and WSM.   
      Relations between CEON’s fracsats units are shown in Figure 6-1b. The fracsats 1 and 2 in Figure 6-1b 
can communicate with MGS 1 and MGS 2. The MGSs can transmit ECV via bonded MGS and TWN channels. 
In Figure 6-1b, the MGSs are in different locations and exchange ECV via the space segment. The 
transmission of ECV through the space segment reduces the load on the internet.  
    In Figure 6-1b, the end user at MGS 1 requires ECV data. The required ECV data necessitates ECV 
observation at MGS and 𝛼2. The observation instructions are sent by MGS 1 to 𝛼1. The fracsat 𝛼2 receives 
the observation instructions from 𝛼1 via the ISL. In addition, the fracsat 𝛼2 sends observation instructions for 
ground ECV observation to MGS 2. MGS 2’s ECV are sent to 𝛼2 on the uplink at high throughput and merged 






                                                             
Figure 6-1b: Interaction between the  space and ground segment entities in proposed network model.  
 6.3.2 Ground Segment – Proposed Mechanism 
 
    This thesis proposes the incorporation of a spectrum-prediction mechanism in the MGS. The MGS uplink 
to the WCM can occur in two modes i.e. the primary and the hybrid modes. In the primary mode, the MGS 





fracsat  𝛼1 





MGS 1   MGS 𝑁  
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channels and idle  TWN channels in the hybrid mode. The MGS predicts the idleness of TWN channels using 
an ML-FNN.    
6.3.3 Space Segment – Motivation for Bio-Inspired Mechanisms 
 
   The robustness of ants is  enhanced by multiple-nest relations in polydomy [127-129]. Polydomy enables 
ant colonies to survive environmental pressures and changes that threaten their existence by increasing nest 
diversity. Straub et al. [130] identify that pesticide and environmental pressure threaten ant survival. Shea-
Weller et al. [131] recognise that collective behaviour enables ant communities to develop spatially-specific 
advantages. The collective behaviour of ants enables ant colonies to respond to different environmental 
threats. The discussion in [131] identifies some mechanisms in ant colonies that suggest that polydomy is 
cognitive. The identified mechanisms are environmental probing, emigration and flexible-task allocation. Shik 
et al. [132] present a suitable mathematical model of ant polydomy. 
   Environmental probing is the examination of the external environment of an ant colony. It aims to determine 
the risk of mortality and is carried out by scouting ants. Scouting ants are workers that explore the external 
environment, to pro-actively identify a suitable replacement nest for emigration purposes.  
   Emigration enables an ant community to move and change its location in response to increased predation 
threats. There are two types of emigration: i.e. emergency emigration and forced emigration. The execution 
of emigration solves the nest-selection problem for ant colonies. Emigration can also be triggered by workers 
or the loss of a queen. An ant colony can select suitable neighbouring sites, when there is worker loss in 
emergency emigration. Queen loss threatens continued colony existence. It can arise due to death or disease 
and results in forced emigration.   
    Flexible-task allocation is important for the selection of new scouting workers by ant nests. Scout workers 
become lost when they visit high-mortality rate locations. The loss of scout workers enables workers in the 
sending nest to adjudge that a location is unsuitable for future emigration. However, the nest requires 
additional scout workers to determine the mortality risk of alternative locations. The ant nest uses task-
allocation mechanisms to select new scout workers that can explore other locations. Scouting in ant colonies 
presents a form of learning mechanism in ant colonies. The association of emigration choices, scout ant 
election with nest selection describes a form of learning mechanism.  
6.3.4  Space Segment – Proposed Mechanism 
 
   The space segment of the fracsat network being considered is shown in Figure 6-2. Figure 6-2 presents a 
fracsat network in LEO. The module of each fracsat in Figure 6-2 is self-aware and incorporates the 
architecture proposed in [85]. The fracsat modules are wirelessly interconnected.  Inter-WCM communication 
is realised via ISLs. In Figure 6-2, the WSM and CCM can be either damaged (D) or severely damaged (SD).  
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The WCM is assumed fully functional.  A damaged or severely damaged WCM implies that the fracsat is lost 
and is unreachable.  This is because only the WCM is equipped with antennas suitable for uplink and downlink.  
    In the discussion, the queen is the CCM; while the WCM and WSM are the workers. A super-colony is a 
network of fracsats under the control of an high-capacity CCM, i.e. the master module (MM). The CCM 
determines the WCM’s configuration parameters. The WSM and the CCM are jointly regarded as a CR.  
 
Figure 6-2: Constellations of fracsats where each fracsat uses the existing transcription based mechanism. 
 
     An earth-observation network with a host segment incorporating the proposed polydomy bio-inspired 
mechanism, is shown in Figure 6-3. The network shown in Figure 6-3 has three super-colonies, i.e. super-
colony 1, super-colony 2 and super-colony 3.  Each super-colony in Figure 6-3 has WSM, WCM and CCM. 
There are two types of computational modules in the presented space segment. These are the CCM and the 
master module (MM). The MM is a type of CCM, but with a higher capacity. Each super-colony has two 
CCMs and one MM. Each CCM executes the cognitive switching functionality and exchange information to 
determine the CCM to MM transformation. The polydomy bio-inspired algorithm executes cognitive 




                 
Figure 6-3: Space segment of proposed network model.  
 
    Cognitive switching enables  the fracsat to make a decision as regards joining an existing super-colony or 
to form a new super-colony. Being self-aware,  the fracsat  can determine whether it has a sufficient capability, 
to develop suitable responses to environmental threats. The cognitive switching functionality is inspired by 
discussion in Straub et al. [129]. Straub et al. [129] point out that the reduction of immune repertoire precedes 
ant super-colony formation. The architecture in [85] can be used to develop a fracsat that is immune to 
catastrophic module failures. However, the architecture in [85] does not consider a scenario when multiple 
micro-controllers become damaged simultaneously. This thesis considers a scenario, where multiple micro-
controllers become damaged simultaneously – resulting in a scenario where micro-controller re-programming 
becomes challenging. Cognitive switching enables a fracsat to determine if it can re-program failed 
components in other modules of the fracsats.  
    In forming  a super-colony, the CCMs receive information from other fracsats. The received information is 
used to determine potential fracsats with which they can form super-colonies. The CCM also uses the received 
information to decide on a CCM that can be used as an MM. The identification of suitable super-colony 
relationships is executed by the environmental-probing functionality. In the environmental probing stage, the 
fracsat evaluates the metabolic rate. The consideration of the metabolic rate is motivated by the work of Shik 
et al. [132]  
    The metabolic rate is  the ratio of the CCM’s actual number of computations to its pre-determined maximum 
number of potential computations. It is computed for a given time window. A CCM with an high metabolic 
rate has low residual capacity and is unsuitable as an MM in its super-colony. A CCM with a low metabolic 




6.4    Performance Formulation  
 
   The section formulates CEON’s performance model. It investigates how spectrum prediction and the 
polydomy-inspired algorithm can enhance the ground and space segment, respectively. The performance 
metrics for CEON are the, MGS uplink throughput, uplink latency and amount of accessed ECV data.  It is 
divided into two parts. The first and second parts formulate the performance model for the ground and space 
segments, respectively.  
6.4.1 Ground Segment – Uplink throughput and Latency 
 
   The  incorporation of spectrum prediction  enables the MGS to bond 𝑐𝑔;  (𝑐𝑔𝜖 𝐶)  and idle 𝑐𝑏′ channels for 
the uplink in the hybrid mode. The MGS uplink occurs  over 𝑐𝑔 with transmit gain, (ℎ𝑔
𝑡 ) ,transmit power, 
(𝑝𝑔
𝑡 ), interference gain (ℎ𝑔
𝑖𝑛), and interference power,(𝑝𝑔
𝑖𝑛). The MGS primary mode uplink throughput 𝑇ℎ𝑛𝑏 
is:  










𝑖𝑛 + 𝜎2  
)                                                                                                 (6.4) 
  Where 𝐵𝑔 is the bandwidth of 𝑐𝑔 in Hz.   
   With channel bonding,the MGS accesses idle 𝑏′channels and its  hybrid mode uplink throughput, 𝑇ℎ𝑏 is:  
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   The  MGS uplink latency is:   
   𝑈𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =   {
  
 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝐶𝑉 𝑜𝑛 𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘
𝑇ℎ𝑛𝑏
 ;   𝑁𝑜 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔  
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝐶𝑉 𝑜𝑛 𝑈𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 
𝑇ℎ𝑏
 ; 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
                                                       (6.6) 
6.4.2. Space Segment -  Amount of Accessible Data 
  
   CEOnetwork operators aim to generate revenue by selling more ECV data to subscribers. The robust space 
segment should enable CEON to supply more ECV data to subscribers on demand. The thesis investigates 
how the incorporation of the robust polydomy-inspired algorithm enhances accessible ECV data compared to 
FIEOS [80]. A space segment comprising fracsats whose modules use [85] and the proposed mechanism are 
considered. In formulating the accessible ECV data, it is assumed that the WSM captures data using multiple 
sub-components. In addition, let 𝐷𝛼𝓇  be the amount of  ECV generated by 𝛼𝓇’s WSM. The ECV data accessed 
from WSMs in  the space segment, 𝐿 is: 
             𝐿 =  ∑𝐼𝛼𝓇𝐷𝛼𝓇
 𝑦
𝑟=1
                                                                                                                                         (6.7) 
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   Where 𝐼𝛼𝓇  𝜖 {0,1} is the WSM indicator. 𝐼𝛼𝓇 = 0 and 𝐼𝛼𝓇 = 1 signify that 𝛼𝓇 has a  non-functional and 
functional WSM, respectively.  
 
6.5 Performance Evaluation  
 
      This part discusses simulation results and is divided into two parts. The first and second part discuss 
simulation result for the ground and space segment, respectively. The space segment is assumed to have 
fracsats (with three modules) located in altitudes lying in the range 500km-700km. The fracsats’s WCMs use 
frequencies in the range (8-12) GHz for downlink. Hence, the space segment can support up to 10 fracsats. 
The WCM-MGS downlink has a link margin of 7.11dB. This link margin is obtained  given an WCM altitude 
(500km), WCM parabolic antenna diameter (2cm), aperture efficiency (65%) ;  MGS antenna diameter (9m), 
WCM transmit power (2W) at 8GHz. The expected received signal level is -72.89dB and the expected MGS 
sensitivity is -80dB.  
    The WCM-MGS downlink has a link margin of 4.8dB given WCM altitude (700km), WCM parabolic 
antenna diameter (2cm), aperture efficiency (65%) ; MGS antenna diameter (11m) at 12GHz. The expected 
received signal level is -75.2dB and the MGS sensitivity is -80dB.  
 
6.5.1   Ground Segment  
 
    This part examines the MGS prediction accuracy, throughput, latency and the data availability. The MGS 
uses a well-trained ML-FNN for performing the spectrum prediction. Channels predicted to be idle by the 
ML-FNN are bonded with primary MGS channels. The channel bonding enables MGS primary to hybrid 
mode transition. The ML-FNN is developed and trained by using the MATLAB neural network object-
oriented framework. The ML-FNN parameters are shown in Table 6-1. The ML-FNN performance is 
examined by comparing the predicted and the expected output values. The predicted output is the connection 
duration of channels to be bonded with primary channels by the MGS.  A comparison of the predicted and 
expected values is presented in Figure 6-4. In Figure 6-4, the connection duration has been normalised. The 
maximum connection duration is 18.4ms. The result shows that the MGS reduces interference caused to the 
TWN. This is because the predicted output is less than the expected output.  





ML-FNN Layer  Number of Neurons Transfer Function 
Input Layer 10 tansig 
First Hidden Layer 40 tansig 
Second Hidden Layer 30 tansig 
Output Layer 1 purelin 
Additional  ML-FNN  Training Parameters 
Training Algorithm Levenberg-Marquadt  
Percentage of training samples 60% 
Percentage of validation samples 20% 





Figure 6-4: MGS ML-FNN prediction performance. 
 
   The MGS throughput of interest is the uplink throughput. MGSs in CEON can operate in primary or hybrid 
modes. The throughput performance of the MGS is shown in Figure 6-5. In the simulation, the MGS is 
assumed to have channel bonding capacity in primary and hybrid modes. Hence, the MGS can transmit over 
multiple channels in the primary modes.  
   Figure 6-5 shows that the MGS uplink throughput increases with the number of MGS channels. An 
increasing number of channels implies that MGSs use more primary channels. In the hybrid mode, the 
increasing number of primary channels are bonded with the idle TWN channels. Hence, an increased uplink 
throughput is observed with the number of increasing channels, when the MGS is in hybrid mode. The MGS 
in hybrid mode has a higher throughput, due to the increased accessible bandwidth. The prediction of more 
idle channels implies low spectrum usage by LTE-A subscribers. This enables the MGS to also use an 
increased transmit power, while upholding the CPP.  












































Figure 6-5: MGS uplink channel capacity.  
 
    This simultaneous increase in bandwidth and power due to low PU spectrum usage by MGS enhances the 
throughput. Further investigations show that the average throughput is enhanced by 60% when the number of 
channels accessed by the MGS ranges between 5 to 9 channels. In addition, spectrum-prediction techniques 
improves the  MGS overall uplink throughput (for all channels) by 40.6% on average. 
   The increased uplink throughput reduces ECV forwarding latency in CEON.  In examining the latency, the 
scenario considered is one in which the user requests ECV that necessitates joint observation. The joint 
observation is executed by sensors aboard the WSM and the MGS. The requesting MGS receives ECV data 
from the WCM.  The requested ECVs traverses fracsats 1, 2 and 3 and is  merged at fracsat 4. The merged 
ECV is sent through fracsats 6, 7, and 8. Fracsat 8 sends the merged ECV data to the user at the requesting 
MGS.  The MGS and WSM capture 68 Kbits and 90 Kbits of ECVs, respectively. The mean ISL throughput 
between satellites in the simulation is  of used in the simulation is 7.41Gbps.   
    This chapter also investigates how CR incorporation reduces uplink latency. Figure 6-6 shows that the 
uplink latency reduces when the MGS is in hybrid mode, due to the increased throughput.  
    The uplink latency is reduced when the MGS is in hybrid mode because of the increased uplink throughput. 
The use of channel bonding reduces uplink latency by up to 696.6ms. The reduction in latency, when the MGS 
accesses more channels in primary mode, without prediction is observed to be 199.9 ms.  
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Figure 6-6: Uplink latency in  proposed commercial earth observation network model.  
    
    Further investigations show that the uplink delay is decreased by 18.6% on average, when the MGS is in 
hybrid mode. Primary mode MGSs are used in the FIEOS, where the ground station does not incorporate CR 
spectrum prediction. Therefore, incorporating spectrum prediction in MGSs, results in an enhanced QoS.  This 
is because the uplink throughput is enhanced by 60%. In addition, the uplink latency is reduced by 18.6%.  
 
6.5.2 Space Segment   
   The incorporation of the proposed bio-inspired algorithm is expected to enhance the amount of data accessed 
from the space segment. In investigating the accessed ECV data, four scenarios are considered, these are:   
1) Scenario 1: This case considers an WSM that uses the algorithm in [85]. The occurrence of catastrophic 
failures reduces WSM’s ability to capture requested ECV by 11% on average.  
2) Scenario 2: In this case, the loss of WSM re-programmability reduces the ability to capture the 
requested ECVby 6% on average.   
3) Scenario 3: The space segment incorporates the proposed polydomy-inspired mechanism. The WSM 
experiencing catastrophic failures can access sub-components of other WSMs via the MMs 
coordination. The use of the proposed polydomy inspired mechanism enables the WSM to capture 
16% on average of the requested ECV.  
4) Scenario 4: The space segment incorporates the proposed polydomy-inspired mechanism. The WSM 
experiencing catastrophic failures can access sub-components of other WSMs via the MMs 
coordination. The use of the proposed polydomy inspired mechanism enables the WSM to capture 
21% on average of the requested ECV.  
The simulation results for these scenarios are shown in Figure 6-7.      
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     From the results in Figure 6-7, it can be seen that the proposed mechanism outperforms the mechanism 
proposed in [85]. This is because of the formation of super-colonies that enable fracsats with non-functional 
CCMs to utilise the MMs. In addition, the accessible space segment data increases  with the network size for 
all the scenarios.  In the case when fracsats use the existing scheme i.e. [85], the amount of accessible  ECV 
data is influenced by re-programming capability. In the event that multiple micro-controllers are damaged, the 
space segment is unable to provide users with the requested ECV. In the absence of the proposed mechanism, 
the micro-controller fracsat cannot network with other fracsats; since its re-programmability is lost.  
 
Figure 6-7: Accessible data from the space segment 
 
   Further investigations show that accessible ECV in scenario 4 exceeds that of scenario 3, by 5.4% on 
average. Scenario 3 outperforms scenario 1 and scenario 2 by 7.3 % and 14.2 % on average, respectively. 















































Chapter 7  
Conclusion and Future Work  
 
7.1 Thesis Conclusion 
 
   The research described in this thesis presents a spectrum-allocation framework that addresses the spectrum-
access objectives of  terrestrial radio astronomy observations, commercial earth observations and terrestrial 
wireless networks. Previously, the spectrum allocation for these technologies had been considered separately. 
The spectrum allocation framework is proposed – due to spectrum-access conflicts, technological advances 
and increasing spectrum demand. In addition, spectrum-access conflicts lead to interference between 
commercial earth observations and terrestrial wireless networks; terrestrial radio astronomy observations and 
intersatellite links.  Furthermore, relations between terrestrial radio astronomy observations, commercial earth 
observations, and terrestrial wireless networks foster new synergies. These synergies can be used to design 
new mechanisms that improve the robustness of terrestrial radio astronomy observations, commercial earth 
observations, and terrestrial wireless networks.  
     The cognitive radio is used to reduce interference that arises between terrestrial radio astronomy 
observations, commercial earth observations, and terrestrial wireless networks. Cognitive radios have been 
identified to be suitable for solutions focused on interference reduction, enhancing spectrum utilisation, and 
improving user quality of service.  They enable the realisation of dynamic spectrum access for future 
generation-spectrum allocation to emerging technologies. However, the adoption of dynamic spectruim access 
via cognitive radio incorporation has been largely considered for terrestrial wireless networks in comparison 
to terrestrial radio astronomy observations and commercial earth observation. Terrestrial radio astronomy 
observations experience interference increasingly from intersatellite links. In addition,the conduct of 
commercial earth observation has migrated from being scientific to commercial – with requirements similar 
to those of terrestrial wireless networks.  These changes cause new spectrum access conflicts.  Hence, a 
cognitive radio -based joint spectrum allocation model is required.  
   In addition,to using the cognitive radio to reduce interference, cognitive radio incorporation also ensures the 
sustainability of spectrum allocation. The concern of ensuring sustainable spectrum allocation has not arisen 
in the consideration of dynamic spectrum access for terrestrial wireless networks. Addressing the 
sustainability of spectrum allocation requires a joint consideration of the spectrum-access demands. In 
addition,to addressing sustainability, the thesis presents algorithms that aim to enhance the performance of 
terrestrial radio astronomy observations, commercial earth observations, and terrestrial wireless networks.   
   The thesis provides a literature review that examines the advances for terrestrial radio astronomy 
observations, commercial earth observations, and terrestrial wireless networks. In addition, it develops 
interference reduction mechanisms for terrestrial radio astronomy observations and commercial earth 
observations. Furthermore, mechanisms that improve user performance are also developed.    
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    It develops intelligent mechanisms that enhance user performance in terrestrial wireless networks. The 
developed mechanisms considers similarities between training parameters in homogeneous terrestrial wireless 
networks and heterogeneous wireless networks. Furthermore, mechanisms that incorporate meta-cognition in 
cognitive radios  have also been developed and shown to enhance terrestrial wireless network user 
performance.    
   Commercial earth observation networks incorporate mobile-ground stations and should be capable of 
supporting interactive and ubiquitous access to earth-climate variables. Mobile subscribers should be able to 
interact with commercial earth observation. A commercial earth observation network model, called the 
cognitive earth observation network , is also presented. The cognitive earth observation network differs from 
existing models by incorporating cognitive radio-equipped mobile ground stations and a bio-inspired low earth 
orbit fractionated satellite network. It supports user interaction-based demand for data. The cognitive earth 
observation network ’s space segment is designed using ant polydomy mechanisms to enable module sharing, 
and to reduce the operational overhead.  
    The study also points out that terrestrial radio astronomy observations experience interference from 
intersatellite links. The thesis proposes the incorporation of generative-artificial intelligence in terrestrial 
wireless network - base stations. The terrestrial wireless network base stations interact with the high 
performance computing infrastructure and use the high performance computing infrastructure for developing 
terrestrial wireless network learning algorithms. The interaction enhances terrestrial radio astronomy 
observation  power efficiency. In addition, the thesis also proposes the use of multi-mode earth-stations. The 
use of multimode earth stations improves terrestrial radio astronomy observation angular resolution and 
reduces costs of conducting terrestrial radio astronomy observations.    
    The thesis demonstrates that intelligent mechanisms can be used to enhance terrestrial wireless networks, 
terrestrial radio astronomy observations and commercial earth observation. It is also shown that the use of 
cognitive radio spectrum-prediction mechanisms mitigates against spectrum access conflicts and ensures 
sustainable spectrum allocation. These goals are achieved, while enhancing spectrum utilisation. 
   The contributions of this thesis aim to reduce interference among users of terrestrial wireless networks, 
commercial earth observations and terrestrial radio astronomy observations that require access to significant 
bandwidth resources. The mechanism presented to achieve this objective also improves the performance of 
the concerned users. The use of the cognitive radio paradigm is considered the most appropriate approach to 
achieve these objectives. This is because the cognitive radio has been widely considered as a technology for 
realising spectrum sharing. However, the cognitive radio has been largely considered for terrestrial wireless 
networks. The contributions in this thesis demonstrates that the cognitive radio can be used to design 
mechanisms that improve user performance in terrestrial radio astronomy observations, commercial earth 
observation and terrestrial wireless network.  
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     The use of the cognitive radio to reduce interference and improve user performance in terrestrial wireless 
networks, commercial earth observations and terrestrial radio astronomy observations is novel. The novelty 
in this regard is the use of the cognitive radio in a scenario comprising multiple emerging technologies and 
not just terrestrial wireless networks as is the current state in research.   
    In conclusion, the mechanisms proposed in this thesis require access to computational resources for the 
efficient manipulation of big data in training neural networks. The mechanisms can be implemented on a 
neuromorphic computing architecture. This is because the neuromorphic computing architecture is capable of 
efficiently executing big data computations compared to the existing Von Neumann computing architecture. 
7.2 Future Research Direction 
 
The following outstanding issues provide fertile areas for future research: 
1. Derivation of statistical model:  It is also important to derive a statistical model with a better 
modelling of user quality of service  and terrestrial wireless network spectrum usage data and using 
empirical data for terrestrial wireless networks using licensed spectrum. In addition, it is important to 
further study and re-design and high performance computing infrastructure utilisation because of 
observation-limiting conditions. This will help to make further adjustments that would improve the 
capability of the newly modified Weibull-distribution model used in the analysis.  
2. Neural-network implementation: Further work is required to design and integrate artificial neural 
networks in hardware. The artificfial neural networks are those suitable for mechanisms proposed for 
terrestrial wireless networks, commercial earth observations; and the generative artificial-intelligence 
algorithm used for high performance computing infrastructure sharing.  
3. Impact on radio astronomy: Further research that evaluates the knowledge discovery when 
astronomical sources are observed, in the absence of interfering inter-satellite links, is required.  
4. Implementation complexity and computation time: The thesis does not focus on analysing 
computational complexity but designing mechanisms that use cognitive radio to reduce interference 
and improve user performance. The mechanisms proposed in this thesis require ability and availability 
of a computing architecture that can efficiently process big data. This is important especially for neural 
network training and associated computations.  The current Von Neumann computing architecture has 
been recognised to be incapable of efficiently executing big data operations. However, the 
neuromorphic computing architecture has been recognised to be suitable in this regard. The 
implementation of the proposed mechanisms on a neuromorphic computing architecture is a subject 
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   The simulation of the proposed mechanisms have been conducted in MATLAB. The MATLAB commands 
tic and toc have been used to determine the duration of algorithm execution.  
    The neural network used in the heterogenenous mode of the proposed dual mode mechanism is designed 
using the MATLAB neural network object oriented package. The package allows the setting of more 
parameter values than permitted in the graphic user interface tool. The neural network has been trained using 
data modelled from real life network performance measurement distribution.  
    In the case of the mechanisms, learning classification pause and learning diversity selection, the wireless 
channel is modelled after the LTE channel model as defined in the third generation partnership standards. The 
channel modelling involved the choice of radio signal angle of arrival, mean distance between antennas in the 
mobile subscriber and the LTE-Advanced evolved Node B. The simulation procedure involved the use of 
parameters such as user orientation to the LTE-Advanced evolved Node B.  The channel model is used to 
compute the channel co-efficients. The transmit power of the cognitive radio is assumed to be higher than the 
power radiated by interferers on a neighbouring channel. In addition, the additive white gaussian noise is not 
assumed to exceed interference power.  
    The scale of transmit power used by the cognitive radio is in the order of milliWatts while the scale of 
transmit of power used by interferers to the cognitive radio is in the scale of tenths of milliWatts. In addition, 
it is assumed that the cognitive radio in the LTE-Advanced does not spend any period exceeding the 
measurement gap length in acquiring training data.  
    The packet loss rate has been examined with the assumption that the use of the neural network in executing 
spectrum prediction has an high accuracy in predicting the expected output parameters. This is obtainable 
when the artificial neural network has been well trained. It is also assumed that the interference occurs  due to 
the wrong prediction of expected output parameters. In addition, it is also assumed that the artificial neural 
network prediction accuracy is differs for wireless network channels. 
    In simulating the performance of the mechansism proposed for improving terrestrial radio astronomy, the 
newly modified Weibull distribution is used to describe relations between the number of telescopes and 
computing resources. The newly modified Weibull distribution is simulated using distribution parameters that 
yield a positive probability value. In the integration of the newly modified Weibull distribution, terms up to 
the third order alone have been considered in the numerical simulation. This is because higher order terms are 
observed to be significantly small.  
   It is assumed  that user earth observation requirements necessitate a joint observation by sensors on 
functional satellites. In addition, the training data for the neural network used by the mobile ground station is 
simulated using the Pareto distribution. In examining the amount of accessed data, it is assumed that data is 
stored on the ground based meteorological station.   
